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The Atlantic Sun Confer~nce hosts five 
championship tournaments this weekend. 
- SEE SPORTS, A6 LETDOWN 
www.UCFnews.com • Thursda , A ril 15, 2004 
John Thomason's experience at the prom 
could have been better. Read all about it. 
- SEE the indie, il 
.u ThC fight for Knightcast not yet over_ 
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HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
Managing Editor 
Dan Drennen is one of the 
student disc jockeys at Knight-
cast who believes the station is a 
unique asset for the UCF com-
municy. . 
"One of the greatest things 
about Knightcast is that's it's 
independent, there's no com-
mercials and it's. by students, for 
students," Drennen said. 
· Drennen is half of the "The 
Dick and Danimal Happy 
BRE 
Hours," which plays on 
http://www.knightcast.org, 
Knightcast, an agency of the Stu-
dent Government Association, is 
UCFs student-run radio station, 
streamed through the Internet. 
Last Thursday, the SGA Senate 
practically killed the radio sta-
. tion by taking away a majority of 
its funding, citing low numbers 
and lack of advertising as failures 
of the radio station. Tonight, 
Knightcast will get a chance to 
. prove that it's a valuable resource 
for UCF students. 
The DJs and show hosts at 
Knightcast are adamant on the 
value of their station, despite a 
small listening audience. "I really 
see this as an opportunity of 
expression for the student body," 
Carmen Serrano said. Serrano, a 
digital media major, plays a vari-
ety of indie punk music for her 
listeners. "It's older bands that 
people don't get a chance to hear 
that often." She began her show, 
"Spiri. Cycle," when she was con-
sidering switching to a radio/tel-
evision major. 
"They do good work over 
there," Kayonne Riley, the station 
manager for the FM radio station 
WUCF, said. Riley is also the fac-
ulty adviser for Knightcast, and 
has written a letter to the SGA 
asking for Knightcast to get some 
more of the Activity and Service 
Fee Committee-approved fund-
ing.~"They need continued fund-
ing," Riley said. ·;once of their 
new goals can be increased pro-
motions, but it takes money to 
promote." 
Riley stressed the importance 
CYCLE 
Women in Action Conference will focus on awareness, prevention of abuse 
. COURTESY ALYX KEUINGTON 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Help, healing and fighting 
back will highlight discussion 
at the second annual Women 
in Action Conference. 
The event, sponsored by 
tlie Women's Studies Depart-
ment, will run from noon to 6 
p.m. Monday. It will focus on 
women who have taken 
action and made a difference 
in other women's lives. "[The 
conference] is about activism 
. and taking action locally and 
globally," said Lisa Logan, the 
chairwoman of the Women's 
Studies Program and the 
coordinator of the confer-
ence. 
This year's conference will 
feature an array of speakers 
and activities, and the topics 
range from women in war to 
, the global trafficking of 
women to domestic violence. 
Speaker Alyx Kellington, a 
nationally renowned photo-
journalist, has traveled to 
more than 25 countries to 
explore and document differ-
ent cultures. Her photos are 
widely published in newspa-
pers, magazines and educa-
tional books. Kellington is 
originally from Austin, Texas, 
and one of her initial involve-
ments with women's issu~s 
was during the civil war in El 
Salvador. "I was an activist, 
but there came a time that I 
realized that being an activist 
is not enough, so I went there 
[El Salvador] and lived there 
for one and a half years," she 
said. She stayed with families 
and participated in their daily 
lives, and stayed involved as 
an activist. · 
. "I grew up with an abusive 
brother who was nine years 
older than me, and I found it 
safer to be in a war zone than 
at home," Kellington said. 
From her talk on "Women in War," is Alyx Kellingtori's photo of a group of women who are a part of the Zapatista movement in Chia pas, 
Mexico. Kellington wil~be speaking on Monday during the Women in Action ~nference in the Student Union Pegasus Bal!room. · 
Kellington started public 
speaking three years ago. "I 
realized that putting pictures 
PLEASE SEE CLOTHESLINE ON A2 
Drug-resistant bacteria alarming scientists '. 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Imagine tiny, invisible, yet 
extremely sinart bacteria over-
throwing mankind. It's hard. to 
think about, especially with 
advances in today's science and 
technology. 
of the United States and may 
soon be seen in other countries. 
"[Finding] TB resisting dif-
ferent [anti-TB] drugs is like 
going back in time," said Dr. 
Michael Deichen, associate 
director of UCF Student Health 
Services. 
However, during the late 1980s 
scientists began to notice an 
increase in bacterial infections. 
By 1995, infectious diseases 
became one of the top five caus-
es of death in the United States. 
What made bacteria - the 
first forms of life to appear on 
the ancient Earth - suddenly so 
resistant to· antibiotic t~ t­
ments? As it turns out, antibiotic 
resistance is not a sudden 
change in the bacteria. Rather, a 
"gradual exposure to antibiotics 
creates resistance," said Saleh 
Naser, associate professor in the 
Department of Molecular Biolo-
gy and Microbiology. 
To understand the antibiotic-
resistance concept, one must 
of experience when pursuing a 
career in radio, and how campus 
radio . stations like Knightcast 
provide that experience. "That's 
how I got my foot in the door 
with my first real job," Riley said. 
Though there are two other 
radio stations on campus besides 
Knightcast, neither of them 
offers the freedom that Knight-
cast does. WUCF broadcasts 
jazz 24 hours a day. WUCF does 
employ students, but none host 
their own shows. 'We do have 
quite a few of them doing regular 
news slots," Riley said. She; 
added · that ·they currently are: 
ac~epting more volunteers foi; 
the station, to add to the 10 stu-; 
dents that currently work at the; 
station. : 
Riley admits that at most sta-; 
tions, students wouldn't be able; 
to play any type of music, and'. 
that they'd have to adhere to Fee; 
reglllations. "It's not just the; 
indecency, the type· of music yoti; 
play or what you can say," she~ 
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTCAST ON A( 
M~ITHEW WRIGHT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Art Miles, host of Overtime, hopes to become Orlando's equivalent of Conan O'Brien. 
New late-night show :: 
at home in ·the office -_ 
TRINA PRIORE 
·staff Writer 
If David Letterman has 
New , York, and Conan 
O'Brien has Los Angeles, then 
who can Orlando claim as its 
favorite late-night television · 
host? 
Art Miles, a 1993 graduate 
ofUCF;hopes the answer will 
soon be him. Host of Over-
time, Orlando's newest (and 
only) comedic variety show, 
Miles takes the usual late-
night show antics and throws 
• those into an office cubicle 
setting. 
"An office cubicle would 
be perfect for interviewing 
guests and at the same time 
make fun of that office world 
that so many people live in," 
Miles said. "I call the show 
' . 
Overtime because it's a word 
many people can relate to 
when it comes to their own 
job." 
Overtime is broadcast 
early Tuesday mornings at 
1:40 a.m. on WFTV-TC Chan-
nel 9. The show begins· each 
episode with a monologue by. 
the infamous office wateri 
cooler. : :; · 
In the cubicle setting;. 
Miles interviews local sports: 
celebrities, politicians, comfr: 
dians or anyone else "remote~~ 
ly interesting." Musical guests; 
also p erform live during tQ"i: 
show. ~ 
"Ever since I was a kid,:l 
wanted to be like Johnny Cat-: 
son or David Letterman -;-: -
~terview people, talk to folk$: 
PLEASE SEE FORMER ON AS· 
· But there are signs of such 
defeat on the horizon. In the 
.early 1990s, a strain of multi-
drug-resistant M. tuberculosis, 
called the W strain, emerged in 
New York City. This strain was 
resistant to most of the available 
anti-TB drugs, and it was highly 
virulent and infectious - so 
infectious that 74 percent of 
those infected died. Although 
brought under control, the W 
strain has spread to other parts 
The very first antibiotic, 
Penicillin, was discovered in 
1928 by Sir Alexander Fleming, 
when he accidentally contami-
nated a bacteria culture with a 
Penicillium notatum mold. The 
bacteria did not grow where 
there was mold. The antibiotics 
were then introduced into wide-
spread clinical use in the 1950s. 
At the beginning, the antibiotics 
appeared as the superweapons 
that would give humans the final 
decisive victory over bacteria. PLEASE SEE MISCONCEPTIONS ON AS 
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Saleh Naser, of the Department of Molecular Biology and Microbiology, warns that antibacterial soaps can actually do more harm than good. 




Faculty, staff and students 
are invited to a forum highlight-
ing ·"International students' 
challenges and issues after 9/11." 
The forum will be 8:30 a.m to 
11.:30 am. today at the Student 
Union's Pegasus Ballroom. The 
discussion will encompass U.S. 
regulations of entry into the 
United States, the Student and 
Exchange Visitor Information 
System and federal plans to 
facilitate international students' 
presence in higher education. 
Call Kelley Mellendez at 407-
882-2300 or Saleha Suleman at 
407-823-3480 for more informa-
tion. 
Future teachers needed 
The Spring Education Job 
Fair is 9 am. to 1 p.rn. today in 
the Education Complex Gym. 
Professional attire is suggested. 
Recruiters from private and 
public schools and districts as 
well as community organiZa-
tions will be there. Visit the 
Career Resource Center Web 
site at http://www.crc.ucf.edu 
for more information. 
Honor society hands out honors 
The newly reactivated UCF . 
Chapter 232 of the Honor Soci-
ety of Phi Kappa Phi will hold its 
fiist initiation ceremony in eight 
years from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
tomorrow in the Pegasus Ball-
room. Membership is by invita-
tjon only and does not conflict 
with membership in other 
honor societies. Guests are wel-
come and refreshments will be 
served. Contact Robert Pen-
nington at Robert.Penning-
ton@mail.ucf.edu or 407-823-
2640 for more information. 
Journalism wori<shop 
The UCF chapter of the 
Society of Professional Journal-
ists will host a journalism work-
shop titled "Working in New 
Media" from 4:15 p.m. to 5:30 
p.rn. today in Communications 
Building Room 228. Panelists 
will be Anthony Moore, editor 
of http:/ /www.orlandosen-
tineLcom; Walter Pacheco, edu-
cation reporter for El Sentine~ 
and Jeff'fruesdell, former editor 
of the Orlando Weekly. 
Art students showing off 
The BFA.Exhibition II, a stu-
dent art show, will take place 
from 5 p.rn. to 8 p.m. today in the 
UCF Art Gallery. The gallery is 
open Mondays through Fridays 
9 a.m to 4 p.rn. and 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m. Sundays. This exhibition 
features the work of25 graduat- . 
ing of fine arts stude:i;its who 
will present work in photogra-
phy, painting, printmaking, 
ceramics, sculpture, animation 
and multi-media The UCF Art 
Gallery is located at the west 
end of the VISUal Arts Building 
Rooml40a 
Syplphony Under the Stars 
The annual Symphony 
Under the Stars will take place 
tonight, 7 p.m. at the Reflecting 
Pond. The UCF Symphony 
Orchestra and the UCF Jazz 
Ensemble will play; the event is 
free and open to the public. The 
rain date is tomorrow, same 
· place, same time. 
If 
Let us know 
The Future WfllltS to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organizat\on or event and 
want your information to be 
considered for the Around 
Campus column, send a fax to -
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the 
Thursday edition, and .5 p.m. 
Friday for the Monday edition. 
Clothesline project 35,000 strong 
FROM Al 
in print will reach only a specif-
ic audience, but with public 
speaking, not only could I reach 
a larger audience, but also I can 
answer questions," she said. 
Kellington will display images 
of Zapista women, captured in 
1994 in Chiapas, Mexico. Her 
speech will focus on women's 
roles and involvement in war. 
"There were women with up to 
nine children, and they joined 
the movement because they 
had nothing to lose and every-
thing to gain," she explained. 
Anqther speaker at the con-
ference is artist MeloD. Born in 
1960, MeloD was the 10th of 11 
born into a family of gifted 
artists. She is also a survivor of 
sexual and domestic abuse, and 
- her first painting series was cre-
ated to raise funds for the shel-
ter that guided her though that 
time. 
With more than 52 exhibits, 
she has received praise for her 
\ . 
Pottery heads 
expressive and chilling portray- Albania, hearing stories of 
al of a journey through sexual those used and abused and 
and domestic abuse. The exhi- helping them deal with differ-
bition, sponsored by the Florida ent issues. 
Department of Health Sexual "My speech will focus on 
Violence Prevention Program's factors that make women vul-
"Rape is a Crime. Always," cam- nerable to trafficking, globally," 
paign, is composed of nine oil Van Hook said. She will also 
paintings that depiCt the jour- talk about ways of preventing 
ney of a survivor of sexual and deportation and importation of 
domestic violence. Her visit to women and the challenges that 
the UCF campus will focus on social workers face in helping 
broadening the reach of her the victims re-integrate into 
message to a younger genera- their own communities. 
tion. UCF Victim Services will The Clothesline Project will 
also be present at the confer- also highlight the event. The 
ence. project was started in 1990 by 
Another important women's members of the Cape Cod 
issue, trafficking of women, will (Massachusetts) Women's 
be discussed by Mary Van Agenda, after they saw the trav-
Hook, professor of social work eling Vietnam wall. They were 
at UCF. She has been involved aware that during the Vietnam 
in women's issues in Albania .. War, 58,000 American military 
for the past six years. ·~bania is personnel were killed. During 
one of the key countries in [the that same time, 51,000 women 
former] Eastern Europe for were ·killed in the U.S. by men 
trafficking women/' she who supposedly loved them. 
explained. She has spent a con- The Women's Agenda. wanted 
siderable amount of time in to create a memorial to bring 
about an awareness of the 
women who had been killed, 
and the enormous amount of 
violence again$t them. The 
project, which started with 31 
shirts on the line, has since 
growri to over 300 national .and 
international Clothesline Pro-
jects, with an estimated 35,000 
shirts. The Clothesline is about 
all types of violence against 
women - not just domestic 
violence. 
The Clothesline supplies T-
. shirts, paints and all other mate-
rials for any woman who wish-
es to create her shirt. ''.Anyone 
can create a shirt, even if it's for 
a friend,'' Logan said. REACH . 
Peer Education will also be 
present for support at the event. 
Additionally, there will be 50 
student "poster sessions,'' 
which will feature discussions 
of student-created wall posters 
that focus on a range of topics 
about women, including eating 
disorders, workplace, media 
influence and sports. 
ISAAC BABCOCK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Matt Houston, left, Candi Manyak, middle, and Veronica Stoler, far right, look through pottery. The pottery sale, put on by the UCF Potter's guild, began on Monday and continues from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today outside of the Stu~ent Union. Passers-by can purchase both decorative and functional pieces of pottery created by UCF students and artists. 
Police Beat 
St. Patrick's Day partying leads to arrest 
HEIDI A;DE VRIES :~ into a~ median. The car 
Managing Editor ~~ continued driv.ing over the 
~~·~]'1~ grass fqr a couple feet, then ran 
After seeing a young 1rfi1r· /f~!f;;)yl another stop sign. 
man stumble to his car " ,{fj,p1l The driver turn~ north on 
on March 17, Officer Alafaya TraiL Punter decided it 
Clement Punter decided to keep was time to stop the man and ini-
watch. The man got into his car in tiated a traffic stop. The driver, 
the Pegasus Point apartment seemingly oblivious to the :fla$.-
complex and drove toward the ing emergency lights, kept driv-
exit , ing. He turned west on Lock-
Punter watched the vehicle anatosa/Science Drive. 
ignore a stop sign and then run Punter then activated his siren 
and the driver finally pulled over. 
Punter got out of his vehicle and 
tapped on the man's drivers side 
Window. The driver wenf to roll 
down the window, but hit the 
power lock button instead, much 
to his confusion. He pushed it 
again before realizing he had the 
wrong button and eyentually got 
the window down. 
Punter noticed the man had 
alcohol on his breath, bloodshot 
eyes and dilated pupils. When 
Punter asked the man if he lmew 
why he was being stopped, the 
man replied, yeah, probably for 
that reckless driving back there. 
The man also admitted to having · 
drank a couple beers earlier that 
evening. 
The man allnost fell upon exit-
ing his car when Punter was try-
ing to perform sobriety . tests. 
Joshua Edelman, 24, was arrested 
for driving under the influence by 
6:30p.rn. 
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Senior Staff Writer 
National survey: Adults still · , : 
skip condom use ':J. .... 
In a recent survey, 84 . 
percent of the respon~ 1·: 
dents said they take nee- ·:) • 
essary steps to prevent '.~ • • , 
catching an STD, but 82 · · 
percent of the sexually 
active participants said.'.'~ 
they never use barrier • 4 I 
protection when having ; : l 
oral sex. Almost half said , 
they go without con- ~ ') • 
doms when having vagi- " 
nal sex. "' 
The survey, whicn : · 
was conducted by the ·. :· , '• 
American Social Health-~. 





between ages ofl8·. '.~ •• ~· 
an . According to the ~. 
ASHA, one of the most 
alarming findings in the ," 
study was adults' lack of :\ .., 
communication about '., 
the topic. . 
More than 90 percent :i · 
of respondents said they " -~. 
believed their current ·~ 
sexual partner was dis- -
ease free. But a third of 
them never discussed· 1~ ¥. 
STDs with their part- : · 
ners, and only half said 
their partners had been· . ~ '-
tested. · 
... •.4' 
fDA begins ban on 
dietary supplement · ' 
As of Monday, the 
Food and Drug Adminis-
tration started enforcing 
its ban on dietary supple- \ , 
ments . containing 
ephedra 
Ephedra, once popu- ..-~ 
lar for weight loss and 
. bodybuilding, has been 
linked to 155 deaths and 
dozens more · heart t1 
attacks and strokes. The 
ban Will not affect medi-
cines - containing 
ephedrine, a synthetic , • 
version of ephedra Also, 
cold apd . other medi-
cines containing ii 
ephedrine are regulated · 
and approved by FDA 
and are safe when used 
as directed. ~-
Are expiration dates on 
in ilk cartons reliable? 
"Sell by,'' "use by," 
"best if used by" are 
some of the confusing 
expiration labels seen on 
the food products. This 
hodgepodge exists partly 
due to the fact that dating 
food is by and large vol-
untary. Federal law 
requires only infant for-
mula to carry dates. 
In fact, dates generally 
don't relate to health and 
safety, only to quality and 
freshness. For instance, 
milk is generally good up 
to a week after the sell by 
date. Eggs are OK for 
three to.five weeks after 
your purchase them. 
Poultry and · seafood 
should be cooked or 
frozen within .a day or 
two and · beef and pork 
within three to five days. J 
Bottom line: When 
choosing a product, look 
for one with the latest 
date, avoid bulging and 
dented cans, and put per-
ishable foods in your 
fridge ·no more than an, 
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Nation and World 
Groups protest headdress on new 
"' • • Florida State University statue 
American Indian protesters 
said this week that a statue 
. honoring three biack students 
'•«who helped Florida State Uni-
versity integrate in the 1960s 
signified "racism" and promot-
' • ' ed cultural stereotypes, charges 
an FSU official disputed. 
American Indian Move-
ment members, along with 
' , 1United Native America and the 
American Indian Student 
Union, object to the bronze 
" sculpture by Tallahassee artist 
' · W. Stanley "Sandy" Proctor 
because it shows Doby Flow-
ers, FSU's first black home-
, ,.~ .coming queen, w:earing a long, 
feathered headdress. 
Seminoles did not wear 
f eaddresses, and no woman in 
>it any American Indian tribe 
wore them. · 
But Lee Hinkle, vice presi-
dent for university relations at 
>"' FSU, said the Seminole Tribe of 
Florida was advised "every step 
of the way" about the project 
*"and tribal officials had no 
objections to the sculpture's 
final form. 
. The sculpture, called "Inte-
~ gtation," is made up of individ-
ual bronze castings of three 
FSU students - Flowers, 
.t Maxwell Courtney and Fred 
~ Flowers - fil:ranged in a circle 






Courtney was the first black 
to graduate from FSU, and Fred 
\· 
Flowers was the first black to 
wear an athletic uniform at the 
university. 
Sheridan Murphy, a Lakota 
Sioux and executive director 
for AIM in Florida, said using 
incorrect American Indian 
dress as part of the sculpture, 
regardless of whether it was 
historically accm;-ate, insults 
blacks and American Indians. 
"Keep the statue. Take the 
headdress off," he said. 
Hinkle said the sculpture 
has brought a number of black 
FSU students·back to the cam-
pus for the first time in years. 
Archaeologist works to save 
Maya legacy from ruin 
EL PERU, Guatemala 
Fourteen centuries ago, Maya 
kings fought for control of 
Waka, a city on a crucial river 
route westward out of Maya 
country. Today the city is the 
epicenter of a battle to preserve 
some of Central America's last 
intact rain forest and its treas-
ures. 
Dallas archaeologist David 
Freidel, a Maya specialist at 
Southern Methodist Uriiversi-
ty, said after more than a mil-
lennium hidden in the jungle, 
said Freidel, one of the last 
great Maya sites is in danger of 
being lost forever . 
Last spring, people illegally 
clearing the land for cattle set 
fires near Waka that turned the 
rain forest air into a smoky 
~J 79* a month .. 
Zero Down 
Stock #176312 
ALEXANDRA WITZE I DALLAS MORNING NEWS 
An SMU student, right, takes notes at an archaeological site at El Peru in northern Guatemala. 
haze. Two weeks ago, workers 
cutting fire lines a few miles 
from the site were run off by a 
group of armed men claiming 
the land for themselves. 
Despite the park being offi-
cially off-limits to grazing, at 
least 10,000 cattle browse the 
park's western half. 
In response, Dr. Freidel has 
proposed an unusual collabora-
tion of scientists, conservation-
ists, residents and the govern-
ment. Called the K'ante'el 
Alliance, for the mythical place 
where the Maya maize god was 
r~born, the group will soon ask . 
the governinent to set aside 
230;000 acres within the 
national park for special pro-
tection. 
If the proposeq alliance with · 
conservationists succeeds, the 
site could become famous far 
beyond the small circle of 
Maya archaeologists. Project 
scientists envision area resi-
dents running an ecotourism 
business to keep the park 
intact. 
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Knightcast supporters make case tonight 
FROM A 1 Elias Myrmo worked on the to 4 p.m. on Sundays. 
"Dave and Tom Show," which 
said. "1here's a lot of regula- aired last semester, as a behind-
tions,'' she said, including the the-scenes guy. As a computer 
broadcast times. She cited cases science major, he doubts he 
where people could oversleep would have been able to work at 
and not starf a broadcast in time, a radio station elsewhere. "I 
meaning big fines. would have never had the 
Myrmo, though he doesn't 
work at the station anymore, 
knows that it could use some 
use better promotions. ''What 
Knightcast needs is a PR person,· 
or at least someone with more 
PR experience," he said. His 
own show was promoted by 
putting links on gaming Web 
sites. Myrmo also thinks that 
getting the DJs in front of the 
Student Union, would make stu-
dents more aware of the Inter-
net station. 
"I don't know if we would opportunity," Myrmo said. He 
violate FCC per say," Matt Brod- also cited the freedoms that 
sky said. "But they'd be watch- Knightcast allowed him. "It was-
ing us every second."· Brodsky, a n't constrained like a real radio 
broadcast journalism major, is station." Myrmo's show aired 10 
half of the popular "MB and p.m. on Sundays, and was most-
Grimmer Show." ly about video games, working 
The other campus radio sta- with the UCF PC Gaming Club 
tion is WNSC, run by communi- for content. 
"Knightcast has the potential 
to be something really great,'' 
Serrano said. "We just · need 
some time and some help,'' . 
OToole added. 
cations major students. The sta- Almost everyone at the sta-
tion broadcasts 9 a.m. to 9 p.rp. tion agrees that promotion is 
Monday through Friday. "I indeed a problem. Serrano 
wouldn't be able to do my show noted the large order of promo-
[if Knightcast didn't exist],'' tional materials on its way from 
Brodsky·said. "The WNSC stu- SGA. Serrano currently does 
dio closes significantly earlier, not necessarily promote her 
and rm used to the Knightcast show, but "I try to advertise for 
equipment." The "MB and , the station as a whole." 
Grimmer Show" is. a variety Rich OToole, the other half 
sliow that blends comedy, punk of the "Dick and Danimal 
rock and alternative music. The Happy Hours" agrees. "The host 
show begins broadcasting at 10 can only promote it so far,'' he 
pin. Wednesday nights. said. OToole's show airs 2 p.m. 
Knightcast was not given the 
help it requested from the Sen-
ate. Though the Activity and 
Service Fee Committee had 
Un.arumo~sly approved a 
$27,600 budget for Knightcast, 
the Senate cut the number to 
one penny last Thursday. Under 
the threat of the Presidential 
veto, the Senate approved 
$5,000 for the radio station. 
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Promotion has been a problem for Knightcast, whose budget was cut to $50,000, up from one penny which was the original proposal. 
Ask 
·a doc 
DENNI FER MAYO, ARNP 
UCF Health Services 
I work ZO hours a week and 
I'm talcing a full load of classes so 
I won't lose my financial aid, but 
I'm so tired all the time. What's 
wrong with me? 
Last week, March 29 through 
April· 4, The National Sleep 
Foundation sponsored National 
Sleep Awareness Week. , This 
coincides with the beginning of 
Daylight Savings Time when we 
turn our clocks ahead one hour 
and lose an hour of valuable 
sleep time. 
The NSF conducted a poll 
last year and the results indicat-
ed that sleep deprivation is a 
growing problem affecting 
everyone from children to the 
elderly. Sleep is necessary to all 
.of us. We would never think of 
skimping on food or recreation-
al activities, but we think noth-
ing of cutting back on the 
amount of sleep we get. 
People with too little sleep 
have higher levels of stress, anx-
iety and depression. 
Sleep deprivation can have 
some of the same hazardous 
effects as being drunk. Getting 
less than six hours a night can 
affect coordination, reaction 
time and judgment, posing a 
very serious risk to yourself and 
others. Drivers are especially 
vulnerable. People who drive 
after being awake for 17 to 19 
hours performed worse than 
those with a blood alcohol level 
of0.05 percent (the legal limit in 
western Europe). 'The legal limit 
in the U.S. is 0.08 percent to 1.0 
percent. As many as 60 percent 
· of road accidents involve sleep 
deprivation. 
For the first time, scientists 
are looking seriously at what -
happens to our bodies when we 
are sleep deprived. A study 
done at the University of Chica-
go revealed that after four hours 
. of . sleep for six consecutive · 
nights, healthy young men had 
blood results very similar to dia-
betics. Their ability to process 
blood sugar was.reduced by 30 
·-. ~nt. The overall response 
~ ru.so triggers other chemicals in 
the body that can lead to high tine and the cycle begins again. · 
blood pressure, memory impair- Another misconception is 
ment and obesity. Even though that you· can unwind through 
the men studied only slept four the use of alcohol. Many stu-
hours a night, sleeping six to dents mistakenly believe that 
seven hours · had a similar drinking promotes sleep when, 
impact. It just took longer to be in fact, it reduces the quality of 
apparent. sleep by suppressing REM 
·What :tnay be even more sur- sleep. REM is an acronym for 
prising is the difficulty with Rapid Eye Movement. BetwE;en 
which the brain recovers from the seventh and eighth hour is 
sleep deprivation. Even after when we get almost an hour of 
four 8-hour recovery nights of REM sleep, the time when the 
sleep, the subjects were still mind repairs itself, grows new 
making more errors than before ·connections and puts it all 
they started. together. REM sleep · occurs 
Cornell University psycholo- about every 90 minutes, and the 
gist and sleep .expert James periods of REM sleep get longer 
Maas said, "We've become a · as the night progresses. If you're 
nation of walking zombies. a six-hour sleeper, you're miss-
More than half the adul~ popula- ing that last, important opportu-
tion of the United States is car-. nitytorepairandprepareforthe 
rying a substantial sleep debt.'' t oming day. 
Sleep debt is the difference in Mid-morning or late after-
the number of hours of restora- noon is when you're at your best 
tive rest people need- for opti- and brightest. People are natu-
mal physical and mental well rally drowsy after lunch. There's 
being - and the number of nothing wrong with napping, 
hours they actually get. Ade- but with the cost of tuition, if 
, quate sleep is as important as you're too sleepy to stay awake 
nutrition and exercise, but too during class, that's an awn.µIy 
many people who care for their · expensive nap. · 
bodies in other ways ignore What's the right amotint of 
their need for sleep. One third of sleep? Pay attention to how 
Americans get six hours of sleep much you sleep when you're on 
a l}ight or less when they should vacation - when you can sleep 
be getting nine or ten. as long as you want. The first . 
It's a well-known fact that few days you're likely to sleep a 
many college students get far lot, but as you pay off your sleep 
too little sleep. The amount of · debt, you'll reach a natural. equi-
sleep students obtain is largely · librium. At the end of the week, 
determined by the increased . you'll be sleeping the number of 
academic workload and the hours you usually need on a reg-
competitive environment cou- ular basis. 
pled with a job needed to pro-
vide income. Motivated by a 
paycheck and the desire to keep 
up their grades, these soldiers of 
schoolwork ultimately forfeit a 
healthy amount of sleep. 
This becomes wor~e as 
exams approach. Students are 
faced with "do or die" situa-
tions. Failing exams can mean 
more semesters to pay for, or 
even flunking out. ' · 
No matter how well pre-
pared· you think you are, when t 
it's exam time, students almost 
always cram for the tests. Many 
students, although they may not 
be "slackers," are worried they 
haven't studied hard enough. 
You stay up late, guzzle coffee 
and stagger off to class. You sit 
down, look at the paper, and 
although· the questions look 
familiar, you're too tired to con-
centrate, and you can't dig the 
answers out of your head. 
Instead of acing the test you . 
knew the answers to the night 
before, you may fail 
The night of cramming cou-
pled with sleep deprivation 
made the answers inaccessible. 
Social life, movies and par-
ties, only adding to the stress, 
eat up weekends. Sleep again 
t~ a back seat. Come Mon-
day, you're back to the saille rou-
• I often fall asleep within five minutes of 
getting into bed 
·I often feel drowsy while driving. 
• I often sleep extra hours on weekend 
·mornings. 
• I often need a nap to get through the day. 
· • I have dark circles around my eyes. 
From Power Sleep: The Revolutionary , 
Program that Prepares Your Mind for Peak 
Performance, by James Maas 
E-~1il your questions to 
As aDoc@mail.ucf.edu 
UCF is proud of over 60 doctoral and over 700 master's students 
graduating this Spring.- They now have 2.2 million more reasons 
to celebrate their graduation. 
Congratulations to our future 
millionaires 
The latest Census Bureau study shows that people 
with a bachel6r's degree earn an average of $1.2 
million over the course of their. working lives. 
However, individuals who earn a master's degree are 
expected to earn $2.5 million, and those with a 
doc~oral education will earn $3.4 million during 
their working lives. 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
GRADU,/\TE STUDlES 
~ . ,.. "'~ 
/Major' Advantage , . 
,"(,..-h~/" . . . - .. _, ...,,,,.,,.,.,....... -,_ ................. ..... ....,,, 
/,.,,.,.. /. www.g'rad~ate.ucf.edu \ . "'-~· 
/ · / graduate@maiLucf.edu · \ . < 
I I · 230 Millican ,Hall I 407.823.2766 
} ' ... 
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, . ' ; Former·. UCF strident works Overtime 
• ~ ; FROM Al 
· on the street and entertain an 
audience,'' ·Miles said. 
, Although Miles, 32, graduat-
ed from UCF with an Eng-
_ lish/communications degree, 
• • ' ; he tpok several television class-• es because he was unsure of his 
career direction at the time. In 
' 1999, he started working as a 
'" ;: video editor at FOX 35 and 
noticed an empty, un-used stu-
' dio. 
, .1 ~ : After getting permission to 
: use the studio, Miles built a set 
: and decided to look for spon-
' sors to run the show independ-
•"'-. ·' ently. He called about 100 busi-
• nesses to sponsor the show and 
received two responses. Those 
two companies provided 
enough money for the Over-
time crew to rent the studio for 
a day and tape four episodes. 
''We want to do something 
that no one else in this town is 
doing - promoting ·Orlando," 
Miles said. ''We have so many 
· 1ocal and national celebrities in 
this town, especially musicians, 
and as soon as we establish 
ourselves we'll start pulling in 
the big guests." 
One of the show's marketing 
directors, 21-year-old Vanessa 
Seijas, has high hopes for the 
show. ''.I hope the show will 
develop a following and then 
become the next Conan 
O'Brien or the next Tom Green 
Show,'' she said. A junior and 
advertising/public relations 
Jl'%iljor, Seijas creates press 
releases, distributes brochures 
and makes class announce-
ments for Overtime. She 
worlced with Miles at FOX 35 
and was eager to help out her , 
friend's cause. 
"People need to watch our 
show so that they can look at it 
and say, 'This sucks, I can do 
better than this!"' Miles said. 
''We need more local program-
ming in this area. Can you 
name one other show like this 
in Central Florida?· There 
should be three or four shows 
like ours· on the air. Why isn't 
there?" 
Jason Sofka, 27, watched 
Overtime and agreed with 
Miles' view. "I can't believe 
we've never had a program like 
this yet in Orlando," he said. 
"Overtime needs ·some hot girls 
and more crazy acts, but it's 
cool that they are doing what 
they're doing." . 
By the end of the year, Miles 
hopes to have more sponsors; 
move to a better timeslot, move 
to five nights a week, find a 
home for their studio and also 
be able to do the show full~ 
time. Until then. he encourages 
everyone to check out Over-
time with Art Miles, "where 
every day is casual Friday." 
Misconceptions blamed for mutant bacteria 
FROM Al .... 
• realize that while many species 
. .,,,,,.. • have gone extinct, bacteria have 
. survived for the past four bil-
' lion ye_ars. Jn the course of their 
~ \; long history, bacteria have 
, de\reloped a variety of metabol-
ic and, genetic capacities that 
·. : have allowed them to survive 
~ under an impressive variety of 
conditions; antibiotics being 
one of the more recent ones. 
·However, human beings 
1 , have played a major role in 
assisting the bacteria to gain 
this resistance - abuse and 
,) misuse. of antibiotics being at 
' , t11e top of the list. 
: "People want' to go home 
' from the doctor's office with 
,, • something in their hands,'' . . 
Naser said. That may be why 
. many . times health-care 
J : providers prescribe the popular 
: Z pack (Z for Zythromax) 
• instead of ordering tests, the 
: results of which, to~ patients' 
', ., : dissatisfaction. may take up to a 
: week. 
, Many times the cause of the. 
· ailment turns out to be viral, for 
which the antibiotics are least 
, effective. "If you are taking 
'. 
~ ' 
unnecessary antibiotics, the 
bacteria eventually become 
resistant to it," Naser said. To 
avoid abusing the antibiotics, 
many pharmacies now offer flu 
kits. "These kits contain med-
ications that help with cold ·and 
flu. They only cost $5, but it 
costs the school more money to 
put them together,'' D.eichen 
said. He further explained that 
by offering these kits, the 
patients are not exposed to 
unnecessary doses of antibi-
. otics and yet,are receiving med-
ication to alleviate their symp-
toms. 
Another- problem has risen 
from the misuse of antibiotics. 
"It is human nature to forget 
abput j:he medication once [ill-
ness sufferers] start feeling bet-
ter,'' said Bill Toth, senior man-
agement analyst and 
epidemiologist at Orange 
County Health Department. 
F~eling better only means that 
the immune system can contain 
the disease, but the bacteria are 
still in the system. The pres-
ence of bacteria along with an 
ineffective dose of antibiotics 
creates mutants, or what are 
better known as antibiotic-
resistant bacteria. the~ are measures one can 
. Health officials emphasize take to stay clear of bacteria, 
the importance of completing and avoid the possible compli-
the prescribed regimen of cation of infection . . Frequent 
antibiotics. There have been hand-washing is one of the sim-
cases of multiple-drug-resistant plest and rn:ost effective meth-
TB in the Central Florida area, ods: 
Toth said. "We emphasize all Interestingly, the. hand-
the time that the patients have washing soap needs not be anti-
to stay on medication for the bacterial.. Any soap will do. A 
full course. We even count the year-long study compared 238 
number of pills · that are families, half of which used reg-
returned at the end of their ular soap, while the other half 
course, and if it is more than it used antibacterial soap. The 
should be we start the course .. results showed that there was 
all over again,'' he said. He · no difference in the number of 
explained that patient educa- symptoms of infection, the 
tion is critical, and people have types of infection or the rates of 
to follow their regimen unless infection between the two 
instructed otherwise. 'groups. The results of the study 
On a brighter note, Deichen were published in The Annals 
expressed optimism regarding of Internal Medicine. 
the future of antibiotics, noting "If you rea,d the instructions 
an increased level of awareness on the antibacterial agents, 
among the new generation of you'll notiee that you have to 
patients and health providers. leave them on the surface for at 
Although no one knows when a least 10 to 15 seconds, but that 
bacterium resistant to all avail- . usually doesn't happen." Na.Ser 
'able antibiotics would emerge, said. He continued, "Quick 
the scientific community still hand:-washing with antibacteri-
feels well-equipped to fight al soap not only doesn.'t help 
most antibiotic-resistant bacte- kill any extra germs but also can 
ria. be a contributing factor to cre-
Deichen explained that ating [bacterial] resistance." 
t.Q~king intq L•w Schoel~ 




. Sat,rday, May 11 1 :00 - 5:00 p.m. · 
. UCF-Student Union, Egmont Key 224 
Tuesday1 May 4, 6:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Clas~room ;A, ,.,.ar.riott Courtyard UCF : 
(Just Behind Burger Kmg on .University Blvd} · , 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES! · 
Fast, Friendly Service ... 
00 
OFF 
. ANY EXPRESS DETAIL 
Hot valid with ~y other offers, discounts or- cou~ls Expires 5/11/04 
1 ~ao0-881-LSAT 
wwwr.Blackstone-LSAT.com 
. 340 South Alafaya Trail 




ANY CAR WASH s2 l 99 OR MORE 
Not valid · any other offers, discounts or coupons Expires Sj 1 /04 
SARC WILL BE OPEN 24 HOURS!!! 
The Student Academic Resource Center wjll be open 
24 hours beginning April 18, 2004 at 5:00 PM through 
Friday April 23, 2004 at 5:00 PM. During this time 
SARC can provide students with the following services: 
} An academic s~tting for studying 
} A place for study groups to meet · 
) Computer access for preparing papers and reports 
· ) E-mail access and test pr~aration · 
} Programs such as: MCAT, LSAT, GRE and CLAST 
} Tutoring services (please check the tutoring schedule 
for tutOring hours) ·. 
SARC is located in Howard Phillips Hall, room 115 
near the UCF Bookstore, call 407-823-5130 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR UNIT 
GRAPHIC WINNER, AARON PEPE!!!! 
oo· 
~ • r;, 
Full Service. Carwash 
Express Detail • Complete Detail 
Winaow Tinting · 
Ulliversity Blvd UCF 
Colo1Zial 
;i.. 
4 Miles .§: 
~ • i::. 





ANY CAR WASH sl299 OR MORE 
Not valid with any other off , s, discounts or coupons Expires 5/11 /04 
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Games in current 
UCF baseball losing 
streak. 
Games in longest 
UCF baseball losing 
streak of the season. 
nmes this season 
UCF baseball has lost 
two games in a row. 
2 
Times this season 
that UCF baseball 
has lost a series. 
UCF tennis had a 
strong week in 
conference awards 
as men's tennis 
standout Catalin 
Bradu and women's 
tennis senior Julie 
Pecastaing both 
took home A-Sun 
tennis "Player of the 
Week" honors. Bradu 
was perfect in both 
singles and doubles 
last week and · 
Pecastaing led the 
Knights jn a rm1t 
against Rollins. 
Baseball hosts 
Belmont at 6 p.m. 
Friday at Jay 
Bergman Field and 
at 1 p.m.Saturday 
for a doubleheader 
... Softball 
welcomes Georgia 
State for a 
doubleheader at 1 
p.m. Saturday at the 
UCF Softball 
Complex ... Men's 
and women's tennis 
head to Macon, Ga., 
today for 
quarterfinal action 
in the A-Sun 
tournament ... 
Men's and women's 
golf tee off in Buies 
Creek, N.C., Monday 
forthe A-Sun 
tournament... 
Women's trac.k and 
field will host the A-
Sun tournament 
tomorrow at the UCF 
Track. 
"The only people 




RHETT ROSEN ONTHIS 
WEEKEND'S A-SUN 
TOURNAMENT 
"If we don't put any 
pressure on 
ourselves, I think 
we'll be right there 
at the end." 
- UCF MEN'S GOLF 
SENIOR BARRY ROOF 
ON RECAPTURING 
THE A-SUN TITLE 
www.UCFnews.com ·Thursday, April 15, 2004 . 
( . 
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of 72.46. Rhett 
Rosen, top, is 
5-0 in doubles 
play in the 
past five 
games. 
Titles on the line as A-Sun. 
tpumaments. draw near 
J 
it-
)~ ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor 
Women's track and field 
kiiows a thing or two about 
winning Atlantic Sun Con-
ference championships. 
They've won four 
straight 
Men's tennis tasted 
its first A-Sun title last 
year, and they certainly 
wont let it go without 
a fight this time 
around 
While track and 
field and men's ten-
nis are in the hunt 
to defend their 
titles, a few other-
UCF teams are 
heading into A-
Sun tourna-
ment play .with 
the hopes of 
taking back 
their titles. 
Women's tennis looks to get 
back into the championship 
scene after a two-year hiatus. 
The Knights last won an A-Sun 
championship in 2002, when 
feisty freshman Kristina 
Lohmos fought her way into 
eiglJ.th place on the all-time list 
for single-season wins at UCF 
with 22. Now a junior, Lohmos 
will take her place alongside 
seniors Julie Pecastaing and 
Anna Westin. As the No. 2 seed, 
UCF looks to knock off tourna-
ment favorite Jacksonville in 
Macon, Ga. this week. The -
Knights will face No. 7 seed 
Stetson today in the quarterfi-
nals. 
Women's golf is trying to 
recapture the magic of the 
team's 1998-1999 and 1999-2000 
seasons, in which the Knights 
won back-to-back A-Sun titles. 
UCF has a tough chore ahead, 
as the Kniglits have to not only 
top defending champion Geor-
gia State, but also Campbell, 
ranked ~8th nationally by Golf-
statcom. FAU will also provide 
strong competition as the Owls 
showcase two-time A-Sun 
"Golfer of the Month" Natalia 
1'1«,1Tarro. The A-Sun women's 
golf tournament begins on 
Monday. 
Behind the team's strongest 
play since the 1996-07 season, 
UCF men's golf wants to end an 
PLEASE SEE MEN'S ON A7 
O'Leary pleased with final spring practice 
Coaches positive 
about strength, 
uncertain about QB 
BRANDON HELWIG 
UCFsports.com 
Forgoing a final scrimrriage or 
traditional spring game, UCF's 
first-ever spring practice with 
new Coach George O'Leary 
ended Tuesday with a light work-
out in shorts. 
While his team isn't as deep in 
some areas, or as conditioned, as 
he would like, O'Leary came away 
after 15 practices fairly pleased 
with the effort and attitude put 
forward by his new players. 
" I tl~ought we got better in 
some areas," O'Leary said "Obvi-
ously we've got to get better as far 
as strength is concerned I think 
we're not a real strong football 
team right now. We've got to get 
stronger in the offseason here, but 
I thought the playei:s really did 
everything we asked them to do. 
Some of them don't do it as quick 
as you would like, but I do think 
that they took coaching, which I 
think is the key to getting better. I 
thought we threw a lot at them -
two minute drill, blitz --'- we threw 
a lot at them and I think it's tough 
in 15 days, especially when you're 
trying to install and get a program 
going." 
O'Leary said he won't name a 
starting quarterback until August 
at the earliest, but this spring it 




• finished practice 








season after Ryan 
• Schneider was 
suspended for 
academic reasons. 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Bulls dig 
baseball 
into hOte · 
USF knocks Knights into , 
two-game losing streak 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Freshman pitcher Taylor Meier lost his first decision 
of the year after giving up fine runs to USF baseball. 
FRANK.KOSHEL 
Staff.Writer 
For most teams, losing two 
games in a row is no big deal. 
However, for the UCF baseball 
team, losing two straight games 
means the longest losing streak of 
the season. 
UCF fell 10-4 against USF (24-ll) 
in Tampa Tu~sday night, conclud-
ing a 1-3 roadl.trip. 
After UCF lost 2-of-3 at FAU, 
UCF's first series loss since the 
home-opening LSU series, the 
Bulls added insult to injury by 
handing UCF its first two-game 
losing streak since the LSU series. 
• 
< 
Golden Bulls freshman starter 
Chase Lirette (5-1) pitched six 
innings with six strikeouts, giving ~. 
up only one run on five hits against 
the Knights. 
UCI:f freshman starter Taylor 
Meier L(4-l) only lasted until the .: 
second inning, when a two-run 
home run by USF shortstop Myron 
Leslie knocked Meier out of the 1 
gam1f. Meier pitched one and° two-
thirds innings, allowing five runs 
on five hits, resulting in Meier's 
first loss of his college career. USF 
jumped out early against Meier, 
when right-fielder Bryan 
Hierlmiere hit a shot into a 20 mph 
left field wind that took the ball out .. 
for a 1-0 USF lead in the first. 
Second baseman Matt Ray and 
first baseman Ryan Bono had two 
hits for the Knights, and third base-
man Marshall Bernhard hit his 
third triple of the year. 
USF now holds the all-time 
series lead 43-42. The Bulls will 
take travel east on I-4 this Tuesday 
at 6 p.m. for the second game of the 
three-game series. 
UCF (28-9, 14-4 A-Sun) returns 
home for a series against division 
opponent Belmont this weekend. 
The Knights have beaten Belmont 
six out of the nine times they've 
played each other. 
Belmont (23-11, 9-6 A-Sun) is led 
offensively by outfielder Josh 
Brummett and first baseman Dan 
Soukup. Brummett has posted a 
.392 batting average this season 
and is tied for a team-best five 
home runs. Soukop has also racked 
up five home runs and a .378 bat-
ting average while starting in all 34 
games this season. Soukop is one of 
only two Bruins' players to start 
every game. 
Junior .Cody Blackard is 4-0 on 
the mound for Belmont this season 
in just six starts. Blackard leads all 
Belmont pitchers with a 2.29 ERA 
and anchors a staff that is 12-5 over-
all this season. 
Mid-Season All-American Kyle 
Bono (5-0) takes the mound for the 
Knights 6 p.m. Friday night at Jay 
Bergman Field. 
Entering the · home stretch 
••• 
' e I 
.,.,. 
Softball prepares 
for tougher A-Sun 
conference fights 
MATT DUNAWAY 
Senior Staff Writer . ., .; 
. '-" 
After dropping two one-run 
games to No. 3 Florida State last 
weekend, the UCF softball 
team will look to regain 
momentum at home this week-
end with a couple key confer-
.,~ . 1 ence tilts. 
' The Knights were in Alaba-
ma yesterday to take on Troy 
/. State (25-23, 8-2 A-Sun), but 
r> results were not available at 
f~ press tilne. 
: .: "Thl~ is a crucial part of our 
k;schedq~e,'! manager Renee 
"> 1 :;. Luers-~~spie ~aid. "We have 
t
• tp keep playing hard because 
each week the competition gets 
1 1 • tougher and tougher." 
l . UCF (33-13, 10-0 A-Sun) 
~ opens ilie weekend with Geor-
1 • gia State (13-24, 2-6 A-Sun) on 
,, ~ ' Saturday: with Mercer (28-23, 9-
1 .• 3 A-Sun) following on Sunday. 







.Scouting Georgia State and Mercer 
. Georgia State and Mercer 
' enter the weekend at opposite 
si.des of the spectrum. The 
Bears have a chance to climb in 
, the standings, while the Pan-
~ j thers are trying to make a surge 
1;' into the final six to qualify for • h -1:. \ • 1 • t e COUJ.erence tournament m 
,. May. 
jll> 1, • • The Pan el"S enter the Sun-t" shine State ~ roadie losers of 
l . §even straigfut. Most recently, 
• RBis. However the team leader 
in RBI's with 11 is pitcher 
Meghan Mccroy, but Mccroy 
is only hitting .176 for the sea-, 
son. 
·The starts on the pitching 
-circle' have been split up 
between three Panthers. 
Andrea McNary is third in the 
A-Sun with a 1.20 ERA. but has 
registered a 4-9 record, striking 
put 126 batters. McCroy has a 
slightly better record at 5-8, but 
has a 2.50 ERA. . 
1 UCF leads the all-time series 
against Georgia State 5-2 with 
11 the Knights winning all five reg-
¥ Ular season match-ups. 
i '\, Mercer has quietly had a 
l su<;fcessful season and contin-
ues to stay under the radar in 
1 the A-Sun. The Bears have won 
three of their last four but are 
coming ·off a split with Troy 
State last Monday. 
Unlike GSU, Mercer sports 
one of the top three offensives 
in the A-Sun with a .266 team 
batting average. 
Infielders Kerri Ryskamp 
and Meghan Clark are hitting 
387 and .350 respectively. Clark 
is tied for second in the league 
with 10 home runs only behind 
· UCF shortstop Stephanie Best, 
while Ryskamp tops the A-Sun 
· with 18 doubles. . 
While the Mercer offense 
. . . , . :$(~. has been successful, it is the 
. • • • • • •· • BRmHART / CENTRALFLORtDAFUTURE . pttchingstaffthathasreallystep 
Stephanie Best 1s batting a team-leading .464 this year with 14 hbme r_uns and 41 RBis. l up this season. Sophomore 
GSU dropped a pair of 1-0 deci-
sions to Troy State. Georgia 
State was able to pound out 
nine hits, but could not get the 
key hit as the Panthers left six 
runners in scoring position. 
Georgia State is toward the 
bottom of the league, hitfing 
.201 as a team There is no pn 
on the squad hitting over .30Q 
for the season. . · ,· 
The closest player is· catche~ 
Alison Bradford with a .286 
. average to go along with eight 
h'urler Katie Rosentreater is sec- . 
orid with a 1.10 ERA, and is third 
in the league with a 17-9 record. 
The Bears have a 3-2 edge in 
the all-time series, but UCF 
won the last meeting with a 
come-from-behind 4-3 .victory 
at last year's A-Sun tournament. 
J l; ;~ .. . \ 
•1 ·, I J , 
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J 
· · was basically a two-man race 
· 'between sophomores Steven 
Moffett and Gerry Connell. 
' • "I still think that's an area we 
' need to really shake loose," 
· -O'Leary said. "I think we'rel 
· looking at · a couple players 
' there ... I'm going to play the 
, · best person who can move the 
· ball with that football team, 
; whoever that may be. I'm not 
· going to name one now because 
1 I don't think there is one. I think 
1 ther~'s still some competition at 
· ' that position." 
! " Moffett, who saw action this 
',spring with the first-team 
~ offense, started the fmal two 
., ·games of 2003. The initial plan 
; ·was to redshirt Moffett last sea-
son, but he was forced into 
' action following the injury and 
: subsequent suspension of 
' starter Ryan Schneider. 
• -' Connell, who headed up the 
second team, doesn't have the 
natural athleticism of Moffett, 
· but the walk-on from New 
. - ·Smyrna Beach is a strong and 
·accurate passer. 
"I tell you what, [Connell] 
has what you're ).poking for in a 
quarterback, 11fit he's raw,'' 
O'Leary said. "I think he has the 
one ingredient you look at in 
quarterbacks. I think he keeps 
his poise and, second, he has 
pretty good arm strength, 
which 1 think is the No. 1 pre-
requisite for a quarterback. He 
has the arm strength, but he just 
doesn't have the experience 
right now. None of them do 
really. I think we've got to give 
them a buncQ. of reps this pre-
season and see how it shakes 
out." 
Junior Brandon Sumner was 
third in line as far as reps this 
spring, while senior Jon Rivera 
saw linlited action. The quru:ter~ . 
backs will be joined this August 
by former University High 
School signal caller Ky-le Israel, 
one ofUCF's recruiting signees 
this past February. 
The wide receivers are prob-
ably the strongest and deepest 
unit on the team, led by return-
ing seniors Tavaris Capers and 
Luther Huggins. Sophomore 
Dontavius Wilcox provided 
some competition for returning 
tailback starter Alex Haynes, 
who is looking to break several 
UCF rushing records in his sen-
ior season. 
Joe Gil rt, UCF's offensive 
Junior quarterback · 
Brandon Sumner, 
top, worked mostly 
with the third team 
during spring 
practice. Freshman I 
wide receiver Sergiori 
Joachim, far left, 
. became a favorite 
target of the . 
quarterbacks during 
passing drills. Coach 
George O'Leary talks 
with kicker Matt 
Prater, left, before a 
field goal attempt. 
line coach, identified ansfer Kareem Reid. 
could be his starting five · ' ""' Senior Stanford Rhule is 
2004, and he was especiall back at middle linebacker, and 
pleased with the production o .James Cook and Tywin 
the right side of his line, begin Kalandyk joined him on the 
ning with center Cedric Gagne- first team. Gerren Bray began 
Marcoux, right guard Dan spring as the No. 1 strongside 
Veenstra and right tackle Seart linebacker, but he got injured. 
Gilhuly. Left tackle Larry Peo- The linebackers could be 
ples and left guard Adam pushed come August by Brian 
Butcher rounded out Gilbert's GoinS, Lemec Bernard and 
starting line during spring drills. · Rennell Sandy, who constituted 
Defensively, the Knights lack UCF's second-team linebackers 
experience and dep¢. in some ~ for much of spring. 
areas. Coaches across the board Atari Bigby and Peter Sands 
talked about the need for have held onto their starting 
stronger and better-condi- , safety spots, while Ron Ellis; 
tioned players, particularly on . Revel l.;Iamilton and Rashard 
the defensive line. · Johnson stood out at corner-
Peter McCarty, UCF's defen- back. 
sive line coach, only had three Matt Prater returns as UCF's 
scholarship defensive tackles · kicker and could again pull dou-
(Frisner Nelson, Ben Brinson ble-duty as punter, since Scott 
and Dennis King) available for Sevin was injured to~ard the 
spring football, and only one end of spring. 
(Nelson) has much previous "We've got to improve our 
experience at the position. Paul depth," O'Leary said. "That's 
Carrington, one ofUCF's def en- the ·key thing we need to 
sive end starters last season, · improve because I think when 
injured his ankle halfway you have competition and 
through spring practice . ...As a depth it makes the guys in front 
result, Trenton Jordan and Josh of them a lot better football 
. Stephens finished spring as the players." 
first-team en~~ backed up· by UCF opens the seaso,ll Sept. 




rugby heads to 
Bowling Green, 
Ohio, Saturday to 
face Mary 
Washington in the 
firts round of the 
Elite Ei9ht 
. tournament. UCF is 
the No. 6 tepm in · , 
the nation and will 
face either ' · 
Providence or 
Bowling Green " 
with a victory. , 
; I 
BREIT HART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Men'~ golf looks for its 
first title in eight years 
FROM A6 
eight-year conference title 
drought on Monday. The last 
time the Knights saw a title, it 
had the words Trans-Atlantic 
Athletic Conference written on 
it. Senior Rarry Roof, who has 
led the Knights in six of twelve 
tournaments this season, will 
have to lead his team past Camp-
bell, ranked No. 55 in the nation 
by Golfstat.com. The Camels are 
'the only A-Sun team ranked 
higher than the Knights. 
Men's tennis has engineered 
a seven-game winning streak 
and sees no sign of stopping any-
time soon. For the first time all 
year, the entire team is healthy 
and UCF is finally dominating in 
both singles and doubles. Last 
season the Knights stormed 
through the 'A-Sun tournament, 
grabbing the first title in the pro-
gram's history and sweeping_the 
conference awards. Behind sen-
iors Catalin Bradu and Gabirel 
Strangberg and young guns Enet 
Gursoy and Joel Allen, the 
!(nights should have no problem 
getting back to the NCAA 
regionals. 
Women's track and field 
owns the past four A-Sun cham-
pionships, and the hosts of this 
year's tournament are in prime 
Shape to pull in their fifth 
straight. Record-breaking per-
formances by a number of 
Knights have highlighted the 
past month, and UCF will look to 
bring another A-Sun "Coach of 
the Year'' nod to Coach Mareia 
Mansur-Wentworth. 
Women's track welcomes its 
A-Sun competition tomorrow at 
the UCF Track. 
and · RCJce Book 
THE RACE BOOK 
CENTRAl RORIDA'S PREMIER 
SIMUlCAST FAClllTY 
OPEN DAllY & NIGHTLY 
YEAR-ROUND FOR THOROUGHBRED, 
HARNESS & JAl-AlAI SIMUlCASTING! 
LIVE JAi-ALAi RETURNS IN DECEMBER 
;;* College Students Alwa)?'s Free 
. (With Valid I.D :) J 
This Ad Good 
For 1 Free .Program 
(Any Perforruance) 
· • Lessons available 7 days I week 
• Full lesson & training facility 
• Full and- partial board available 
s5 off ~ 
1 st lesson ·~ 
w I this ad ~_ss= 
Info on farm: www.paintedoakfarm.com 
Info on head trainer: www.darkhorseequestrian.com 
'I 
UCF Athleticsm.RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW. 
SUPPORT YQY!u~!'§~!}J 
Frldav,, April f 6th and Saturday, April f 7th -
- Atlantic Sun Conference Track and Field 
Championship - Come out and cheer on the Golden 
Knights a~ they defend their championship status 
from last year as UCF hosts the Atlantic Sun Conference 
Championship. from the UCF Track. On Friday, the first 
event starts at 4:00 p.m. and on Saturday the first event 
starts at 7:30 am. The last event t'1at day starts at 3:50 
and the awards will be after that. 
Friday; April f 6th - 6 p.m. -
- Baseb.all v. Belmont. Your Golden Knights are 
competing in conference play at the Jay Bergman 
Field (behind the UCF Arena)! 
' 
~.?:.-~ 
Saturday, April f 7th - ~~. 
- Softball v . Georgia State. Your Golden Knights si::. 
are now 1 0-0 in the conference, so come out and -# . 
cheer them on to two more confetence victories during 
this doubleheader at the UCF Softball Complex (behind the 
UCF .Arena). 
Saturday, April f 7th - f p.m. -
- Baseball v.· Belmont. ·come out and cheer on your 
Golden Knights as they continue this three game 
series with a doubleheader at Jay Bergman Field 
(behind the UCF Arena)! 
Sunday, April f 8th - f p.m. -
- Softball v •. Mercer. Come out and cheer on your 
Golden Knights as they compete in a doubleheader . 
at the UCF Softball Complex (behind the UCF Arena). 
. . . l 
Tuesday, April ZOth • 7 p.m. -
- Softball v .. Mercer. Come out and cheer on your 
Golden Knights as they compete in a doubleheader 
at the UCF Softball Complex (behind the UCF Arena) • 
. Admiss~on is FREE for all students with a valid UCF 
l.D.! All other fans, call 407-UCF·GOLD. 
II A.A. and A.S. D.eg'rees · · . ' 
II .Honors~ Programs' 
. I 
·a Career ana technical 
Certificates 
II Hrgh. Tee~ C:areers 
II Healthcare Careers 
II Continuing Education · 
· .. II Commu'nity ~ducati~n 
II SCCorporate. Col leg~ 
ways to registc=r: 
• IN PERSON 
' . 
• . ONLINE: scc-fl.edu · · l 
Sanford/Lake Mary Oviedo Hunt Club 
,Qualifying you to serve 
in .healthcare 
Is it your goal to practice as a 
qualified, competent allied health 
professional? Barry University 
offers a number of programs in 
the health sciences designed to 
graduate qualified healthcare 
professionals. With an associate's 
or bachelor's degree you can 
enroll in bachelor degree 
programs in biology (histotechnolo-
gy or medical laboratory science} 
and cardiovascular ·perfusion. 
Concerned about eligibility 
for certification in your field? 




SCHOOL OF NATURAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES 
1300 N.E. Second Avenue 
Miami Shores, Florida 3 3161-66~ 




academic as well as clinical . 
training so on completion you 
are eligible for certification. 
Find out '.more about the 
health professions and Barry 
University programs. Visit us1at 
www.barry.edu/snhs or e-mail 
healthsciences@mail.barry.edf. 
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P eople with a passion to ere- · · ers. Y~t s~ine crltkfs~ is · · · ·to. take him longer t~ bang· that:·: · ate - be it dance, desserts · unfounded ·anct de't;riin,~p;tM; .. . . rriasterpiece out .. pie same i~ea ·: 
· or digital photography - such a.s ·the criticism haµded ,. • : , .holds true for Knightcast ·radio. . 
will always find an outlet to do dowri. from: the SGA Senate.', . : . . Kili~tcast may survive ·with th~ . • 
so. That's what makes humans Critics 'like tht:. :senate Cite ~ .. ..._. $5;000 the St;nate Ii~ pro0ded · . · · · 
so unique: our ability to adapt. . · sniall audience. as a mairi r~i:l,$011 . . the s,tap.on this co~g year. 'But' · 
YeJ money ~akes the ~<?rld ~o the station sP.o.ulµ be .~<?nsid;· , .: , : th€'.: stati?n .is pot going t? ,g~ · 
round, and if your habit 1s gomg erect unsuccessful .. 'Top .shows . . . . any more listeners .any trme · • 
to develop into .anything more on tlie · I.Ilternet-based· station·. ·.·soon when it's tryU;J.g to focU5 · . • . 
than a passing fancy, you need attract about J.5~20 Fsteners. : .. on.how. to pay it~ staff members, .~: 
the cash to pay for it. Senators didh't .consider thaf . · . · It's not that hard. to· promote · 
· UCF has a whole school for the st~ti:on is .still ):itjung: and, ·, ·· .spmethin.g if you h:,ippen· to' be . 
··.: 
those who .want to communi- grpwing. LotS bf inop.llinental · · · part of SGA: L.oqk at the . . · · .··' . . 
<;:ate to others for a tilling. A ;_ success. stories. sta,.-t off with .. · , treiJi!'liidpus· su,cces~· pf SGA- . · · · · • 
good part of those students are· . . horrible nuinbers,~d little· . · ' · spo~ored ewents such as "Uni- . 
orators - they are the speakers, attention pa.id to 'them: Look ~t . :.versal Knigh~s" at Islands of. . 
~e anno~c;rs and the late- Stephen Efug, who'sefrr.st '30 .. . · ~ . ·~dv,_enfui.e1 Free e~t~yt~ellt . 
. .. ·.· ... 
·. READERVIEWS · 
mght televlSlon hosts. They are b~)Qks .or so wet~ nevet seen. ~Y · · f()r poor college, kids always· , 
the students who run Knight- anything out~ big reo . · · · ·. · · . makesJor ea.Sy.-a:ctvettising, Just . :No issue With iritramural scheduling 
cast radio. "REJECTED',. stamp.· . · . · . print<up some 'fliers and make · . . · . As r sit here an· Good Friday pondering the 
Knightcast provides a valu".' · In~~ably,.evecy(v:ie .h~ · · ·. · .. ·sure people lmow about it: . .· lt:tt~r to.the.editor that was ap.onypiously 
able service to students at UCF . · · . t5ugh luc~<J-1: some point: Ri.ght . : · ' The SGA Web $ite had ~ link . . ' . written to the Future last week ["IM Sports 
- not only for radio/television · now, Knightcast is suffering . . . ·: · fot "Unj.versai Knights." ~y ' ... · . ·.slioW.d· skip. Passov~r,''· Reader Views, April 8], 
majors, but also for those Stu- from some fough luck. They· · . . · . n9t 'the .same COurteSy f\'.)r ~ . · ; J c.an't help but) augh at tl:ie ignorance (and 
deflts who are still trying to fig-, • have lqw numbers ~ though no agency SG.Kcreated three. ye:;tis ·• . apparen,t cowardice) of the writer: I'm about . 
ure out what they want to do · . ,one'.eould say Wwas'due to.lack .. -ago'.· Even-th~ Fufut~ We~ site ·· ... to head out t-o my intrami.J.ralhockey tourna-
. refugees than Arab refugees and that Ariel 
Sharon did not take office until the current 
: "mti.fida" was well under w;ay. These are only 
a few points and do not do jqstice to refute · 
the awful .opinions written by this ignorant 
man. 
- MIKE LEVIN 
JUNIO~, UN.IV~RSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
with their lives. · of enthusiasm. ;But. tli¢ Senate. ' .. · . has !?ported a ha,ndy:dandy link ._.' me11t'g~e; apparently IM $ports also has it . · 
Not only does the station . really knows hc;>w .~o 'kit~ some- .: ·. ·. to.http://www,Knjghtcastoi:g. ·. . out for th~ Catholics by playihg on Good Fri- .Sharon-Hitler analogy ullaCCeptable . 
provide experi~nce with techni- one wheii they'r~ doWp. . .IiJ,s~ead : ·. {or.m,ore than' .a .year·now . . · , · · .'day.fa fact, the entit::e tJ.niversity must have . The "historical facts" tliat Mr. Martin, a vis-
cal equipment and public speak- of taking ·the. initiative· to:help:· · · ,", 'the bptt;pm lin~ is thl,s: AnY : . . the same dosed mind, be1Cause I had a 'class . iting UCF mathematics f~<;ulty member, is 
ing, but it also provides exp.eri- Kni.ghtc~st by pr<;>n;i.bting \t, lis-: · .passioti is. worth doing, e'ven·if ·· · • · • : tod~y. There were QCF baseball ·~4 l;>asket- using ~e .incorrect, twisted and biased. His 
ence with criticism, which can tening to· it.and talki:Ilg abo~tir,..i. ·. few people aie .i!1tere~ted ihir. ball games pnV~entine's Day.this year; our letter does not show both sides of the coin. 
be invaluable when ·~oing into . the $e:fiate;s s9h.~tidn is ·tq:t::ike : -... · for a_while, K'n.ightc~t.is an ' . athletic department must nothav'e :i'heart. · ·. . Martin justifies suicide bombings as a result 
,any career that will include per- away fi.µici4ig: · , . · · . · e~celleIJ,t invest.ment; one that ·· :' . . '. The anonymous writer. must feel that he is · · of a long-term occupation.Actually, the upris-
sonal public interaction. . . . . That's .lik.e brea,king all of · , · · will if ay tenfo1ld' in the long · . · · so irnp<;)rfant that the University must sched- · . . ing and sUicide bombing started much· later, at 
Kilightcast disc jockey's con-' King's pen5 and· pencils and ter\lf.·- · . : : · • · · . .. · • . ' .. - . ule.its ev~nts ~ound his schedule ·and reli- the beginning ·0 f the 1990s, right after the Oslo · 
stantly glean criticism through a then btirning his. ooteboo"kS. · · · . ·. · · ~ The Senate still ha5 t~e tq . ·gious ·beliefs. Last tim~ I checked, you are not agreement: . · · . · . 
direct telephone line and an Sure he· can.try .to scratch ·ot,i.t . · .. give Knightcast tlie support .it · · . . . reqillred.tb play IM Sports. My degree Will say Although Martin claims that Prinie Minis~ 
instant messagm· g system that the next "Carrie" on the .side- ·; · deserves. Let's jtist hope they ·do· · · "bachelor's in: fmartce," not "charripion of .. · · "bl · fi. th al · · · ter Sharon 1s .responsi . e or e esc atmn, 
'allows them to talk with listen- · walk with a, rockf..~1:1tit's going . .so:·, .,' . · · ·: · ·, dodge l>ali.:• if.University eyents have to.be this facfis misleading since the Intifada start-
·• • 
. . . . . : .~ · . · •. · · .· .. sche9.Q.ied around .every· religious holiday, ed earlier and escalated while Israel's prime 
.. . · " " · · · ·. then sciat~h Ram·adari, Kwaniaa and every minister, Itzhak Rabin, met.with the Palestin-
.QU R StA.N(E .. : :· .  : · · · \ :. ... ' '' . other holiday llia,tlitters our aalendar. ian chief, Yasser Arafat, in·Oslo"to talk PEACE! 
. •. . · • . ~' ' . '.. ... . • . . -· ' ·· ; . . ·. ' ·.' • .. ' . . . . : · .. ~~a }ewi.sh student myself, .I made the. The uprising wa~ used to put pressure on the 
. . . · · . · . . · ; . · _. · .. .· . • '. · . · · . .. · ·. " • · · dec1s1on;to play my game!?· durmg the holi~ Palestinian's demands from Israelis. Israel still 
S. c·' a1·1·a"· "·s·: ···fi·· .. :"o·_ .. _· . ··u_: ;1: ··d· ·n·:.. 't:• .: . ~ . :· ... ~:;t'~~~~~·~~:rt~~~~~~t~:~~~~l~~~- ~~:nt~:::~~t:~h~;:z~t:e~~er . . . · . . . . . ·. . con;ie mto question: But that's me, !:made my Arafat' in Camp David to ·talk peace AGAIN! · . · · - · · · • · . .. ' . . ~ ·. ·cho~ee, ~cl "anonymous" ~ust make his . · Martin's most slanderous charge is that 
1 · • .· : · ch91ce, <llld not blc:µne the people at IM Sports. · "the state of Israel is founded on ethnic 
• . . . . . . ,. · . . . . · ~ . . : · · .. . , . ·The Wrtier chose to bring up the Constitu- . Cleansing and terrorism." In 1948, hundreds of 
hl·s· · .. ·.·, ft'· .. e· ·: ·e~· . ... S'·"" ··p·: .. .. e·· ·-ec· . h~: .... ~~1~~:~e~o~!~o~a:!~1~s~e:sd~~~~s. ~~~:a~s~~~~=~=:se~!~~:::::i~~·~~t · · · · · • . , , · · . • ·But what he, failed to lllt!ntmn 1s that m order . indigenous populadoU:" Immediately after . · · -. . · · ·.·, · . · :· · . : ·. · · ·. ' •.'.· · . . · t~ guarantee an.atmosphere of absolute reli- declaring its independence based on the 1947 
· . ·. ·:" . - . · ~ .. " · ·<. · · '. ; ·. . · " · - · · '· 1 .• ; • •• gious liberty, this country's foundeJs also· mandate of the U.N., Israel wa$ attacked by 
. :: · , . . : · . ~ '..; ·. · • · .. , · · · .· · · ..  · ·· . . iiian<;l.ated the. sti;ict separation of church and mtiltlple Arab armies. The neighbor.i,ng Arab 
F reedom of speech ¥d free- flagrant' in th.~ .past. '. ·. ·. . :qu~t . this co~t.ry instead df ·. 1, .· '. · . sta~e: The ~versity 1,oesh't reco~ze any countries, not Israel, started ·the war in 1948. dom of the press apparent- .. He traruicended ·belief when, ·. making a mockery of ·the· open ·' · · · religious holidays, s9 anonymQus needs to Many Palestinians fled to avoici this vioknce. 
.hide 
ly do go hand in hand, · · . duripg. a speech li.e:-gave'.for. ' .· .· : · ,government that so niany, are . ~:tl<e it ~p w~th. Congress if he really has fill . . .Moreover, many of the Israelis, who were in 
according to a recently flip- · · winttlng an· award. fQr :his sup,- ' . · · sworn to J:<eep open?.· . ... .: . · . . lssue with his ~tramu.ral ~es. I have no . Israel at the time, had lived in the Middle East 
flopping U.S. Supreme Court · port 6f fr~e .. spe'ech, he 'batlµeci · ·. · ·'. · , 'L~t's look int~ the context of_ pro~lem with g~es not bem~ .scheduled on . for centuries, .According to the Central Bureau 
justice. . . cameras as well;· G-SPAN Vke· · · 'his'q:nitritfon first: Idt!I said that . Ea:;ter, because if they were; I would have of Statistics, in 2002 about 30 percent of 
Antonin Scalia apologized in .. PJ;esident Terry Mµiphy raileq' . h~ will have no problem with.·· :nob9dy to play agajnst! 1si;aelis (Jews and others) were born in Israel 
a letter to an Associated Press ' against 'the ,teques.t, saying it' . . ' rec?raj.xig being done·if it's for: :' . . . . ' . - BIUYSTEIN and had.a father that was born-in Israel, less 
reporter Tuesday, saying he was . "begs disbelief and seems to be· .... :, p'ri11.t media 11iat's a plus f<;>r · · " . than 25 percent had origins in Europe or 
sorry that ·her tapes were ·iii collfli~tvnth the. award ··:; ; ; - .. newspqpers, ~ut. what doe.s it .• p' · la.nloo.· ... g· should con.side. r mmorities . America and about 30 percent had history in 
forcibly erased by a federal. .. itself." He's right, and it's .ri?~cu-. '. say. about' his .respect for the ·. · , Africa and Asia. 
marshal during a speech Scalia lous. · · . · · . · · . rest of the press, .pr the-general · .. · ·In response to the letter "IJl4 Sports should · Tlie refugee problem can be seen from a · 
. gave on April 7. . . . . Y~u'~ t~ tfott tl~e awarq:. ·.: public for that ~at~e~? It says ~~ . : . skip Passover," .the members· of the Alpha. different angle, too. There were 800,000 Jews 
The reporter, Denise Groties, speech 1.p.c1deµt:w.ould: have· · · · doesn.'t·want to .b~ caugJlt mak- ·· -. .. ·Epsilon Pi f.ra~ernify appreciate .the efforts put expelled from :Arabic counties and had 
was accosted by U.S. marshal changed Scali~'s view-. on how · ' . ing a fool of ~self.in j:mblic .. · .. ·.forth Dy the c;inony'mous a}lthor. However, we· n9where to go just because of their religious 
Melanie Rube for taping the .riQ.icufousJ:Yagamst fte~ .spee.ch, :·. 'That'! unde;rstandable,.but he's. · . . cjo not. wish to be portrayed or represented by beliefs. · 
speech, and - after being he is in ptactiee 9ompare9 to . · .. · . ·had .a lot of practiCe. spealqng in ' ariyc;me who is pot affiliated With our organi- Last, and most shocking, in the letter is the 
shown how to erase the tape by . how he's .rule<;ii,n cou,lt c~~s; : . ·. ~public, so:wher~·s the hitch?-t ·' ,:. . zation, as this .article has done. . comparison between the prime minister of 
the reporter - forced her"to ·which he al!;o itrsists be 'fre~ 'o.f .· · 'I(sOm:e'one.at the top'.of the . .. :. ,. · . Nevertheless; we do ~ppreciate and agree israel, Ariel Sharon, and Hitler. The compari-
erase it. · · cameras'. . .. · ·· .· · · . .. : ·:· •'. · iu.dicial brap:ch o~the.U.S. gov- · . · . with the tne.ssage by the ao.thor, however we son betwe.en,Jews and Nazis is not acceptable 
·The reason the marshal gave . · Almost as .if.to:threatenthe · ·,: ·.ei;nment is afrai;d of the.free- · .. ' · ·· · also dcitiriderstfl.Ild th:it, as a Jewish.and Greek · for many reasons. The state·ofisrael is not 
for her actions was that Scalia media,. the :night ~efore the.: ·· ·dolnsgive~ by Jaws that he ~aS . , . '. organiz:itioii, we·are a small miilority on this ·based on etluµcpurity, but is· a free, democrat- · 
had said he didn't want an earli- awarp ·spe·e.ch_he told:a .uni,v~r~ ·;:. upoi;i occasion sought. to · . · · .. · .· · catnpt1s, and do not expect an entity such as · ic colintry that has a mixture of people from 
er speech to b~ recorded. '.The sit:Y 3,udienc~ that "Most of. the ... · up.li..old, then the futtlre ' of free . .. . '· IM Sports to; cease its activities in our. name · .different ethnicities and origins. Furthermore, 
marshal thought the rule still · · .·· free s'pee~h]. rights that you · · '· · · spe~ch isfo .jeopardy, in the · .. ·· " ·.·alone. :AJ.thqt.i.gh our organization is a national- if you go to visit in Israel .there are niany Arab 
applied to the speech Scalia was enjoy go way;beyo:riu :\Vhat'the · hand~'! of a. nian .. W.ho rules· bas~d · · · · · Jy t~cbgnize'~ J~wish fraternity, numerous villages. that are there and are very prosperous 
giving at.a high school that qay. . G'onstitu.ti6.n n~·quires," as ·. ' on his-own f~ars. . ~ .. · .. ' o~er 9rga.¢zatiqns on this campu~ do have and enjoy the freedom of democracy that no 
. That Scalia, a public figure . rep-Orted by the AJ?. Conilng . . ·. -S¢alia iS'.in co:ri.trol of what , fewish memb~rs who were just as affected by . other country· in the Middle East can offer.· 
and Supreme Court justice, felt frnm a .guy s.o quick to. stop. the. · · P,e says, and .~s lm1g .as he says ·, . . this decision - as well as :rhany others - by . · ISrael is still seeking peace with its neighbors 
it was OK for him to bar record- freedom of.the press, it's µQ(.a what l).e, means; being taken'o'µt . · · · . the adtninistrative anp organizational bodies and actually was successful in doing so with 
mgs during his speech is bad far off ~ssµmption that. maybe _ . ·. : of qmtext PY. avideb qilnera · · . . . at UC!': Flirthermore, it is not solely IM Sports . both Jordan and Egypt. 
~nough. He's well known for · he's leamng t9ward .limiting fr:e·~ . . should,n't be. a problem. If he's ·.on this cartipus that is at fau!t for such plan- Mr. Martin's opinion is very bi;i.sed and 
~ost universally banning tele- spee.ch rather than promoting it · · going ·tq vote in favor qf free- • ning errors, as such similar incidents have incorrect both historically.and factually. Math-
vision cameras from an of his · ---: a~ least when it conies·fo t)l~· · · dorn· of speech, then he should. · ·. . ·occµrred numerous times in the past with ematics is an accurate science that requires its 
speeches, making him one of bledil,l .telling C?th~r pebple. what · · . be ~mg to live ~with. the co~- · other various organizations and' administra- . users to be very careful with facts and data 
.the most strictly private public · he said about America behind ; · .. ·sequences of that. In certain cir- . · t!ve e?tities:· ~imply b~cause we are ~ ininority Most mathematicians· are required to base 
'servants today. · closed door~. . :· · .· !· · cuins.tam;~s he ~':ls the ~ight to . · :on this .camp~. h:o;vever, does not mean that therr proofs on accurate rules, not false 
Tb,e April 7 incident isn't . So what are.we. to ·d~_'about : · ban cameras fromrecord.ing . · ·· our.'beliefs or practic~s shoul~ ~e oyer~oo~ed assumptions. : 
unexpected since police are ~calia~s apology· iett:E!r? Accept it · what he-has to say, but it casts a . : · by the goverrung ~odies of this mstltution. · Seeking peace with Israel's neighbors is the 
supposed to enforce the rules, with the hope tliat mayb.~ now . J?all dver the freedoms he's · , . We, as both n;iem~ers of 0-e UCF commu- No. 1 priority. There is no other solution but to 
but Scalia's actions against free . he's a: ch~ge_d rti~?'T)lat:he'll been sc>'laµdec,i for in the •P9-S~ ' ru.ty an.d the Jewish commumty at large, . . respect, ~ccept and understand one's neighbor 
,speech have been·much more ·side with the prindples that · :for protecting: · request that steps be. taken by the appropnate .and his beliefs. We hope that the reaching of 
· · ·.. ... ·;: .... · · · · . entities so that such scheduling conflicts do · the age .of Pax Romana in the Middle· East is 
' . .· not arise. agam: · · near. · · " 
~-----------,--.,.---------,-~~-~~-.,----,, ,.,.-.  ---,------.,,--,..--.,..-- --, . • . . . . -JUSTIN POUACK 
(entiaf .1foriba ··'utute . ~ .. : .. ·. •( ,·. . :PRES10ENt.N~DEbTACHAP!ER,ALPHAEPSILONi'IFRATERNITY 
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Hamil be, · · s1v.fts@UCF11ews.com · . SrAff WRITERS: Rachel Beck, ·Teresa Camposeco, Nathan Curtis, Jessica . to~, Jesi;ica I.acorn '.I'~ • ,ter. A few main points are the fa~t· Is~ael did 
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NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST 
· Anniversary of Dayr Yassin massacre 
On April 9, 1948, members of the under-
ground Jewj.sh terrorist group, the Irgun, or 
IZL, led by Menachem Begin, who was to 
·become the Israeli prime minister in 1977, 
entered the peaceful Arab village ofDayr· 
. PLEASE SEE READERVIEWS ON AlO 
CoPY EDrroRS: Nathan Benson, M1cbele Costello, arandon Hardin ,. . • . . . sales@UCflnezµs.c(Jnz 
PRooucnoN: Ben Henderson, Amber Plank, Jerrod Rockhill · .. • • ' 
SAJJ!S: Alicia Guiftlna,Joseph Reid, Bryan Taylor;~clam Vercanune~ • ' ·.: · Classifi¢d Sales · f.. x106. 
M.IRKET!Nc: Maren Hicks ,. . . ·classifieds@UCl!11~s. corn · " 
!;.!-'-.!-. • 
>6~: . ·. 
.. , : : · . . . Th~ Futu;e enc. ourages comments from readers. letters to the editor sho~ not exceed 300 words and must indude fu(~miand phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style an 'bel. Send letters to editor@UCF)lews.com, . submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them io 407-447- 556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555. · 
--... ·---- - - ·"" .. ---
READER VIEWS 
FROM A9 
Yassin, massacred 250 ·men, women, children 
and the elderly, and stuffed many of the bodies 
do\vn wells. There were also reports of rapes 
and mutilations. The Irgun was joined by the 
Jewish terrorist _group, the Stem .Gang, led by 
Yitzhak Shamir, who subsequently succeeded 
Begin as prime minister of IS'rael in the early 
'80s, and also by the Haganah, the militia under 
the control of David Ben Gurian. The Irgun, the 
Stern Gang and the Haganah later joined to form 
the Israeli Defense Force. Their tactics have not 
changed. · 
The massacre at Dayr Yassin was widely pub-
licized by the terrorists and the numerous 
the surrounding Arab states told them to. 
The reader is invited to read the Hagana's 
Plan D (http://www.mideastweb.org/pland.htm), 
which has been available in English since the 
1960s and was a military strategy that entailed 
the evacuation of the Palestinian population 
from the areas of a future Jewish state. 
There will never be a solution to the Israeli-
Pales'tinian conflict until Israel takes responsibil-
ity, under U.N. Resolution 194, calling for repara-
tion of the Palestinian refugees, and recognizes . 
the immense suffering it caused at that time. We 
need also to recognize the US is giving unquali-
fied moral support to a state that is based on 
racial purity and one tha~ is intrinsically expan-
sionist. 
. -WILLIAM JAMES MARTIN , heaped corpses displayed to the media In Jaffe, 
\ .which was at the time 98 percent Arab, as well 
' as in other Arab conui:mnities, speaker trucks 
~ ·drove through the streets warning the popula- Meehan's words misconstrued 
- tion to flee and threatening another Dayr Yassin. Previous letters to the Future have claimed 
, Begin said at the time, "We created terror among English Professor Kevin Meehan accused UCF 
~ 'the Arabs and all the villages around: In one President John Hitt of racism for recently wear-
~ ,blow, we changed the strategic situation." ing an Afro wig: I read Meehan's guest editorial 
• From about 1938 on to the founding oflsrael, in the Orlando Sentinez,·which was also pub-
~ . Begin was the leader of the Irgun. That group lished in the Future, and nowhere does it make 
: '.regularly assassinated English soldi~rs in Pales- any such accusation. Perhaps those l~tter writers 
tine and frequently hung their booby-trapped should sign up. for one of Professor Meehan's 
: bodies in public places. Under Begin, the Irgun classes to improve their reading comprehension. 
· blew up the King David Hotel in Jerusalem in We may all safely conclude President Hitt 
: 
01946, killing 9J British civil servants. The Stem had no racist intent in donning the wig. Unfortu-
' .Gang, under Shamir, also assassinated the U.N. . nately, that is not the issue, which the letter writ-
• :representative to Palestine, Count Bernadotte, in ers and others have so blithely missed 
· 1948. . The point Professor Meehan was attempting 
But Dayr Yassin was not the only massacre ·to make is we are not yet beyond the era and 
by the Israeli Defense Force. The force, under . · legacy of racism in this country. I am in my mid-
Moshe Dayan, took the unarmed and undefend- 50s and can personally recall separate water . . 
. -ed village of al-Dawazyma, located in the - fountains, train station waiting rooms, and serv-
Hebron hills, massacred 80 to 100 of its resi- ice-station restrooms for blacks and whites here . 
dents, and threw their bodies into pits. "The . in the South. Less than thr~e decades ago I was a 
children were killed by breaking their heads VISTA volunteer in Mississippi, and one of the 
' with sticks ... The remaining Arabs were then community leaders with whom I worked was a 
~ sealed in houses, as the village was systematical- retired schoolteacher. She personally knew peo-
. ly razed ... " (Nur Masalha, The Historical Roots of ple who h~d beien slaves. . 
; the Palestinian Refugee Questior;i). · . So while some may ~ I'm a dinosaur, or I 
There were many other such villages with should "just get ~ver it,' please be assured this is 
. Arabic names that have almost be'en expunged not all ancient history. Some members of my 
f" from memory - but not quite. These facts have own generation referred to the inhabitants of 
l always been known to some historians, howev,er Vietnam, whom the U.S. was supposedly liberat-
' they have been consistently denied by the offi- . ing and protecting, as "gooks" or "dinks." 
cial Israeli histories, as, indeed, Israel has never ' More recently, I have heard Arabs disparag-· 
taken any responsibility for the exodus of Pales- · ingly labeled as "rag ,heads" among other epi-
tinians from the land of the present state of thets. Perhaps some decades from now this can 
Israel. be truly behind us and we can laugh about how 
; : Within the last 10 years, however, there has callous and prejudiced some were way back 
: been an exponential increase in historical stud- when. t • 
':'. ies of the origins of the state oflsrael which But the cluelessness and denial of those who 
have coincided with the release by Israel of are unable to link the recent past with the pres-
many, but not all, of the historical and military ent, and who don't "get it" that much of this is 
archives. Ben Gurian University historian Benny yet unresolved, give me cause for concern rather 
Morris; as·well as others, have mined the docu- than hope. 
ments and found numerous instances of mas- , If this makes me "politically correct," then I 
sacres, and, by the way, not one shred of evi- very proudly accept and wear that label. 
' : dence for the frequently repeated official Israeli _JAY D.JURIE 
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As an -engineer in 
the U.S. Air Force, 
' ' there s no t~lling what 
·you'll work on. 
(Serious\y, we can't tell yo·u.) 
United States Air Force applied te~hnology 1s years ahead 
of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new 
engineer you ' ll likely be involved at the ground level of new 
and sometimes classified, developments. You'll begin leading · 
and managing within this highly res.pected group from day 
one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you . in 
the Ai'. . Force today. To request 'more information, call · 
'1-800-423-USAF or log on to ai'rforce.com. 
~" •:• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 
CROSS INTO THE BLUE 
? 
• 
It's not our fault. 
··we pay $180/moqth 




1900 Alafaya Trail 1 Suite 500 
(32.1l.235-9100 
-
~~where i~ Pays to Care'' 
. Dive into an exciting opportunity 
as a full-time, part-time or 
seasonal Lifeguard at the 
Walt Disney World® Resort! · 
Interviews star~ at I lain at the Walt Disney' 
· 'Wor~ Ca~ting Center. Swim tests are 
immediately following, so bring your 
swimsuit and towel! 
If hired, you'll receive paid training and , 
certification,, admission to the theme parks, 
and more! Full-time Cast Members are also 
eligible for health. benefits. 
For mol'.'e information, call the 
Walt ·Disney World® Jobline 
at 407-828-1000. 
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3361 Rouse Road., #115 
Orlando, FL 32817 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 115 
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX 
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$300 a day potential. 
Good for students. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Two Men and a Truck is looking for 
FT/PT team members to move 
residential/commercial customers. Must 
be neat in appearance, have clean 
driving record, strong work ethic, & exc. 
customer skills. We offer excellent wages 
+tips, & bonuses. 407-816-0915. We are 
located west of the airport at 2901 




Experience preferred to work with 4 yr. 
old autistic child based on applied 
behavior analysis. Prof. training will be 
provided. Flex. hrs. Located in Baldwin 
Park behind Fashion Square Mall. 
407-898-7127. . 
Get Paid for Your Opinions! 
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com. 
Babysitter wanted. Mon-Fri. afternoons. 
(3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.) For boys ages 4 
and 6: starting early August. 
Driving required Call 407-341-8325. 
WANTED: 
Students To Take 
Online Surveys For Money 
Get Paid for Your Opinion 
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss 
·Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10.to $125. 
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250 
All You Need is a omputer·l an lntemet Connection 
For More Info, Please Visit: 
www.SurveysForStudents.com 
Do yo~ like ••• 
• A work location near UCF? 
' 
• A casual work environment? 
• Flexible hours? 
- ~ Great pay? 
Then Trader Publishing 
is for you! 
Now. hiring experienced sales agents 
to set photographer appointments 
Earning Potential up to $20/hr. + 
Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961 
or apply at 
3451 Tec~nological Ave., Ste 7, O~ando, FL 32817. 
(407) 447-4555 • dassified.s@UCFnews.com 
MALES .WANTED! 
• $2100, Room and Board Included 
•Co-Ed Camp 
• 7 Weeks (June 7 - July .. 24) 
·• 18 and up Recreational Summer Camp Counselors 
• Florida Elks Youth Camp - Umatilla, FL 
• Contact Krys Ragland 800-523-1673 ext 250 
Associate Publisher Intern · 
Enthusiastic, out going indiv. w/ desire 
for exp. in publishing industry. Gain real 
world exp. w/ new ethnic home 
publication start-up. Call Jason @ 
407-247-6152. 
Leasing Professional - Part Time, 
Experience Required., Great pay with 
commission opportunities. Fax resumes 
to (407) 482-9991 . EOE 
17 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE WEIGHT. 
100% Natural. Call David and 
Michelle 916-705-0175 
TUTOR NEEDED 
for 7 & 15 YR old. SAT prep, math, and 
English. Dr. Phillips area, in house only. 
Please call Jennifer at 407-963-0903 
Spend your summer making a difference 
in the life of underprivileged boys & girls 
ages 10-15. Florida Sheriffs Youth 
Ranches- Camping Services is looking 
for counselors. 2 summer camp progs. & 
5 mobile day camp teams. Activities incl: ' 
canoeing, arts & crafts, bikes, horseback 
riding, archery, team sports, high & low 
ropes courses, & skits. Employment 
dates are May 21-Aug 6. Pre camp 
training incl First Aid/CPR/Life guarding, 
& NCI. Please call Liz Collins @ 
386-749-9999 for more info. EOE/DFWP. 
Nature's Table Cafe is looking for 
energetic & reliable people. No 
nights, no weekends, no holidays! 
Close to UCF. FfT & PfT avail. Exp. 
pref. Please call Mike or Chris at 
407-381-8690. 
TALL, STRONG ENERGY · 
DRINK SEEKS 
bright, outgoing, energetic person 
for good times around town. Must 
enjoy meeting new people. 
Knowledge of local geography, a 
clean driving record and a passion 
for life required. Bilingual a plus. 
Become a member of the Orlando 
Mobile Energy Team. As part of 
the team, you' ll seek out people in 
need of energy and introduce them 
to benefits of Red Bull. 
If interested in joining the 





· Step ·straight into a job after exams. 
Cop.ficJent, outgoing. students.o'1 summer b.reak. needed to help our firm 
invest in tb.e Florida real estate market Great pay, full training, locations 
.all ·over the state. Good resume builder. Buying, not selling. 
• Learn to bid at real estate auctions 
• Oppottunities thrbughout the.state 
• Two paid training .sessi~ 
•.Jobs run mid-May thru mid,June 
M:oorlng. Flnanclal Corporation 866-404-4200 
Pi.ck your own training locittions: Jacksonville, Palm B.each, 
Tampa, or Tallahassee. All will be held the week of May 17th. 
FREE WEIGHT TRAINING 
. The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and 
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to 
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight 
training. 
·Participants will receive: 
• 24 supervised training sessions 
• MRI scans of the upper arms 
• $125. 
. 
. Call Today 
407~823-5163 
Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35 
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line . 
Vista Lakes is now hiring Pool Staff 
. attendants for our upcoming busy 
summer season. Basic job description 
consists of keeping a safe and fun 
environment for all Vista Lake residents. 
You must be able to swim! Wages: $8 
non- certified/ $9 with current CPR, First 
Aid, or Lifeguard certifications. Spanish 
speaking a plus. For more information 
call (407) 207-1241. 
NEW LOCAL PHONE SERVICE 
Exp. desired, but not reqd. Furn. leads 
provided. We sign up a minimum of 1 in 
4 people we talk to. Reps aver. 
$600-$900 + pd weekly. Career/Mgmt 
opportunities Flex. hrs. Lots of fun! 
Outdoor work/transportation reqd. Best 
college job you'll ever find! Call 
1-800-777-8902 bet. 1'0 AM and 1 PM. 
Egg Donors Needed 
Earn $5,000-$10,000+ while helping 
others create their families. For more 
information visit www.familymiracles.com. 
PfT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs . 




Clinic in Lake Mary 
Looking for: 
Receptionist/Dr's. Assistant 
to run the front office 
• Computer Proficient 
• Excellent Customer Service Skills 
• Bilingual Preferred (English/Chinese) 
Call Dr. Belinda Liau for details 
407-694-5666 
Trying to figure Out How to Make 
Some Extra CASH? 
Earri up to $25/hr. Call Today to 
Learn More Information! 
f all Justin @ (321) 299-5570 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS for City of 
Kissimmee. Contractual, PIT positions 
responsible for teaching swim classes to 
children. American Red Cross WSI reqd. 
Call Kara @ 407-870-POOL 
Independent Sales Rep for new ethnic 
home publications. Work your own hours 
and start immediately! Commission 
salary. Call 407-247-6152. 
Hiring Nail Tech for Salon. Apply only if 
avail. PIT. Commission or rental. 
E-mail RNS@RachelNicoleSalon.com 
407-696-4247 Winter Springs 
Town Center. 
Gymnastic and Tumbling Instructors 
wanted. Prior exp. req., must work 
well with kids In a positive 
atmosphere. $8-$15/hr. Call 
407-679-6620. 
Phone Sales 
Experienced, Money Motivated. 
Only 20 hrs/wk. ·5-9p.m. Mon.-Frl. 
$350 base + comm. Gas & med 
Insurance. Call Nic,k 407-296-0430 • 
PT Cleaning/Supervision 
EVES. Cleaners pay $6.50-$7.50/hr. 
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr. 
Looks good on resume, flex hours must 
be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180 
Valet parking attendants needed for the 
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal 
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate 
openings available. 407-971-9131 . 
Counselors Needed 
Residential Easter Seals Camp. 
Serving disabled children and adults. 
Ropes course, swimming, arts and 
crafts, etc. Salary + R&B. 352-383-4711. 
Graphic Designer • Roberts Supply, Inc. 
a 40 year old outdoor p.ower equip. 
distributor located in Winter Park seeks a 
motivateq team player, looking for a 
growth opportunity with graphic design, 
production,& web experience. Req.skills 
incl. HTML exp. & knowledge of 
Macintosh computer software incl. 
Quark, Photoshop, & Illustrator. 
Practical knowledge of pre-press, print 
production, & color management pref. 
FT w/ benefits. F~x resume to 
407-657-4007 or email 
l.sklar@robertssupply.com. 
s 100 sign on bonusl 
• flexible s1hedules 
• guaranteed salaries 
• paid training 
• weekly payihedc.s 
We have immediate opennings and 
you get to choose a schedule thats' 
flexible for you. No experience is 
neccessary, we'll get you up and 
running with complete confidence. 
We offer great opportunities for 
moonlighters and students. .. . . 
Call now and set up an 
immediate interview @ 
Orlando 407-243-9400 or 
inter Park 407-673-9700 
I 
[~FOR RENT: ~Homes 
HOMES FOR RENT 
,UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
• and apts. for tent. $695 to $1295. 
' Call 407-629-6330 or 
: www.ORLrent.com to view our 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty. 
f room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF. 
• io min from UCF. M/F: $450/mth. 
: All util. incl. plus cable modem. 
Call Lee 772-528-6347. 
Room for rent in 3 bedroom house. 
Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats. 
No ·parties. $550 util. incl. 
Call 407-282-7560. 
3/2 townhouse for rent. Responsible, 
clean renters only. 2 mi. to UCF, 
spacious, remodeled, W/D, com.pool, 
etc. $400.00/rm. downstairs, $500.00 for 
upstairs master, + dep., share util. 
, . $1,000.00/mo. takes all 3 rms. Avail. 
ASAP or will consider future rental w/ 
~eposit. E-mail me for pies & questions 
, @ trose348@earthlink.net or call 
407-282-0146 after 7 p.m. 
2 roommates ·needed for a 4/3 house. 
Incl. all util + hot tub & ethernet. Brand 
new home less than 1 min. 
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo. · 
Call 239-841-6600. 
HOUSE FOR RENT - E.50/436 
LIKE NEW 2/1+Bonus rm 
New kitchen, bath, tile, carpet 
$850/mo. + $850 dl!posit. 
5304 Dexter St. 407-897-1451 
2,roommates wanted. M/F for 4/2 jlome. 
Close to UCF olf McCulloch. Home fully · 
fµrn. except bedrooms. $470/mo. incls. 
utilities, W/D & Roadrunner. Avail. 08/04. 
; 407-281-0849 or 561-312-9411. 
4~2/2 house near Goldenrod & Aloma in 
•Wrenwood subdivision. 1,700 sq. ft., 
Ptivacy fence/scrn porch, W/D. Pets OK. 
Quiet Neigh. $1 ,200/mo. Av.ail. Apr. 26th. 
: Call Gary or Phii at 407-782-0404. 
Affordable Rooming!!! 
1 bed/bath avail. Goldenrod area. Female 
P.ref. N/S and no pets please.' $450/mo. 
incl. util . Call 407-719-7562. 
FOR RENT 3/2 HOME 
wt huge fenced backyard, 2 c;:ar garage. 
• $1275/mo. Partially furnished. 
$ min. from UCF on cul-de-sac in quiet 
neighborhood. 321-228-2984. 
• Place your ad in minutes! Call 
:. us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your 
• ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com 
;view all classifieds online anytime 
at www.UCFnews.com! 
1/1 in 2/2 available ASAP. $520/mo 
includes all utilities! Fully Furnished, 
mins from UCF, 3rd· floor! Individual 
leases. Please call 305-496-3424 or 
407-362-2868 or habib1028@aol.com 
No sec. dep. 2 F needed to take lease 
starting Aug. '04. $526/mo. at 
Jefferson Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free 
tanning, Internet, 8 HBO channels, 
and pool and spa. Call 
321-720-7665. 
www.collegerentals.com 
UCF's best apartment search 
!Or college students! 
Fully furnished economic efficiency in 
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min. 
from UCF. Comm. pool, tennis, 
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st. and last. 
$300 dep. All util. incl. Call 
407-758-3939. • 
FREE RENT 
' 1 & 2 bedroom 
Floor Plans 
We Take Co-Signers! 
2 bedroom I 2 bath condo for rent. 
Hunter's Reserve. Quiet second floor 
end unit. Pool, tennis, & more. 
407-716-9470. 
Need a lease for the summer or longer? 
Getting kicked out of your dorm? 1/1 in 
4/4 @ Riverwind Apts. Fully furn., lots of 
- amenities, UCF shuttle. $490/mo. incl. 
all. Avail April 271 Call 321-754-1740. 
One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons 
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in -
special incl. covered parking, free 20" 
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player. Just 
$410/mo. F student only. Call Tessa @ 
352-551-6728. 
Room avail in 4/2 house close 
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub, ' 
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable, 
high-speed wireless internet & 
storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll. 
Call for Info. 321-230-0658. 
Graduate student looking for school 
oriented F roommate to share 2 story 
home starting ASAP. Incl office/study, 
~ huge kitchen, fenced in yard, & 2 1/2 
bath. fully furn except bedrm. $475/mo + 
1/2 util. Please call 407-620-9772 
1 room in 3/2 house avail. 5 min. 
from UCF. N/S. No pets. Furnished. 
Rent lncls. utll. phone, DSL, cable, 
W/D, and alarm system. Available 
immediately. Call 407-282-6250. 
3 rooms avail. in a 5 bedroom home 
close to UCF. Screened in pool and W/D 
· incl. $440/mo. + 1/4 util. Males pref. 
Call Vicky at321°-287-7278. 
Rooms for rent, 7 min. from UCF in new 
4 bedroom house, new neighborhood. Lg 
Bedrooms, back yard faces preserve. 
House furn. , bedrooms not. Sec. sys., 
high-speed wireless Internet, cable. tv, 
util. incl. $550/mo. Call 954-349-1580. 
LOOK 
2 rooms avail. in a large house close 
to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, W/D, 
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split util. 
Call 407-641-4205. 
Roommates wanted to share 3bed/2bath 
house in Rio Pinar Lakes. $450/mo. incl. 
util: electric, water, basic cable, W/D 
privileges. $300 refundable sec. deposit. 
Call Zak @ (407) 384-9247 or email 
zsiddle@cfl.rr.com. 
Roommate needed for 2/2 in Tivoli Apts. 
Avail. Aug. 1st. F & upperclassman pref. 
Apt is new & clean! Under $500. Call 
Katie at 407-739-2182. 
Female roommate needed to share 
condominium. Goldenrod & Curry 
Ford area. Furnished. $500 incl. util. 
Call Marisa at 954-240-7140 or 
. 407-384-9071. 
, Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet 
Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF, 
W/D, local phone, cable, 2 car gar. 
$375/mo plus shared util. Call Kent at 
407-497-8213. 
· 2 clean, quiet and NS roommates 
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest 
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl. 
utll., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd 
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail. 
NOW!!! Email: klelnst_ 42@yahoo.com 
with name and number. 
• 
at er1n 
FOUR BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS 
1 . . 
FOUR LEASES! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 
TO UNIVE
1
RSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA. 
• INDIVIDUAL LEASES • 24 HOUR WEIGHT ROOM 
•POOL & LARGE SUN DECK •CABLE TV+PREMIUM CHANNELS INCLUDED 
• BASKETBALL • ULTILY PACKAGE (ELECTRIC/WATER INCLUDED} 
•SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT •WASHER & DRYER IN EVERY APARTMENT 
· HIGH SPEED INTERNET 
No Place Like Home 
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF, 
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake. 
$500/mo., yearly lease. 
Call Sherry I Todd @ .954-753-2247. 
Room Avail. in new 3/2 house. 
Cypress Bend: gated comm., pool 
soon. Dean & Curry Ford. $475/mo. 
+ 1/2 util. Mature M/F. No pets. NS. 
Clean. Call Wade @ 407-761-0857. 
Room avail. in 3/2 house close to UCF in 
.Oviedo. Twin Rivers subdivision. M/ F. 
1 unfurn. bedroom, W/D, kitchen 
appliances, $425/mo incl util. 
Call Arthur at 407-376-8715. 
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 
new 3 bdrm home on lak~, gated 
comm, 6 mlns from UCF, $475/mo 
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool 
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or 
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400. 
Female student roommate needed for 
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @ 
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move in 
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUST! 
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600 
3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share 
utils. Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. 
room, kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, 
.lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean. 
$400/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-890_6. 
F student looking for 2 female -· 
roommates to share a 4/3 house. 2 
bdrms. furn. Great location: behind UCF. 
Nice, quiet neighborhood. Ample bdrms. 
w/ walk-in dosets. New W/D to share. 
$450/mo. incl util. No pets. Contact 
Natalia at 407-782-2375 or 
naty1984@yahcio.com 
NO DEPOSIT! NO APPLICATION FEE! 
5100 OFF 1st Months rent with -this ad 
expires 4/30/04 
There· s no such thinq as f he perfect professor .. . ·~~t;~ 
but t-here IS the '°'~ 
PEHFECT STUDEHT APADTHEHT. ~~ • • 
· 1805 Loftway Circle · 




CHECK OUT THE DETAILS! 
Individual Leases 
Cable with.8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN 
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi 
Washer /Dryer in Every Apartment 
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes 
Fitness Ce~ter with Free-weights 
Covered Basketball Pavilion 
Internet Access 
I VISA ,_,,,.I, ACCEPTED 
~ 
Call for more information 
321 ~754-~000 





























711rowinf ~ur Money Away On Rent.'? 
Newro 71Je Area.'? Need A New Home.'? 
/ConHetp! 
No matter what your needs, I have the experience 
necessary to expertly represent your interests in any 
real estate transaction! 
JoAnn L. Straub, REALTOR® 
407-448-4844 
www.JoAnnRealty.com 
RE/MAX Town & Country Realty 
"Each office independen11y owned & operated" nca A~V 
1315 Tuskawilla Road, Suite 101 K.W"Flr!I.\... 
Winter Springs, FL 32708 Outstanding Agents. 
Office: 407-695-2066 O din· R Its 
Room for rent: The Fountains· at • 
Waterford Lakes, private bathroom & 
walk-in closet, 5 minutes from UCF 
Available for summer, 5/1. Contact: 
(954)682-3858 or Mav784@aol.com 
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya 
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., ethemet, 
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail. 
August. Furn. if needed. Call 
407-824-7883 daytime or 407- 298-1263 
after 6 p.m. 
House to share Alafaya Woods 10 mins. 
from UCF. M seeking M/F student. Furn. 
Prem. cable. High-speed Internet. W/D. 
Nice yard. Roomy I split fir. plan. 
$375/mo. 407-532-3194. 
Room for rent in 4/2 Home, quiet 
neighborhood. Min. from UCF. 
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime, 
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $400/ mo. 
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382. 
Min. from Valencia, UCF and Full Sail. 
Unfurn./furn. rms for rent in gay 
household. $450 incl. all util. Prvt. home 
on 3 acres, rms. AVAIL NOW!!! 
Call 407-482-6913. 
275 
Large bedroom, huge walk in closet, 
private bathroom, utilities, cable, 
water and trash included in rent. 
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of amenities. 
Call 407-384-7080. 
POOL VIEW--Jefferson Commons 
111 in 4/4 avail April till Aug 3rd. 1 
mo. FREE! Flex move-in date, $485 
incls all util, high speed internet, 
W/D, shuttle, extras, and carport! 
3rd fir. Call Mike @ 407-273-5113. 
2 bedrooms in 4/2 available ASAPI 
$475/mo all utilities included except 
phone. Lease ends Aug 4th. Please call 
Megan or Sharon @ 407-381-1947 
_ µtstan g esu ""I. 
Furnished room available now in 3/3 apt. 
at'Pegasus Landing. $500/,mo. Lease 
until end of July. Non-smoking female 
preferred. All utilities incl1 & free HBO. 
April rent is Free Call 407-489-6747. 
Sublease @ University House, avail mid-
April $~18/mo. includes all utilities, . 
ethernet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle. 
Minutes from UCFI 
Please call 352-634-4792 
1/1 in 4/4 in Pegasus Landing. Available 
May 1st-Aug 31s1. 3rd floor, on special 
for $400/mo includes all utilities and 
W/D. Please call Pamela at 
813-240-8041. 
Largest Room in Furn. 4/4 Apt. at 
Boardwalk. 1st floor. All util. incl. Phone, 
W/D, cable & ethemei. F only. Beg. 
5/1/04. $485/mo. Call 704-277-7265 or 
email: natrellt@hotmail.9om. 
Female to sublease room in 212 at 
Pegasus Pointe May 1 to July 31. All util. 
incl. Fully furnished. Free UCF shuttle. 
$500/mo. Price neg. Call 407-926-4484. 
Female roommate needed . 
$41 Olmo. incl all util. plus high speed 
internet and 12 meals per week. 
Call Stephanie at 772-349-3271 or 
moe_ 1984@yahoo.com 
Master bdrm/ private bath $370/mo. + 
1/2 util. no sec. dep! W/D, full kitchen, 
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July 
2004. Move in ASAPI Please call Lisa at 
407-923,-8880 . 
Need a room for summer? 
1/1 In 4/4 apt. across from UCF. 
Avail April 28th. Free shuttle, furn. 
room, pool, 3 HBO's, 3 friendly 
female roommates. $450/mo. incl. 
everything! Willing to work w/prlce. 
Call Alyssa 407-362-2596 or 
561-436-9362. 






Room available at CVI May 1st-Aug 
16th. $395/mo includes all utilities, cable, 
high speed internet, and 7 meal plans. 
Please call Aude 407-733-3398 
LARGE 1/1 In 414 avail May 4th-Aug 1st. 
May rent FREEi F only, $400/mo + 1/4 
util. Walk in closet, UCF shuttle, unfurn, 
great roommates, lots of amenities! 
Please call Lindsay @ 407-341-5266 
$i00 cash for taking over my lease. 
No security dep. 1 mile from UCF. 
Luxurious 1 bedroom In Arden Villas. 
Call Anuja at 321-277-9494 or 
kjlsa7@yahoo.com. 
1/1 of 414 at VIiiage at Science Dr . 
$400/mo. obo. all util. Incl. Personal 
bathroom, walk-In closet, pool and 
24/hr. gym. Cali Amanda 
954-993-2863. 
1bed with study/extra bdrm. Huge . 
bathrm. ethemet, 24/hr. Fitness rm. 
Bball+Vball courts, pool, jacuzzi. Fully 
tum. w/ W/D. 8 HBO chnl. Comp. Lab, 
free tanning 4 res. Need sublease by ' 
5/1 /04 Please call Lindy 321-689-1881. 
College Students only. 1 room available 
in 212. No move-in feesl $585/mo, 10 
· month lease, includes all utilities, fully 
furnished Available ASAP. Please call 
727-798-0238 
CHEAP Summer Sublease 
Available! Pegasus Landing $375/mo. 
Incl. Everything! 3BR/3Bth - One room 
avail. Access to storage, flex. move-
in/out dates. Call 407-362-3392 Kelly. 
Looking For Summer Housing?? 
1bd/1ba in 4/4 @ Peg. Landing. All util. 
incl. Great roommates-Avail. ASAP! 
MUST SELLI - Lease ends 7/31/04. 
$480/mo. Call Angela 407-362-4258. 
Summer Term: 1 bed avail in 4/2 
$425/mo incl everything! 1 bed also avail 
in 212 $535/mo incl everything! 
Call Eric or Jen 407-489-0877 or 
evoatcollege@yahoo.com 
Pegasus Landing 
212 avail. ASAP through July 
All util., ethemet, 3 HBO's, & much 
morel! No move-in feesl 
Call Jenn 321-213-0205 
MUST LEASE! 2nd floor bd w/ loft in a 
412 in Jeff lofts. $480/mo for May - Aug 3, 
incl. all util. with ethemet, tanning and 
extras. BRAND NEW, clean, furn .. great 
~ roommates. Rent neg., 321-698-4591. 
Two UCF females looking for third 
female roommate to complete 3/2 apt. 
with all amenities. Off campus on Red 
Bug Lake. Nice apt. $300/mo. incls. utils. 
Call Katie at 407-620-6197.' 
1/1 in 4/4 @ Village at Science Drive 
avail now through Aug 5th w/flex move-in 
date. Regularly $520 now $375/mo incl 
all util, ethernet, fully furnished. Please 
call Eddie @ 352-514-1188 
AVAILABLE April 27TH! 
1 room In 414 at Rlverwlnd 
Apartments. Fully furn., utll. Incl., 
shuttle and ethemet. $485/mo. Call 
Karen at 954-536-9331. 
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons. 
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.I All util. 
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free 
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call 
Anthony at 954-461 -6939. 
1/1 in 4/4 available ASAP in Jefferson 
Lofts. Huge bedroom! $560/mo includes 
all utilities, & covered carport. 
Please call 407-466-9106. . 
Anyone Want $100 Cash? 
I will give you $100 cash if you sublease . 
my apt. at Pegasus Landing! Beg. May 
1st - July 30th. All util. incl. Call for more 
info at 407-362-2216. 
2 rooms In 4/4 at Riverwlnd. $100 
off first month! Avail. April 27th -
July 31st. Fully furn. All util. Incl. UCF 
shuttle, and phone. $480/mo. Call 
Sandy at 321-754-1540. 
Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus 
Landing. No Move-In feeslll Util. 
Incl. Private bath, balcony/patio. 
Across from pool. $490/mo. Starting 
ASAP! Call Erica at 954-937-0947. 
1 bedroom In 4/2 available beg May 
to end of July. $445/mo includes all 
utll, cable, ethernet, pool view, UCF 
shuttle, fully furn, and phone. NO 
MOVE-IN FEES! Please call 
321-231-6578 
Fabric and clothing design 
Kristina Fecik 
3338 Arden Villas Blvd., #12 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Call 407-380-2272. 
1997 Toyota 4 Runner. White. 
4 cylinders, 5 speed, 67,000 miles. 
Great condition! $9500. 407-625-6-148. 
1986 Jeep CJ-7. 4 cylinder. Runs well. 
Hard top and doors included. 
$1 ,700. Must Selll 
Call 407-222-0929. 
Affordable School of Real Estate 
offers 6 day agent pre-license 
class including book for only $199. 
Make $$ as a Realtor® or a timeshare 
sales·rep. Next class starts 4119. 
Classes taught near UCF 
Call 407-929-2997 or visit our 
website at Schoolofrealty.com. 
Tennis Racket Stringing $8 
Bobby Walker 15-205 Pegasus Landing 
Call 407-362-3718 
ACADEMIC TUTORING 
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT, 
GAE, etc. In home services avail. 
Call Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650 
or e-mail lbgtutor@ yahoo.com. 
TO GET A BETTER JOB 
you need a Better Resume. Professional 
Resume Writing results guaranteed! Call 
321-239-6162 or email 
info@abetterresume.info 
Daniel's Tutoring Service. 
Tutors available in ALL math classes 
K-12, coll.ege level, entrance exams. 
. 407-427-0067. 
Term Paper Help' 24/7 
Paperexperts.com will help you with 
writing, editing or college applications. 
All subjects/all levels. 
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or 
paperexperts.com to place your order . 
GET$$$$ 
www.CreditFN.com 
" Credit Cards 
" Debt Consolidation 
"Loans 
TUTORING 
in Writing, Dissertations, & Theses. 
Edited and Reviewed by prof. technical 
author. Email david@techpump.com or 
call 407-252-5009. 
NEED A LAWYER? 
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service 
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI, 
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, 
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law, 
Corporate, Immigration, 
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/ProbF1te, 
All Civil & Criminal Matters. 
1-800-733-5342. 
Tutoringjwailable 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tool.s, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full term rate. 
Call Harel (407) 362-2726. 
UCFsingles.com 
Online photo personals 
for UCF students only. 













17 Yin 's counterpart 
18 Bart or Ringo 
19 That_ hay I 




26 Prime clues in 
whodunits 
30 At liberty 
31 ELO part 
35 Bring to a halt 
36 Weak-willed one 
39 NASA's ISS 
partner 
40 One named 






50 Sodium chloride 
51 More old hat 




' 59 breve 
60 Gangster's gal 
61 Standards 
62 Shed 
63 Make a devout 
requeS1 
64 Like Gatsby? 
65 Salty seven 
10 Arrau or 
Cliburn 
11 Farewell, Maria 
12 Slowly, to 
Ozawa 
13 Gone from the 
plate 
21 Kind of plum 
23 Yeah, that's real 
likely! 
25 Caron film 
26 Took tt on the 
lam 
27 Skye of "Say 
Anything ... " 
DOWN 28 Silent assents 
1 Stone and 29 Confederate 
Stallone . soldier 
2 Jacob's first wife ·32 Powerful stink 
3 AD part 33 Man or Dogs 
4 Moves back and 34 "Auntie Mame• 







WEDDING & MORE 
forth co-star Peggy 45 Perplexing 52 Taxi charge 
5 Harder at work 37 Coming in puzzle · 53 Gin flavor 
6 Snare 38 Wagers 46 Most reasonable 54 Ms. 
7 Lat. list-ender 41 In an angry 47 Crush Fitzgerald 
8 Geometric fig. manner 48 Latticework 55 Coll. entrance 
9 Female 43 Fragrant plant 49 String quartet hurdles 
protagonists resil)S member 58 Afr. nation 
Please see solutions in next issue- Mon.4/19 
Lawnmaintenance 407 619 7628 and landscaping . • • 
at reasooable prices 
Grown-up life Euents? 
Graduation Hnnouncements 
Wedding invitations 
We'll help you create the perfect expression of your personality 
and the event with our wide selection of announcements, 
invitations and original design~;. 
Personal Stationery 
Thank you notes for all the gifts generated by those announcements, 
or perhaps a note with thanks for that job interview you aced! 
We'll come to you or uislt our 
.Studio near UCf 
10% Discount for 





$450 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
4 hours of your group's time PLUS 
our free (yes, free) fundraising 
solutions EQUALS $1 ,000-$2,000 in 
I earnings for your group. Call TODAY 
for a $450 bonus when you schedule 
your non-sales fundraiser with 
CampusFundraiser. Contact 
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, 
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com. 
New York only $69 each way tax 
Included. Other worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book on-l ine at 
www.alrtech.com or 
call (212) 219-7000. 
www.isheaven4real.com 
24 lesson bible prophecy course. 






Current students going through. fall 
recruitment sign up now & get 1/2 off 
recruitment registration fees. Contact 
Mandee at ucfrecruitment@yahoo.com 
or go to greek affairs S.U. 208. 
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL 
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toi;ii Chester 
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF ' 
Sunday Worship Service @ 11 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m. 
London ............... $298 
Paris ................... $315 
New York ............. $831 
_Cancun ............... $537 
Air, hotel & transfers: 
5 nts. at Chelsea lnt'I dorm 
Lonoon 
5 nts. at St. Christopher's Village 
Faro is round trip f rom MCO and prices 
are per person. Based on double 
occupancy. Subject to change and 
avai lability. Tax not lnelu(lted. Restrictlona 
and bleckouts apply. Fares are valid for 




I www.statravel.com ~I 
www.bishoplc.com 
" IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUA!-" 











NOW llflllABlf FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS! 
INCLUDES All 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI, 
WOLFSBURG JOTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER 
*l. 9% finondng available through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 4/30/04 
2003 GOLF .GL 
/L k Side Airbags, p /Windows, P oc s, m . 
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alar 
& Much-More! . 
PER MONTH + TURBO ~IESELS 
MONTHLY0fXHS AVAILABLE . 
FOR 48_ M $ ta/ down Includes 1st payment. 
* Leases are calculated 11th d ~ii~nse. See Salesperson for details. 0 sec deposit. tags. tit e an . 1JI 
. 4 vr'5o DOD Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warran . 
. . : 5 Yr/&o:ooo Mile Powertrain warranlJI 
2004 JETTA GL 
\ 
• d Pf Locks Side Airbags, p /Win ows, 'Al 
ABS, Keyless Remote, . arm 
& Much More! 
PER MONTH + TURBO DIE$ELS 
MONTHLY TAXHS AVAILABLE 
FOR 48_MOHJta/ do""wn Includes .1st payme_nt, 
*Leases ore calculated 11th J~ii~nse. See Salesperson for details. 0 sec deposit, tags, tit e an 1JI 
4 vrffio ODD Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warran 
: 5 Yr/&o:ooo Mile Powertrain warranlJI 
LEASE FOR 
$259 
2003 All New GTI . 
p /Locks 17" Alloys, 
p /Wi~dbows, ABS Keyless Remote, Side Air ags, ' 
1 Alarm & Much More. 
LEASE FOR 
$269 M PE~N'f~~W.u . ·110= sELEmoNr 8 MONTlfS .. " · F~R 4 . . ta/ down Includes 1st payme.nt. 
*Leases are calculated /'th !~ii~nse. See Salesperson for details. 
0 sec deposit, tags, tit e an . ERSARY 
HuGE SELECT81otE"• ~u~:r' V::.~vTHEY LAST! 
2004ALL NEW 
PASSAT S~Ai~ ABS, 
P /Windows, p /~ts, ~ Much Mo;e! 
Keyless Remote, arm · ONS 
MODELS AVAILA • . . 




PER MONTH + PASSAT WAG 
MONTHLY TA:X S ARE llOW_HEREI FOR48MONTH 
. ta/ down Includes 1st payme[lt, *Leases are calculated with J~.to e See Salesperson for details. 0 sec deposit, tags, title an teens . . 
• 4 vr15o.ooo Mile Bumper-~o-Bumper warrantv 
• 5 Yr/60,00Q Mile Powenra1n warrantv -
p /Windows, p /Locks, p /TopBSTilt, 
Cruise, Cass, Side A~i~:r· :...; More! • . 
Keyless Remote, a ONTH + Go TolllesS! 
UCN,HLY TAX ao Ta Choose From · 
FOR 48 MONTHS 
. I down Includes 1st payme_nt, *Leases ore calculated J'th J~iJ~~~e. See Salesperson for details. 
. o sec deposit. tags: tit e an To-Bumper warrantv 
4 Yr/50 ooo Mile Bumper-
: 5 Yr/&o:ooo Mile Powertrain warranlJI 
•leases are calculated With $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. leasing WAC. thru VWC. Expires 4130/04 
We Con Assist You With: sr.FtRST TIME fjjf COLLEGE-GRAD ~CREDIT 
BUYER PROGRAM PROBLEMS WI CEIOIAm w/2VR, 24,000 MllE MClllRY WARRAliJv, AU UKE NEW - Pm-Owned AU WITH AfFORDABlE PiiYMENJs ("""'- °' 1-e) 
vc 11-f<ss s 
4175 S. H~ 17-92 
M-F 9-9 SAT9-8SUNI1-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD) 
401-365-3300 
SERVICE DEPT OPEN SAT.URDAY 9 - 5 
I)'. 
!) I 
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• • 1erc1ngs 
Sticking metal 
in eyes may be 
America's latest 
weird imported 
" . trend. 
·~ t< SEE PG.2 
Part two 
Tarantino sheds more 
love than blood in 
Kill Bill: Vol. 2. 
SEE MOVIES, PG. 4 
I 
Protest 
Bare Don~t Bite · 
protests circus 
animal cruelty. . 




You can poke an eye out with that thing 
Eyeball jewelry:. fashionable 
trend or just plain gross? 
SHARON PARE 
Staff Writer 
Say goodbye to the mini-ruffle-skirts, 
trucker hats, off-the-shoulder .shirts, odd 
· piercings and cliche tattoos. We all enjoy 
something unique and unusual once in 
awhile, but where do you draw the line? 
We've all had close encounters with spur-
.of-the-moment piercings. Or even drunken • 
nights when we've had unknown Chinese 
symbols tattooed on our arm with no rec-
ollection of their meaning. In any. case, 
there are phases with each fashion that 
hatches, but also quick deaths for each 
,quirk that tries to emerge as a trend. 
Quite obviously you have not been 
introduced to the new "eye jewel." It is not 
some neat contact lens that glows fluores-: 
cent in the night or the kind that covers 
your whole pupil in death black However, 
it is a surgically implanted shaped metal in 
the conjunctiva, or mucous membrane of 
your eyeball. You ask: People are actually 
crazy enough to do something so bizarre? 
Well, only in Amsterdam/Netherlands, my 
dear, where everything goes. (Who knew 
what the doctor ordered ... literally.) The 
procedure is done under a local anesthesia 
in less than 15 minut€s. 
If you think touching your eyeball or 
putting anything in it is beyond what floats 
your boat, imagine something foreign 
being forced into a layer of your eyeball. 
Breast implants, fine. Marilyn Monroe 
piercing, hot. Surgical met~ object insert-
ed in eyeball? Orie can't even fathom it. 
Ophthalmic surgeons have already per-
formed this surgery on seven people: six 
women and one man. 
The conjunctiva is fairly loose, so what 
happens if the metal jewel floats away from 
where it was implanted? It is nothing like a 
contact lens that disappears in the ~ck of 
your eye and re-appears again ,Wl'[h the 
simple potibn called an eye-drop. The . 
. mucous membrane's main purpose is to 
lubricate and moisten, to secrete that 
mucous for that sole purpose of keeping 
your eye moist. · 
The oddest part is that this new surgery 
is in such high demand that there is a wait-
ing list for' this procedure. Mind you, this 
surgery is in no way medically proven to be 
safe. Since just a little more than 1half a 
dozen have already had this surgery per-
formed on them, it is particularly odd ~t 
there is already a waiting list. What is so 
daring and risque about this new eye-
jewel? The adrenaline you get from insert-
ing a metal shape in your eye. Yet, the 
thought of doing fashion surgery on one of 
·the most important organs in your body 
should not strike any sane person as "neat." 
You don't have to cringe at the implant 
concept of the procedure, for the oph-
. thalmic surgeon does not actually-cut your 
eye in the shape of the surgical jewelry. In 1 
a nutshell, he inserts it into the mucous 
membrane of your eye, a lgood distance 
away from your pupil. One medical expert · 
in Amsterdam even said that this is more 
subtle tillin are body piercings. 
But, what happens · when you take a . 
piercing ~ut to heal? You are left with a 
pen-sized scar. Does that mean if you are 
still able to un-insert your half-moon or 
heart eye jewel (the only two shapes 
offered if you decided to have this proce-
dure), it will leave a shape of that s9rt in the 
membrane of your eye? And what happens 
· if you need to rub your eye? Or if someone 
is looking at you dead on and the sun is fac-
ing them. Will you end up getting blinded 
from the reflection coming from their eye-
ball? Enough questions. · 
This specially-developed jewelry.is 3.5 
mm wide and will cost $600-$1,200. It is 
quite a price to pay for such a risky proce-
dure. The surgeon cannot complete this 
procedure with the naked eye, for it must · 
be done under an operating microscope. 
Fortunately, the ophthalmic surgeon 
responsible for this procedure has not seen 
any complications .so far on any of the 
whopping seven· patients. So, if you are 
,interested in being .a guinea pig for some-
thing unheard of in our day, just wait till 
'our kids' generation, when eye-jewel 
implants are like boob jobs ll;t oµr time. 
the itidie prom {the only true prom) 
CAB's first prom no 




Formal dress! Limousines! 
Hotel rooms! Money! 'fliese are 
certainly all hallmarks of high 
school proms, where the allure 
of having your own car is 
usurped only by the idea of rid-
ing in the backseat· of a much 
longer, more phallus-shaped ' 
one. Where virginities are as lost 
as erroneously placed remote 
controls. Where otherwise banal 
Ramadas and Motel 6's sudden-
ly become'bastions of hope. 
Of course, it was an innocent 
time back then, and frankly, it 
would be nice to feel the excite-
ment of limo rides and po$sible 
hotel-room sex now that we've 
all experienced the corruption 
and freedom of college. Perhaps 
the 'first UCF prom was the · 
Campus Activities Board's 
attempt to tap into this nostalgia 
(You know you've said, "I miss 
high school," at least once or 
twice). 
Certainly much has changed 
in the art of the prom in the tran-
sition from high school to col-
lege. At the UCF prom, there 
was no formal dress required. 
The venue, the Recreation and 
Wellness Center, was walking · 
distance for many stuqehts, and 
the event was free. But, like your 
· high school prom, the UCF 
PLEASE SEE CHILL-OUT ON A10 
The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida Future, the free independent 
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lndie staffers snagged their own room and wheeled chairs with desks at the UCF prom. 
In this issue ... 
You may notice the absence of a 
prom cover ,couple. You see, for the 
last three weeks, we've ran a contest 
for any couple who wanted to model 
for our cover and be followed 
around for this issue's main feature. 
We got a grand total of one response, 
and the young lady in question never 
even got back to us. We didn't get a 
single response to our make-your-
own-lawsuit contest, even with free 
,movi~ tickets as a prize. These con-
, tests are no fun unless you write in, 
readers, so showus the love. Showus 
the hate ev~ ... just show us some-
thing! 
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the indie - JOHN THOMASON 
RANDY'S· PARTY STORE 
-;;;;;~;;; 4831 E. COLONIAL DR. ~~ 







·g Check Out Orlando's Best 
~("~ Selection of Costumes & Accessories 
5S -5 1 S OFF 
Deluxe Bunny Costumes 
Exp. Apr. 12, 2004 
THE BARBER ZONE 
FADES, FLAITOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS 
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!• . 
M-F 9-5:30 j SAT 9-4:30 I SUN CLOSED 
407-681-6715 
rs=f:oo1 · 
. . ·~ 
OFF . 10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO • _________ ..
.FREE FREE 
Specialty 2 Weeks 
C.offee "or Tea Broadband /T-1 
with ·Purchasl! of Coffee, 
Tea, Cookie or Pastry 
at Regular Price 
Not valid w~h any other otti:rs. 
\'fith Coupon. Expires 05-31-04 
Dell PC ·usage 
Special Student Airfare: 
, Apr - Jun Jun - Oct 
London ................. $400 .......... :.": .. $650 :·: 
Paris ...................... $491...~ ............ $800 . ' .: 
Amsterdam ..... $573 ............ ~: .. ~800 '-.· 
f 
Cheap Sleeps: _ , . 
London - St. Christopher's Vlllage ... $28/night ' 
Paris - .Aloho Hostel ..................... ~: .. , ... : ......... $34/nlg~t:; 
Eurljil Flaxipass (10 days In 2 moothsl-... $4as 
Eu~ailpass 05 days)..T ............ :: .. .:. ........... - .......... :$414 
Apr - Jun Jun - Oct 
Auckland ............ $1402 .............. $1233 
Sydney ................ $1325 ............... $1207 
Melbourne ........ $1325 ......... : ..... $1207 
Cheap Sleeps: 
Auckland - Central Backpackers ... $16 lnight 
Sydney - Wake Upl Hostel. .................. $23 /night 
Melbourne - Bakpak Hotel .................... $25/nlght 
Apr - Jun Jun - Oct 
San Jose ............. $452 ............... $452 
Bangkok .............. $971 ................ $1160 
Cape Town ....... $1130 ............... $1535 
Cheap Sleeps: 
San .Jose - Pangea Host el .................. $14/nlght 
Bangkok - Vlengtal Hotel.. ................... $16/nlght 
Cape To"l'n - Ashanti Lodge ........... '. .... $14/nlght 
Santiago - La Casa Roja .................. ....... !..$8/nlght 
BOOKYOUR ... ~•.-:::=--::-:-:-::-:. 
TRIP NOW! l-1'iiTRAVEL I 
UCF Student Union 
Pegasus Circle Bldg. 52 Jwww.statravel.com I 
(407) 541.2000 ~ 
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),,. fortheweekof April 15-21 
,., , A star-studded night at the Refleding Pond . 
,,.1 Symphony Under the Stars is one of the year's most heralded UCF concerts 
EMILY SCOTT 
Staff Writer 
It was April 2001. A certain loud-
mouthed bassoonist was not yet a UCF 
student, but even she knew about an 
~!JJ orchestra concert in front of the uni-
versify's Reflecting Pond. At the time, 
the orchestra was under the direction 
of John C. Whitney. 
. ll ·1 Three years and two directors later, 
this event is still happening. Tonight is 
the annual Symphony Under the Stars 
, "' concert, sponsored by the Campus ' 
· Activities Board. We can't tell you if it's 
the 5th or 25th annual event, because 
we don't know. As previously stated, 
,, ., ~ the orchestra has seen personnel 
changes, and few remember how 
many concerts of this type have come 
before. 
·' What's important is that this is the 
first Symphony Under the Stars con-
ducted by Lazlo Marosi. Originally 
. r from Hungary, this is his first year as 
.director of the UCF Orchestra. He has 
brought a new vision to the orchestra, 
and part of this vision has included a 
few revisions of the SUS program. 
In years past, the SUS program has 
included lighter works - overtures 
and opera arias. Marosi had a different 
J idea. "If it 's Symphony Under the Stars, 
why don't we play a symphony?" This 
year's prngram, however, could be 
, called Unfinished Symphony Under 
' the Stars. The concert's big piece is the 
Unfinished Symphony by Franz Schu-
bert, which is a major orchestral work. 
"Some people say this is the most 
fiµished symphony," Marosi said. The 
two movements are so organic and 
complete, there is no need for any fur-
~ ther movements." Along with the 
Unfinished Symphony, the orchestra 
' will also be playing Gioacchino Rossi-
~ ni's William Tell Overture and the 
Concerto for Four Trombones and 
Orchestra by Jan Koestier. 
While this concert has been going 
; on for years, a new element to the mix 
is the UCF Jazz Ensemble, under the 
direction of Jeff Rupert. Last year, a 
· guest band canceled, so CAB asked 
~ Rupert if the jazz band could fill in. 
They did, and it proved to be a sue-
I 
Most extreme elimination 
: It's time to see UCF students get 
~ "extreme. And eliminated. And chal-
lenged. 
· That's right, next Thursday is the 
airing of the fust Most Extreme Elimi-
\ nation Challenge filmed outside of 
Japan. Those who are paying attention 
will remember that the MXC folks 
were on campus last month recruiting · 
:"'I brave (or idiotic) souls for a three-day 
filming session at Universal Studios. 
The undoubted pains of their labor will 
come to fruition at 10 p.m. April 22 on 
1 SpikeTY. 
And as good as that show is, we all 
know it's better when you've had a few. 
So head doWI1 to Don Pablos on Uni-
) veristy Boulevard and enjoy an all-
night-long happy hour, with two-for-
one margaritas, wells, wine, and 
domestic and draft beer. 
I~ 
Who knows - if you're lucky, 
maybe you'll get to see that guy you 
hate get bashed in the groin. 
Antony and, Cleopatra 
April 15 to April 24 
Call for times, $10 to $35 
Lake Eola Park 
Rosalind Avenue and 
Washington Street 
407-246-2827 
Bridge to Terabithia 
April 15 to April 18 
Call for times, $16 
Orlando Repertory Theatre 
1001 E. Princeton St. 
407-896-7365 
cessful venture - so successful that 
they're "filling in" again this year. 
The Jazz Ensemble played a concert 
last week in the Visual Arts Building 
auditorium and will be performing 
again this Sunday. "They've got their 
work cut out for them," Rupert said. 
He said they would play some of the 
same tunes as last week's show, how-
ever, "they've got a big book." During 
the concert, you'll recognize some 
standards by Ray Charles and Billy 
Paul 
Both directors said that concertgo-
ers can expect a great show. "The band 
God's Country 
April 15 to April 18 
Call for times, $6 to $10 
University of Central Florida 
TheatreUCF 
4000 Central Florida Blvd. 
407-823-1500 
Requiem for a Heavyweight 
April 15 to April 24 
Call for times, $12 to $35 
Theatre Downtown 
2113 N. Orange Ave. 
407-841-008~ 
Mount Dora Festival of Music and 
Literature 
April 16 to April 25 
Call for times and prices 
Downtown Mount Dora 
·East Fifth Avenue and 
North Donnelly Street 
352-385-1010 
Rajuncajun Crawfish Festival 
April 17, 4 p.m: to 12 a.m. 
$30to$40 
Black Hammock Fish Camp 
· Oviedo 
Black Hammock Fish Camp Road 
407-365-2201 
·Yorn Hashoah Day of Remembrance 
April 18, 2 p.m., free 
Orlando North Hotel, Maitland 




Annual Pottery Sale 
April 15, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free 
Student Union 
407-929-9511 . 
Symphony Under the Stars 
April 15, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., free 
. Reflect ing Pond 
407-823-2586 
UCF Guitar Night 
April 15, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., free 
Rehearsal Hall 
407-823-1051 
COURTESY AARON HOSE I UCF IMAGEBANK 
is really looking forward to it," Rupert 
said. "They're swingin' hard this year." 
Marosi agrees: "The company will 
do a great job, both our students and 
the communi,ty musicians who play 
with us and make these performances 
possible." Tonight's concert starts at 7 
p.m. 
· · The UCF Jazz Ensemble will play 
again with special guest Vance Villas-
trago on Sunday. This concert will be 
at the Moose Lodge, 5001 North 
Orange Blossom Trail. Show time is 2 
p.m. Students can get in for $3 with a 
UCFID. 
Asamov, Minamina Goodsong, Cue 
Estey, Sol.illoquists of Sound, One .Drop 
(various) 
April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave. . 
407-246-1419 
U-Phonik, Born Into Kaos, Passerby, 
Kalgren, Fantasie, Isle 7 (rock) 
· April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
Kate O'Brien's Irish Pub· 
42 W. Central Blvd. 
407-649-7646 
Capers, The Poetical Genius, Dark 
Shadows (hip-hop) 
April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
Tabu, 46 N. Orange Ave. 
407-648-8363 
Melissa Crispo,Jayla, Linda Nunez, 
Milka, Ruby James, Oddo (rock) 
April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
Slingapour's, 25 Wall Street Plaza 
407-849-9904 
Padallock Grafts, bloom, Gone Blind, 
Burnseason, Mercy Drive (rock) 
April 15, 8 p.i:n., $7 
. Back Booth, 37 W. Pine Street 
407-999-2570 
Soulfound, Marcie, Jules Curcio, DC-3, 23 
Complaints (rock) · 
April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
' AKA Lounge 
'68 E. Pine St. 
407-839-3707 
5th Avenue Onlys, The Greyscale, Distance 
April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
Central Station Bar 
100 E. Central Ave. 
407-426-8336 
Less Than Jake, The Academy, The Early 
November (punk) 
April 15, 8 p.m. $12 , 
Free for UCF students with ID 
The Social Pavilion 
10 W. Washington Street 
407-246-1419. 
- _,._ --- --- --c-
E-mail your event to editor@theindie.com for inclusion in our weekly Happenings calendar. 
Skerv, 5 Billion Dead, Angel Autopsy, O.F. 
Beatdown, Grumpy (metal) . 
April 15, 8 p.m., $7 
Downtown Orlando 
Orange Avenue and Church Street 
lgnid, Sucker Punch, The Kick, All Natural 
(rock) 
April 16, 7 p.m., $5 to $7 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
Supervillains, Sunday Driver, Limbeck, 
River (ity High, My Hotel Year (rock) 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Lower Lot, bRAT, Deieer, Buckra, Furious!, 
Gargamel! (various) 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
Kate O'Brien's Irish Pub 
42 W. Central Blvd. 
407-649-7646 
Bonnie Raitt, Jon Cleary (blues). 
April 16, 7- p.m., $39.50 fo $52.50 
Hard Rock Live 
CityW~ at Universal Orlando 
. 407-351-5483 
Favorite; Teos, Heavy Mojo, Downstem, 
Generation, Ashley Red, Curb 60, Big 
Ten-4, Dog Days, Josh Todd 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
Wall Street Plaza 
Wall and Court Streets 
407-849-9904 
Cory Yarckin, Renata, Tyler Reed, Open, 
Reed Waddle, Junkie Rush (rock) 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
Back Booth 
37 W. Pine Street 
407-999-2570 
The Smash Ups, Crimson Addict, 
Backhouse Secrets, Kaiser Soze, Plain 
Jane Automobile (rock) 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
AKA Lounge 
68 E. Pine St. 
407-839-3707 
Cooper, Loss for Words, Submersed, 
Boxplow, lndorphine, Still Na·ive (hard 
ro~ . . 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
The Social Pavilion 
10 W. Washington Street 
407-246-1419 
Simple ki!I, Paul's Electric Lemona~e, Off 
White Noise, Suburban Tragedy, Dialect 
(rock) 
April 16, 8 p.m., $7 
Downtown Orlando 
Orange Avenue and Church Street 
Method Man (hip-hop) 
April 17, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$19.50 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
Radical Face,Spacebar,Julius Airwave, 
New Roman Times, The Washdown 
(indie) 
, April l~ 8 p.m., $7 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Evergreen Terrace, Calico System, 
Unsung Zeros, Until the End (punk) 
April 17, l p.m., $7 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Bughead (rock) . 
April 17, 9 p.m., $3 to $5 
Copper Rocket Pub 
106 Lake Ave. 1 
407-645-0069 
Finding Aguila, The Nuevos, Ask Me 
Later, Overdale, Swayze, Feeble Weiner, 
· The Kick, My Hotel Year (rock) 
April 17, 1 p.m., $7 
Wall Street Plaza 
Wall and Court Streets 
407-849-9904 
Miaoton,Broken Sound,Aaron Barnhart, 
Jabberwocky, Monroe Brown, Transmission, 
The Accident Experiment, The Curve, One 
Less Reason, Boxelder (rock) 
April 17, 8 p.m., $7 
Wall Street Plaza 
Wall and Court Streets 
407-849-9904 
Astronautilus, Bleubird, Therealone, Whole 
Wheat Bread, Grand Buffet (hip-hop) 
April 17, 8 p.m., $7 . 
Back Booth, 37 W. Pine Street 
407-999-2570 ' 
Lochness Johnny, Rival 7, Zolof the RnR 
Destroyer, Mashlin (rock) 
April 17, 8 p.m., $7 
Central Station Bar 
100 E. Central Ave. 
407-426-8336 
Mofro, Hobex, The Legendary J.C's,JaD 
(rock) . 
April 17, 8 p.m., $7 
The Social Pavilion 
10 W. Washington Street 
407-246-1419 
David's Myer, Six Days from Sunday, 
Double M, Fireflight, Eze.kiel's Eye {rock) 
April 17, 8 p.m., $7 
Downtown Orlando 
Orange Avenue and Church Street 
The L-Bo, Autoreverse, Finned Pilot (rock) 
April 17, 8 p.m., $7 
Maui Jack's 
100 E. Pine Street 
407-447-5225 
Josh Groban (pop) 
April 18, 7:30 p.m., $58 to $80 
King Center for Performing Arts 
3865 N. Wickham Road 
Melbourne 
321-242-2219 
· Trick Daddy (hip-hop) 
April 18, 10 p.m., $10 
Ta bu 
46 N. Orange Ave. 
407-648-8363 
Digger,. Feeble Weiner, Cruiserweight, 4 
J's, Resident Weirdo (punk) 
April 19, 7 p.m., $8 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
Animal Jackson, Vance Blackwater, 
Runnin' Blind (rock) 
April 21, 8 p.m., $5 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Over It, The Matches~ Reeve Oliver (punk) 
April 21, 6 p.m., $6 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
ART 
Go Figure (opening reception) 
April 15, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., free 
OVAL on Orange 
~29 S. Orange Ave. 
407-648-1819 
Student Juried Exhibi.tion 
April 16, 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., free 
Valencia Community College 
·East Campus G~ery 
701 N. Econlockhatchee Trail 
407-582-2289 
Spring Art Sale 
April 17 and April 18 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free 
Crealde School ofVtsual Art 
' 600 St. Andrews Blvd. 
407-671-1886 
Arts and Crafts Show 
April 17 and April 18 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m., free 
Lake Lily Park, Maitland 
641 S. Maitlc,md Ave. 
407-644-0741 
Doggie Art Festival 
April 18, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., free 
Park Avenue, Winter Park 




Central Florida Book and Music Festival 
April 24, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., free 
Aptil 25, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., free 
Park Avenue, Winter Park 
Park Avenue and 
Comstock Avenue 
407-644-2880 
Championship Bull Riding and Silver 
Spurs Rodeo 
April 24, 7 p.m., $25 
April 25, 2 p.m., $25 
Silver Spurs Rodeo Arena 
Kissimmee 
1875 Hwy 192 
407-847-4052 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy Oazz) 
April 28, 7 p.m., $15 to $35 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
for.the week of April 15 -21 
In review 
Quentin's finale a ridiculous disappointment 
-He may Kill BiU, but 
Tarantino has killed 
his own movie by 
splitting it up 





When the Godfather Trilo-
gy came out on DVD, I was just 
as excited as any film buff. 
Finally this legendary series of 
pulp cinema was available on 
pristine letterbox transfers 
with an extra disc full of bonus 
features. However, having the 
time to watch all the ftl.ms was 
another story. It was almost a 
year before I watched the 
expectedly brilliant Godfather 
Part II, which clocks in at a 
robust 200 minutes. My par-
ents' suggestions of "Why 
don't you just watch half and 
pick the rest up another day?" 
were unknowingly blasphe-
mous. I would never resort to 
breaking apart another per-
son's art to accommodate my 
schedule. 
So, I feel a disclaimer is nec-
essary before delving into 
Quentin Tarantino's latest 
film, which unfortunately 
earned a 2-'i' rating. 
I loved Kill Bill. It's a time-
less revenge epic and a stun-
ning homage to countless 
linderground filmmakers that 
inspired Tarantino. But break-
. ing the ftl.m into two volumes 
is just as detrimental to the 
film's potency - and even 
common sense - as it would 
be to chop The Godfather Part 
II into two volumes. 
Kill Bill: VoL 1 was narrative-
.. 
ly awkward enough at its scant 
107 minutes, but it crammed in 
enough action to leave audi-
ences feeling satisfied. That 
awkwardness is infinitely mul-
tiplied in the second volume, a 
stand-alone mess if there ever 
was one. VoL 1 is all action and 
Vol. 2 is al,most all e:xPosition, a 
change of pace that only works 
if the ·film was shown in its 
entirety. 
Kill Bill would be a com-
pletely different ftl.m if it was a 
glorious four-hour cut. I'm 
convinced if I saw the ftl.m at 
its originally conceived length, 
I would crap not only the pants 
I was wearing in the theater, 
but the ones in my- drawers 
would be shat in by associa-
tion. The film would be that 
powerful and cathartic. 
But after waiting six 
months, Vol. 2 simply feels 
stagnant and even slow-paced 
at times, a tremendously 
unsatisfying downer despite 
containing the precious plot 
elements Vol. 1 sorely needed. 
It takes a while to realize just 
how unsatisfying Vol. 2 is, but 
just wait until you get to the 
long-awaited title sequence. 
The ftl.m's stand-alone impo-
tente will crystallize. 
Tarantino's cutesiness is 
apparent right off the bat, with 
The Bride (Or is it Uma Thur-
man speaking?) breaking the 
fourth wall and paraphrasing 
the critical consensus for Kill 
Bill: · Vol. 1. That's only the 
beginning of the unneeded 
stylization iri Vol. 2. For exam-
ple, Tarantino inexplicably 
. changes the ftl.m's aspect ratio 
to standard TV size for about 
10 shots, only to revert back to 
widescreen as if nothing hap-
pened. If any aspiring film-
makers did that, it would be 
deemed amateurish. 
Then there's the whole 
issue of keeping The Bride's 
real identity a secret, confus-
ing audiences everywhere by 
bleeping her name out in Vol.1. 
Tarantino does it once ih Vol. 
2, but eventually, it's as if he 
said, ''Aw, screw it ... " and 
decided to up and reveal the 
name, which is not worth the 
payoff. At least that's how it 
comes off in this stand-alone 
· context, but in fact, the set-up · 
to the name-reveal was uti-
lized in Vol.1. If there is a point 
to this, it's lost in the break-up. 
Without immediately seeing 
Vol. 1 beforehand, the whole 
joke is pointless. · 
After the name (spoken by 
Daryl Hannah's character) is 
said, Tarantino cuts to a flash-
back of The Bride in grade 
school, as a ··teacher takes 
attendance. But when the 
teacher gets to The Bride's 
name, it is not a little girl but 
Thurman herself in a class full 
of kids, a la Woody Allen in the 
opening of Annie Hall. There 
is no logic or point to this brief . 
surrealist sequence, other than 
showing Tarantino's prefer-
ence for anything that disrupts 
a linear narrative. 
As in Vol. 1, Vol. 2 was shot 
by veteran cinematographer 
Robert Richardson, who 
makes Tarantino's images look 
mighty purty. And Thurman's 
performance is a tour-de-force 
and her crowning achieve-
ment. Tarantino's use of color 
is gorgeous, as is his attention 
to pop-culture detail. While 
the script is occasionally too 
self-consciously clever in its 
endless barrage of references, 
it's what Tarantino does best. 
His dialogue will not disap-
point fans. 
Despite all that Vol. 2 has 
going for it, I feel completely 
cheated. Tarantino butchered 
his own work, essentially dis-
regarding his obvious love of 
all things cinema by ruining 
the purity and ~njoyment of 
COURTESY MIRAMAX FILMS 
his potentially great ftl.m. The · 
Kill Bill debacle is a testament 
to the underrated power of 
undeterred completion. Like 
Wim Wenders' criminally 
edited American release of 
Until the End of the World, Kill 
Bill: Vol. 2 is as incomplete as a 
deck of 25 cards. I'd say the 
release of a "director's cut" 
would be appropriate, but this 
essentially is the director's cut, 
and it sucks. 
I'm sure the· whole film 
·eventually will be released as 
one volume on DVD, and 
everything will change. The 
flow will be perfect, the dis-
jointed nature of these . two 
volumes will make perfect 
sense and the ftl.m will have an 
impact absent from many 
American ftl.ms. Only then can 
this be seen ·as anything other 
than incoherent and unsub-
stantial. 
Don't ignore ••• The Girl Next Door . . 
Seriously, it's really 
great! Trust us! 
nnnnn 




If you look at the poster of 
The Girl Next Door, you might 
see it as a simple little flick 
with the chick from 24 in it. If 
you saw the trailer for The Girl 
Next Door, you might think 
that it's a crappy teen film 
where a boy falls in love with 
the porn star next door, some-
thing in the vein of the 1994 
dud Milk Money. If you saw 
the film The Girl Next Door, 
you'd know that you'd seen a 
finely tuned comedy that 






· 1 and come-
, dy. It also 











Door is orie of 
the best f tl.ms of 
the year ha5 been a 
hard struggle for this 
writer. To convince a 
person that that movie 
witl:l the porn star is so 
much more than just 
that is akin to building 
a snowman at the bot-
tom of the ocean. 
To put The Girl 
Next Door into a nut-
shell · simply doesn't 
do it justice. If you 
think the ftl.m is 
about a 
boy who 
meets the porn star next door, 
you'd be right, but if you 
thought the ftl.m ended there, 
you'd be wrong. 
Director Luke Greenfield, 
who amazingly before this ftl.m 
directed the Rob Schneider 
· "comedy" The Animal, has 
found a groove with The Girl. 
The script has all the potential 
for being handled wrong, but 
amazingly comes clean on the 
other side with nary a scratch. 
The writing here is inspired 
and top-notch. Screenwriters 
Stuart Blumberg, David ·Wagn-
er and Brent Goldberg all 
deserve a spin ·On the merry-
go-round for being able to take 
a "high concept" ftl.m and turn 
it into something that is by all 
turns vulgar, charming and 
flat-out hilarious. 
Emile Hirsch is perfectly 
cast as Matthew Kidman. The 
straight man in the crazy 
world, Matthew is the perfect 
blend of sad and funny, and 
when put next to his ·co-horts 
Eli .(Chris Marquettes) and 
Klitz (Paul Dano), you have 
three of the best "best friends" 
characters put together in a 
ftl.m of recent memory.' 
Choosing her projects very 
wisely after the success of 24, 
Elisha Cuthbert plays the title 
character. Devilish and inno-
cent, her Danielle rides a fine 
line. She is a person starting 
over, someone who can look at 
others and know their prob-
lems, but when looking inside 
herself her answers come up 
short. Cuthbert plays it just 
right, capturing the darkness 
and the light of Danielle's life. 
What else can I say to per-
suade you to see The Girl Next 
Door? Each crowd I've seen it 
with has absolutely loved the 
film. There was applause at 
the end. The Girl Next Door is 
· quite possibly the funniest, 
most original ftl.m of the year, 
eclipsing the stigma that until 
the summer comes around, no 
good ftl.ms are released. 
The Girl Next Door is a ftl.m 
that might escape your radar 
because of poor marketing. 
Don't be one of those sad sack 
fools. 
Also new to theaters this weekend 
The Punisher (R) 
Action/adventure 
httpJ/www.punisherthemovie.com/ 
The United States of Leland (R) 
Drama/crime 
http:! /www.paromountdassics.mm/lelandl 
Many forget ~t the least in the endless stream of Marvel comic book adaptations is the second attempt to bring The Punisher alive cin-
ematically. The 1989 version, written by now-acclaimed director Boaz Yakin, starred Dolph Lundgren as the title character. But with John 'fra-
volta as the villain and a budget of $33 million for the new version, it'll be competing with the killings of both Bill and Jesus for box office dom-
. ination this weekend. · 
. . , . . 
This Sundance hit is another dissection of the dark underbelly of suburbia, this time focusing on a character's experiences at a juvenile 
detention center. However, it's the cast, filled with top character actors, that shines over the story: Don Cheadle, Ryan Gosling, Kevin Spacey, 
Jena Malone, Lena Olin, Chris ~ein, Michelle Williams, Martin Donovan and Matt Malloy all appear in this independent drama, opening at 
Regal Wmter Park. 
BRETT RYAN BONOWla : 
CJNESCENE . 
Hitting the shelve~. ~ 
Have you ever gotten reallY, 
excited about a movie being iii. 
production and then it just disap: 
pears? Maybe you read about it U) 
Entertainment Weekly and then 
forgot about it for a while. Then a 
year later, you see an ad or a ~ 
poster, and it triggers somethin~ 
inside you, "Oh yeah, I wonder 
what happened with that movie?!' 
Sometimes studios pay to 
make things they won't eve}:' 
release. When this is done, it i$ 
called shelving the project. On 
April 20, The Third Wheel will ' 
come out on DVD, a so-callec.l 
"lost" ftl.m co-executive pr0;-
duced by Matt Damon and Ben 
Affieck, who even appear in the 
• movie. The Third Wheel has been · 
completed since 1999. 
In the late '90s, fresh off of th~ 
5uccess of Trainspotting, director 
Danny Boyle shot his third of an 
anthology film called Alien Love 
Triangle. With a cast that includ- • 
ed Kenneth Branagh, Courtney 
Cox and Heather Graham, it's ~ 
wonder no one has ever seen this a 
film. But the other two ftl.ms m 
this trilogy of shorts became fea,.._ 
tures. The Films Mimic (1997] 
and Imposter (2002) both grew • 
out of this anthology film. And 
while these two ftl.ms went on to 
be released to audiences, Boyle's ,_._ 
third remains unseen by tli.~ 
American public. .. · 
Mr. Show was a television prO-
gram that aired in the Unitea • 
States on HBO from 1995 to 1998. 
Afterward, a movie was made, 
. the film Run Ronnie Ruii',. which 
was completed in 1999. After • 
Michael DeLuca left as head df 
production at New Line CineJ:n4 
no one knew what to do with th!'! ,. 
project. The ftl.m was episodic 
and dependent upon knowledge 
of the show. Due to these facts, 
Run Ronnie Run sat on the she.tf • 
for more then two and a half 
years before being released on 
DVD on Sept.16 of last year. · 
One of the ·most intriguing • 
cases of shelving comes in the 
form of Knockaround Guys. Th~ 
cast should speak for itself. Den-
nis Hopper, Christopher Walkeri, 
John Malkovich. Vm Diesel, Tom 
Noonan, BaITy Pepper and Setµ 
Green Qµentin Tarantino's long •· 
time partner Lawrence Bender 
produced the film. 
The ftl.m sat around the 
shelves of New Line cinema f~ ... 
more than three years. By t.Qe 
time the ftl.m was released, Vtii 
Diesel had become an actions~, 
. Christopher Walken became ii t 
staple of almost every movie in 
release and Barry Pepper had 
become a legitimate leading actor ... 
after his turn in the Bill Cryst:U 
baseball film *61. When the film 
was {inally, dumped into theaters 
it grossed $ll million in its th6-
atrical run. , 
When a filin is delayed to tl$ 
degree, it honestly doesn't matter 
if it's good or ba& If the studio fl 
doesn't unleash the ftl.m to the 
public within a year of po~t. 
rumors begin to fly, and rumoi;s <1· 
are rarely good. When the stinky 
cheese ages two years or more, 
studios will usually sit on the 
project hoping that one of the 
stars breaks out, and hopefully 
they can cash in on the success of 
the star or starlet. Harvey Wein-
stein did that very thing after 
Rachel Leigh Cook proved he~­
self in She's All That. Weinstein 
realized he had Cook's next pie- "" 
ture that he had been sitting on 
for some time, a picture called 
Strike! Originally called Tft.e 
Hairy Bird and renamed All I 
Wanna Do by the time it hit vid~ 
shelves, it is the prime example, 
showing that though you miglit rPI 
have finished shooting your filiP. 
and editing your film, the release 
may prove to be the hardest~ 
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,....- Loews Universal Cineplex ~ 
6000 Universal Blvd., 407-354-5998 
KillBill·Vol.2 
12:45 p.m. 1:30 2:45 3:35 4:20 5:40 6:30 
7:15 8:35 9:2510:10 11:30 12:20 a.'m. 
The Punisher 
12:00 p.m. 1:25 2:35 4:15 5:15 7:00 8:00 
9:45 10:45 12:30 a.m. 
Connie and Carla 
1:05 p.m. 3:25 5:45 8:05 10:20 12:30 a.m. 
' TheAlamo 
12:25 p.m. 2:10 3:30 6:20 9:15 12:05 a.m. 
The Girt Next Door 
12:20 p.m. 2:50 5:05 7:35 10:00 12:25 a.m. 
The Whole Ten Yards 
12:40 p.m. 2:55 5:15 7:40 9:5512:10 am. 
EllaEndlanted I 
12:30 p.m. 2:35 4:35 6:40 8:45 11:00 
Walking Tall 
1:20 p.m. 3:20 5:25 7:25 9:30 11:45 
Hellboy 
12:10 p.m. 2:4tl 5:10 7:50 9:0510:30 
11:50 
Johnson Family Vacation 
12:00 p.m. 1:00 2:15 3:15 4:30 5:30 6:45 
7:45 9:00 10:05 11:15 12:20 am. 
The Prince and Me 
1:50 p.m. 4:25 6:50 9:10 11:40 
SmobyDoo2 . 
12:50 p.m. 3:05 5:20 
The ladykilleis 
12:15 p.m. 2:30 44:5 7:20 9:50 12:05 a.m. 
Dawn of the Dead 
12:05 p.m. 4:55 7:10 9:20 11:35 
Home on the Range 
1:10 p.m. 3:00 5:00 7:05 
Starsky & Hutdi ·1 
7:30 p.m. 9:40 11:55 
, The Passion of The Christ 
1:35 p.m. 4:15 6:55 9:35 
The Prince and Me · 
12:05 p.m. 1:05 2:20 4:45 6:10 7:15 9:45 
12:15 a.m. 
Regal Oviedo Marketplace 
1500 Oviedo Marketplace, 407-977-1107 
Connie and Carla , 
12:00 p.m. 2:20 4:50 7:30 10:10 12:30 a.m. 
KiUBill-Vol.2 
12:50p.m. 2:00 3:50 5:00 6:50 8:00 9:50 
11:30 I 
The Punisher 
12:30p.m. 1:00 3:30 4:00 6:40 7:10 9:30 
10:00 12:20 a.m. 
•TheAlamo 
12:40 p.m. 2:00 5:00 6:40 8:00 11:30 
Bia Endlanted 
12:20 p.m. 2:50 5:10 7:50 10:20 12:30 a.m. 
The Girl Next Door 
12:50 p.m. 4:20 7:00 9:40 12:10 a.m. 
The Whole Ten Vanis 
12:00 p.m. 2:30 4:20 5:00 7:30 10:00 
10:20 12:20 a.m. 
Johnson FamilyVacatlon 
12:30 p.m. 3:00 5:20 7:50 Hr20 12:20 am. 
_ Hellboy 
12:30p.m.1:003:306:407:10!t.3012:10a.m. 
Home on the Range 
12:20 p.m. 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 11:30 
The Prince and Me 
• , 12:10 p.m. 2:40 5;10 7:40 10:10 
WallcingTall 
12:10 p.m. 2:30 4:50 7:10 9:30 12:00 a.m. 
Jersey Girt 
12:00 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50 12:20 a.m. 
Thel.adyllilleis 
1:00 p.m. 4:00 6:50 9:40 12:10 am. 
Sa>oby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed 
12:40 p.m. 3:00 5:20 7:40 10:20 
Dawn of the Dead 
4:10 p.m. 10:10 
Etsnal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind 
12:50 3:30 7:20 10:00 
' Starsky & Hutch 
12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:30 10:10 
The Passion of The Christ 
12:40 p.m. 3:50 6:50 9:50 
Regal Waterford Lakes 
541 North Alafaya Trail,407-207-9110 
Cllnnie and Carla 
!:!>' , 12:40 p.m. 4:50 7:40 10:10 12:40 am. 
' The Punisher 
12:20 p.m. 12:50 3:40 4:10 6:40 7:40 -
9:40 10:40 12:40 a.m. 
' TheAlamo 
., 1:10 p.m. 4:10 7:10 10:30 
Ella Endlanted 
12:40 p.m. 4:10 7:10 9:50 12:20 a.m. 
The Gld Next Door 
1:00 p.m. 4:20 7:50 10:30 
The Whole Ten Yards 
~ 12:50 p.m. 4:00 7:40 10:20 12:40 am. 
Johnson Family Vacation 
12:30 p.m. 4:10 4:40 7:30 10:00 10:40 
12:30am. 
Helboy ' 
12:20 p.m. 3:50 7:10 9:50 12:50 am. 
"'• Home on the Range 
12:10 p.m. 2:20 4:30 7:00 9:50 
12:00 am. 
The Prince and Me , 
12:20 p.m. 3:40 6:50 9:40 12:20 am. 
<i Waling Tall 
12:10 p.m .. 4:00 6:50 9:40 12:10 a.m. 
Jersey(,irt . . 
12:40 p.m. 4:10 7:30 10:10 12:50 am. 
Thel.adylOlleis . 
12:10 p.m. 3:50 7:20 10:30 
•• Scooby-Doo 2:Monster.; Unleashed 
12:00 p.m. 2:20 4:40 7:00 
• ' Dawn of the Dead 
4:50 p.m. 10:20 
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind 
~ ' 10:10 p.m. 12:50 a..m. 
, • Taking Lives 
12:30 p.m. 7:20 
The Passion ofl)le Christ 
12:00 p.m. 12_:30 3:20 7:00 7:20 10:20 
Regal Winter Park 
510 N Orlando Ave., 407-628-0163 
Cllnnle and Caria 
12:10 p.m. 2:35 5:05 7:35 10:05 12:25 a.m. 
' Kilf Bill · Vol.2 ' 
- 12:30 p.m. 1:10 3:40 4:20 6:50 7:30 10:00 
10:40 
The Punisher 
1:30 p.m. 4:45 7:40 10:45 
The Alamo 
12:05 p.m. 3:35 6:45 9:50 10:20 
Ela Enchanted 
2:00 p.m. 4:30 7:05 9:30 11:55 
The Girl Next Door 
11:50 a.m. 2:25 p.m. 5:10 7:50 10:35 ~ 
- , The Whole Ten Yards 
12:00 p.m. 2:30 4:55 7:25 9:55 12:20 a.m . 
.. Johnson Family Vacation 
12:50 p.m. 3:10 5:35 8:10 10:30 
, HeHboy 
12:40 p.m. 3:45 6:45 9:40 12:30 a.m. 
• Home on the Range " 
11:55 a.m. 1:55 p.m. 3:55 5:55 8:00 
' The Prince and Me 
1:35 p.m. 4:15 7:00 9:45 12:35 a.m. 
The Unitl!d States of Leland 
1:25 p.m. 4:10 7:15 10:10 
WalldngTall 
12:25 p.m. 2:40 5:00 ·7:10 9:25 11:50 
JerseyGirt 
12:20 p.m. 2:50 5:20 7:55 10:25 
Thel.adylOlleis 
11:50 a.m. 2:20 p.m. 4:50 7:20 10:15 
Scooby-Doo 2:Monsters Unleashed 
11:55 a.m. 2:15 p.m. 4:25 
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind 
12:15 p.m. 3:00 5:45 8:15 10:45 
Intermission 
1:20 p.m. 3:50 6:40 9:15 11:40 
Taking Lives 
6:40 p.m. 9:10 11:45 
The Passion of The Christ 
1:00 p.m. 4:05 6:55 9:35 12:15 a.m. 
Enzian Theatre 
1300 S. Orlando Ave., 407-629-1088 
The Barbarian 111Yi!Sions 
Friday (4/16): 4:00 p.m. 7:00 9:30 
Saturday (4/17): 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30 
Sunday (4/18): 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30 
Monday (4/19): 7 p.m. 9:30 
Tuesday (4!20): 7 p.m. 
~esday (4/21): 7 p.m. 9:30 
Thursday (4122): 7 p.m. 9:30 
llsl!d dmes attfor Satwday and Sunday only, unless noted. 
Al!Mwtimes • tochange. 
New on DVDADril20 
:L 
Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World . ' 
SEAN HUNTING 
indie Asst. Editor 
Master and Commander: The Far 
Side of the World (PG-13) 
Theatrical release: 
Nov.14,2003 
Box office gross: 
$93.Bmillion 
The next best thing to Russell 
Crowe "Fightin' Around the 
World," Master and Comman-
der: The Far Side of the World has 
the Popeye-esque Crowe knock-
ing around the most hated of 
enemies. The French. 
Combining the titles of two 
Patrick O'Brian nautical epics 
and ignoring the actual plot of 
both books . completely, 
MAC:7FSOTW is the ,latest bi~· 
budget movie to hit the DVI:> 
racks. The series of books focus-
In review ·I 
es as much on the friendship of 
Captain Jack Aubrey (Crowe) 
and Dr. Stephen Maturin (Paul 
Bettany) as it does • the 
Napoleonic Wars, which forges 
their friendship. The movie 
attempts this as well, though 
often times the drama is a bit 
heavy handed. Real genius lies 
in the bone-shatterirlg cannon-
ball explosions, not in boring 
characterization. Everybody 
knows that. 
If it is action you are looking 
for, Master and Commander has 
it in spades. For every hammed-
up scene with Aubrey and 
Maturin playing· little string 
instrument duets, there are a 
dozen cannonballs cutting 
through the air. Ships being tom 
apart by giant lead wrecking-
. balls are what made the nautical 
advenhire popular back in the 
day. That marketability is all but gives a general idea of how the 
gone for today's audience, but movie was made. In the Wake of 
somehow Master and Cornman- O'Brian is a documentary focus-
der survives the genre. ' ing more on the adaptation from 
The movie itself garnered 10 novel to movie. 
Academy Award nominations, There is an interactive sound 
so the last thing it needs is recording demo that uses the 
another review talking about its cannonball sound effects to 
success. The Master and Com- prove a point on the importance 
mander hype has already of sound effects. The Cinematic 
exploded and faded at this point. Phasmids gives a good look at 
Instead the DVD brings about a the visual effects that make this 
film so much fun in the first 
place. 
All this technical fun also 
comes with six.deleted scenes, a 
few art galleries and an HBO 
first look. With a good movie, 
and more special features than 
Russell Crowe can shake his 
angry fists at, this DVD is a good 
bet - especially when it's only 
competition is the Eddie Mur-
phy crapfe~t Haunted Mansion. 
new excitement for the film. 
Besides the stunning transfer 
and excellent sound quality, 
there is a myriad of special fea-
tures that will make any 
cinephile swashbuckle for joy, 
especially for those more inter-
ested in the technical aspects of 
Now availabfl:.~on DVD 
filmmaking. . 
First, there are two short fea-
turettes. The Hundred Days is a 
"making of' documentary that 




Box office gross: 
$475.9 thousand 
Virtually ignored outside of ecstatic art-house press, 
the latest feature from veteran indie writer/ director/edi-
tor John Sayles is a thoughtful meditation on mother-
hood, yearning and culture clash. Casa de Los Babys fol-
lows a group of six American women in a 
poverty-striclcen Mexican town, waiting to adopt gray-
market babies. 
-Last weekend's top box office hits ••. 
. ~Whole Te, Yards is comedy at its worst 
Bonowicz wanted to . 
leave after a whole · 
1. The Passion of The Christ ----------- $15.2 million 
2.Hellboy .$10.Bmillion 
3.Johnson Family Vacation $9.4 million 
4. The Alamo $9.1million 
5. Walking Tall $8.4 million 
I 
ten minutes 




BR1TT RYAN BONOWIU 
Staff Writer 
The Whol~ Ten Yards is a 
film that I'm amazed was 
ever made. A sequel to a so-
so comedy, the film reunites 
most of the cast from the first 
movie as they run around 
stupidly from one episodic 
moment to the next, proving 
you don't always need a bad 
script. to make a crappy 
movie. 
The film is hel.d together 
with burnt . glue and used 
Popsicle sticks. From the 
writing to the directing, 
everything is amateurish and 
sophomoric. I suppose the 
one thing that the film does 
do is create a new drinking 
game based off of how many 
times Matthew Perry can 
knock himself into a door. 
Bruce Willis seems to be 
COURTESY WARNER BROS. 
having fun returning to the 
role of Jimmy "The Tulip" 
Tudeski. Although money 
might be a factor, Willis does 
a good job covering up his 
contempt for the work. 
On the other hand, Perry 
knows this is slapstick work 
where the most playful mon-
key wins. And he does well 
PLEASES~E WILLIS ON A7 
Classic Movies Back on the Big Screen 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at Midnight 





Ap~il 22-24th April 29th-May 1st 
Join the Regal Crown Club to earn 
FREE Popcorn, Soda, and Movies! 
~ .-....--4 
Waterford Lakes Stadium 20 • 541 N. Alafaya Blvd. 
· 407-207-4603 • www.REGmovies.com 
• Billboard tQp five albums ... 
1. Usher, Confessions 
2.Janet Jackson, Damfta Jo 
3. Various Artists, Now 15 
4. Lil' Flip, U Gotta Feel Me 
5.Aerosmith, Honkin'On Bobo Bill 
for the week of April 15 -21 
RICKY SURILLO 
Staff Writer 
t's that time of year again. No, 
it's not another animated Dis-
ney sequel, nor is it another 
"re-invention" of Madonna. 
It's the 3rd Annual aXis Flori-
da Music Festival. This isn't 
your everyday run-of-the-mill 
festival. Unlike a festival show 
such as the day-long Warped Tour, 
this will be held for three days. 
From April 15 to 17, there will be 
more than 150 bands and 75 DJs at 
20 venues. Best of all, all the venues 
are within walking distance of each 
other. If you don't like a particular 
type of music, you can just walk to 
a different venue and see if its band 
piques your interest. 
Don't have a lot of cash? Not to . 
worry, just pay the $7 at an~f the 
venues and you'll gain access for 
the rest of the night. Don't try to use 
the same wristband for any other 
night; as they will be using different 
colored ones. College students are 
supposed to be broke though, right? 
That's what college night is for. 
, ANGELA KATSARELIS I the indie< 
On Thursday, UCF students will 
get into all the venues for free. 
Some venues, like The Social, will 
be holding record label showcases. 
Labels such as Doghouse, Fueled by 
Ramen and Eulogy will be show-
casing some of their bands. If you're 
not yet on a label, this could be your 
chance, wh~ther you are playing 
during the three days or not. There 
will be dozens of A&R reps, man-
agers and entertainment attorneys 
present. As quoted on the FMF 
Web site, Jeff Blue, VP oflnterscope 
Records says, "I saw more good 
music in one night than I do at most 
conferences." 
Cori Varckin will be performing at Backbooth at 8 p.m. Friday. Yarckin was the winner of America Online's .'.'First Break" contest, which ran from Jan.1 through-15. 
If you're in a band and are afraid 
that you won't get your chance to 
show off in front of the major label 
reps, there is still hope. You can 
hand A&R reps items, although 
they advise you to hand them. busi-
ness cards instead of press kits or 




Genre: Local indie rock 
· Release date: n/a 
Record label: n/a 
NICOLE PREZIOSO 
Staff Writer 
Kingsbury's EP, This Place is Com-
ing DoVt?n, is the mark of something 
finally beginning to change in local 
music. Rather than the tired, sad-
faced guitar boys, Central Florida's 
Kingsbury emerges with a slinky, 
sexy sound that begs to burrow its. 
way into your brain, form a cozy 
cabin and live out the rest of its days. 
Kingsbury began as a solo project 
carry around· a bunch of CDs all 
night? . 
· The kind of music you're into 
will determine what venue or club 
you will wind up in. Places from 
Back Booth and The Social to Kate 
O' Brien's and Church Street will 
offer bands. Meanwhile, clubs such 
as Tahu, Icon, Cairo and Antigua 
will. offer various DJs. The music 
genre for the bands will vary from 
rock, pop, hip-hop and acoustic 
(solo or band). The DJs will also be 
representing different electronic 
music genres. On Thursday and Fri-
day, bands and DJs will be pn from 
8 p.m. to 2 a.m., but on Sunday, they 
will be open from 1 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
So why have all this? It is an 
· opportunity for bands to find new 
bands to tour with, get demos heard 
by the right people and enjoy lis-
tening to great music. According to 
the FMF Web site, they expect a 
larger turnout than last year, with 
an estimated 25,000 music fans. 
I 
\ 
This Place is Coming Down 
for singer/songwriter Bruce Reed, 
but it quickly grew to the current 
burgeoning Central Florida quintet. 
After spending two years playing 
bass for psychedelic group Venusian 
Skyline, Reed moved to Orlando and 
persuaded Mark Freeman (bass), T.J. 
Burke (percussion), Nick Sanders 
(guitar) and Riley Anderson (keys) 
to join him. The band cites their 
influences as· The Pixies, Fugazi and 
Pink Floyd. . 
Reed's throaty vocals and Sanders' 
liquid guitars combine with such 
influences to c.reate a sound that's 
trippy and Doors-y, as well as quiet 
and melodic. Kingsbury has written 
hypnotic songs that cause clothes to 
get thrown off one moment without a 
second thought, followed by songs 
that invoke make-out moments. 
The four-track EP opens with the 
simple thump of a tom-tom drum 
and the soft tinges of keys on "This 
Place is Coming Down," which con-
jure up the soothing image and feel-
ing of a burlesque dancer surround-
ed by leather and rhinestones, whose 
long black hair hangs just below her 
eyes as she slinks across a low-light-
ed stage .. 
The second track, "18 Months," 
takes .on an entirely different 
approach. It seems to kick the bur-
lesque dan.cer off the stage and show 
her in faded jeans and a stained, red 
T-sl1irt, quietly wa!>hing off her 
makeup before ,.i,.iving home in a 
green convertible ""~·.)SS a dusty 
road. It's oddly picturesque and 
beautiful. 
In the next moment, everything 
Bob Schneider • I'm Good N~w · 
Genre: Adult~contemporary 
Release date: April 13 
Record label: Vanguard 
NICOLE PREZIOSO 
Staff Writer 
Although not truly a Bob Schneider 
fan, I was under the impression that 
he's actually pretty crazy. He's arro-
gant, pushy and always ready for a 
throw down. Visit his Web site and it's 
obvious he'll kick your ass if you don't 
like him. 
But something has happened since 
Schneider went solo. He was a force 
when he sang lead for The Scabs and 
The Angry Americans in Austin, 
Texas. However, with the release of his 
second solo album, I'm Good Now, 
something's missing. , 
It's difficult to pinpoint exactly 
what is missing, but he has significant-
ly mellowed out, singing tunes about 
how he· wants to be like Captain Kirk 
and Jesus and how lovely it would be 
just to crawl into bed. 
Even though crawling into bed can 
indeed be wonderful, it doesn't seem 
to fit Schneider. I'r.n Good Now has us 
sleeping comfortably beside him one 
moment, and then ready to jump on 
the bed and throw pillows the next. 
For every head banging moment on , 
the album, there's a sitting-on-the-
porch-writing-in-a-joumal-by-setting-
sunlight moment. 
Despite this constant up-and-down 
motion, I'm Good Now has 13 tracks 
that echo, "everything will be all right." 
Each track says the same thing, yet the 
tone of each song is' wildly different: 
"Come Witb'Me Tonight" emphasizes 
electronic swings and · dips as well as 
whispery vocals. "Medicine" becomes 
distinctively Southern, with twangy 
and slithery guitars. And, as always, it's 
love that makes .everything all right. 
While some of the love-lyrics are 
rather significant and thought-provok-
ing, they don't make up for the album's 
sonic schizophrenia. In "Medicine," 
Schneider bellows, "I thought I found 
true love I but it was just underwear." 
This sentiment suggests the realiza-
tion that what the speaker thought was 
Every band or DJ that submitted a 
demo will get a laminated pass that 
allows free admission to all three 
nights. If chosen, they will get 
badges for all band members plus 
two extras. If not, then they will get 
two passes. It's tiine to make friends 
with those bands if you want free 
access. To find a detailed list of the 
festival's schedule, along with all 
the participating venues, you can 
visit · 
www.floridamusicfestival.com. 
pristine and untainted turns to maq-
ness with "Been Around." Ander-
son's keys sneak in behind Reed's 
dripping vocals as the band channels 
the euphoric mood of T he Doors. 
Now the dancer leans against a tele-' 
phone pole, hiking up her skirt just 
high enough so a passersby cari see 
her garter. She's very much alive. 
Finally, Anderson's keys pass 
through to the forefront on' "In Her 
Grace." h.c>re's the most beautiful 
love song you've heard in a long time. 
The lyrics don't matter anymore. All 
that matters is the mournful cry of 
the guitars entwined with the mur-
mur of the keyboard. At last, the 
. daricer has been picked up by a kind-
ly old gentleman who.promises a big 
house, a fenced-in yard and a warm_ 
bed. And he delivers. 
love was really just lust. This woma..-;. is 
not his answer - a significant 
epiphany. Yet a few lines later, Schnei- · 
der kills that ingenuity with, "I was 
blind, but now I see." 
The music itself is commonplace 
and redundant, but bright spots do 
flicker. "C'mon Baby" could be per-
formed with an energy and kickass-
ness that could rip a hole in the sky. · 
"Getting better" possesses that same 
vigor but channels it through a slow, 
quasi-rap groove echoing through a "la 
la" chorus. 
Just skip through the hidden track. 
It's whiny and nearing pathetic with 
whiny vocals that can't hold a note 
against l he fairy tale whimpers of a 
violin. It should work, but it doesn't. 
Much like most of I'm Go'od Now. 
JERROD ROCKHILL 
NO-FIDELITY 
Smoking isn't a 




I checked the wire, and I am quite -i1 
sad to admit that nothing whatsoever 
really happened. 
Well, if you count Britney Spears get-
ting her own European reality shows. 
Yes, that's right 
And that's just really wrong. 
I really have nothing to say what:so- ~ 
evei: My life means absolutely nothing 
now. rm not doing anything anymore 
because apparently nothing matters 
anymore. . 
I hate non-Japanese, non-seizure-
. inducing television shows. 
Oh, speaking of lame-on-lame 
action-Paul McCartney of the Beatles 
wants to produce-slash-animate a full-
length feature film. He wants to imitate 
Walt Disney. If that trend were to con-
tinue, he'll be saluting Hitler and making 
propaganda films for 1940s Nazi Ger-
many. 
So with nothing really happening 
again, we have a perfect example of 
nothing- the Florida Music Festival 
rll admit that I don't know every sin-
gle band playing, but rn tell you there's 
only probably one worth going to see. · 
That band is the New Roman Tunes. I 
love them Unfortunately, they've rarely 
been playing lately. And if they did, rm 
never available that night Unfortunate-
ly and fortunately, rm not doing any-
thing that night 
That's the unfortunate part; you'll be 
rubbing elbows with me. 
Don't worry though- rm enough 
. eff-city-banging for everyone. I mean 
everyone. 
• Also, rm single- rm a Taurus, I like 
cocktails and going to makeout point t 
Not to mention the Florida Music 
Festival wasn't advertised much. 'This is 
' probably because they don't want trash · 
people from outside of downtown ~; 
showing up. It doesn't surprise me. 
Downtown is a bunch of asshats. 
"Meh meh meh, we're downtown, 
we're so cool we hate black people too, A; 
look at what we did with Parramore and 
the homeless." 
God, I loathe downtown. 
There are probably only two things I 0 
like about downtown ... downtown 
itself and not i:he bunch of asshats who 
live there, and Billy Manes. 
That's another man you can add to 
the list of guys who I would marry. I met 
· him once at Barnes and Noble. It was 
almost-pornographic heaven. 
But aside from jerks, lamewads that 
should be dead and our misplaced pop 
star - We've all learned a valuable les-
soIL 
Smoking is cool. according to Brit-
ney. 
That's why I love her. She is a smok-
ei: I am a smo~ We have the world in 
common now. My personal favorite: 
smoking in bed. 
It doesn't get much better than 
smoking in bed. · 
Britney isn't al.one - a growing 
number of musicians are getting caught vJ 
with delicious cigarettes. 
Is this right? Is it influencing our chil-
dren? .. 
Probably not, but who cares what a 1 
nearly X-rated, dancing, S-Weaty, naked 
pop stft- does? (Cater to her adult audi-
ence.) 
Smoking may leave you with some 
cosmetic blemishes, but meh, those 
people probably aren't worth dating 
anyway. ..... 
Likewise, smokers should take a 
stand Non-smokers took away our 
restaurants, grocery stores and air~ 
planes. They're forcing some of the 
biggest names in music and entertain-
me.11t to go outside. Just plain terrible. 
But it's an interesting question Why 
and how are more and more big names 
in pop music smokers? How did they 
start? What brands do they smoke? I 
tried searching the Internet and just 111 
found a bunch of weird fetish sites. 
· It was weird. I didn't even know that 
people, especially older muscled ·and 
hairy men, were into masturbating to 
particular celebrities smoking cigarettes 
and enjoying other fine tobacco prod-
ucts like cigars. 
Whatever the case, I wish I had acig- .._ 
mette right ndw. Britney Spears getting 
a reality TV series makes me ill like ter-
tiary syphilis. 





WUlis kills people, Perry runs into walls, the audience doesn't care 
COURTESY WARNER BROS. 
FROM AS 
on that' front. Throughout the 
film, I kept picturing an animated 
Perry in an ape costume at a chil-
dren's birthday party. That was 
the only way I could justify his 
over- over- over-the-top per-
formance: Perry is so bh~tantly 
cartoonish in the film that one 
has to wonder if he too realizes 
he'll have no career once Friends 
is off the air. 
Howard Deutch, who directed 
such dreck as The Odd Couple 2 
and the Macaulay Culkin/Ted 
Danson bank breaker Getting 
Even With Dad, sleepwalks his 
way through this comedy. The 
direction is so flat that it takes the 
uninspired jokes in the film to a 
new low. Deutch's direction is 
one-note, with no hope of ever 
searching out anything further 
then what's on the surface. 
The plot has something to do 
with Kevin Pollack yelling and 
Perry's wife being kidnapped, 
but believe me, it's not the point. , 
The film is an excuse to reunit~ 
Local hand spotlight 
By hook or by Brooks·. 
Local singer/songwriter 
Mike Brooks makes 




Inside the Natura Coffee 
and Tea, he stood with his 
acoustic electric gui~ar 
plugged in. Navy blue faded 
. sneakers were cut to form san-
dals, which protruded out 
from under the legs of his 
jeans, and his John Deere 
· trucker cap sat askew on his 
head. "Hi, my name is Mike 
Brooks, and this first one is an 
old one of mine called 'Orange 
would go over to his house, he 
would teach me a new bave 
Matthews song because that . 
was all we used to listen to 
back then. Actually, the first 
song I ever learned to play on 
guitar was '#40' by Dave 
Matthews. Me and Craig 
always kinda pushed each 
other to keep learning." . 
And when Brooks swirled 
into "Painted Room," later on 
in the night, he moved 
through the canvas of colors 
and sounds that he learned 
from Dave Matthews that 
half-decade ago to paint an 
individual that "complements 
his bad side." 
words. It was the greatest 
night and I hope I get a chance 
to do it again someday." 
Maybe he will, with songs 
as familiar as "Miracles" and 
"France," about being who he 
can be and loving as he CaJ,1 
love. Full and lush with or 
without ·a band, Brooks says 
his secret to songwriting is 
thinking beyond himself and 
his acoustic guitar. "Being a 
solo musician I want to try to 
write something that you can 
hear drums, bass, and lead 
guitar for. When a musician 
can take a song and look at 'it 
from all angles first, then only 
great things can come from 
it: ~ 
the two main characters from the 
first film, and that makes The 
Whole Ten Yards one of the most 
offensive films to ever hit the 
screen. A TV-movie if there ever 
was one, the movie is what most 
sequels are: a way to cash in on 
the success of the first film. 
Rarely does a sequel actually 
continue the story. Those are few 
and far between. But what makes 
The Whole Ten Yards offensive is 
its flagrant disregard . for the 
intelligence of its audience. How 
many times can one watch the 
same comec;l.ic. shtick over and 
over again before realizing that 
they've just been suckered into 
the most lucj.icrous deception of 
all: the selling of a cheap knock-
off. 
At the end of the day, The 
Whole Ten Yards is little more 
then an artificial reproduction of 
The Whole Nine Yards. It has all 
the bells and whistles of the orig-
inal, it looks like the original, but 
in the end you're stuck with a 
cheap aftertapte and an ~ven 
cheaper look. , 
"!\ Juice.'" And with that, he 
- , launched inta- a passionate 
"Being from a military fam-
ily, I always used to move 
around a lot and became 
accustomed to having. rela-
tionships that either ended up 
being thousands ·of miles 
away, or generally came to a 
stand-still since I am where I 
am, and she is where she is. 
Love I always has the greatest 
impact, I think, on a 
singer/songwriter, as corny as 
it sounds. Writing a song 
always is a way for me to get 
out how I feel without having 
to talk about it." 
As he introduced his band 1 
on January 30 at Natura, 
Brooks looked around the 
room, then let himselfloose in 
the small coffee shopi He 
closed off a strong acoustic set 
with the main songs from bis 
EP, available via free down-
loads from Soundclick.com. 
As the sound permeated the 
room, you could watch the 
heads turn. People who 
walked .by outside stopped 
and stared and the room start-
ed to buzz: . "Who is he?'', 
"Does he have any CDs?", 
"Didn't I hear this on the 
radio?" 
finger-picked song about a girl 
wh~ "always liked orange 
juice in the morning/with ice 
in her cup." It was slow, but 
just up-be-at enough to keep 
heads bobbing in the crowd. 
"That's all I want to be able 
to do," Brooks told me when 
he got off stage. "I want to be . 
able to compose a piece that 
flows and people can bob 
their heads to it the entire This is the love that Brooks 
crafts h!Ji{self from and walks 
to the microphone with. One 
of his most vivid memories 
from the stage was from when 
he was finishing up .high 
school: "I played a benefit 
. time." 
· Who is Mike Brooks? 
Heralded by many musi-
cians on the Orlando scene as 
one of the best unknown tal-
ents Orlando has to offer, 
. Brooks has been playing gui-
• 'l' tar .. since his junior year,.of 
high school. Now, about five 
years later, he keeps true to his 
roots, even though some 
might label him as a Jason 
Mraz done. 
\'My fi:iend 'Craig and I both 
kinda picked up guitar at the 
same time when I lived in 
Connecticut. Every time I 
Comics 
, show in Puerto Rico at the 
. Hard Rock Cafe with three 
other bands to raise thou-
sand!? of dollars for a little girl 
named Kayso Rogriguez, who 
had cancer. After I finished 
playing, her mother and father 
came up td me crying and nei-
ther one of them spoke a word 
pf English, but they both man-
aged to thank me without any 
None of it affects Brooks, 
who doesn't miss a beat but 
keeps on smiling and singing. 
"I really don't know where all 
of this will take nie," he told 
me afterwards, "I could see 
myself sitting on the side of a 
. road downtown playing my 
guitar for people walking by, 
and I could see myself p~aying 
nationally around the country. 
Either way, all I want is to be 
able to share myself and my 
music with as many people as 
I can." 
b robbie raborn 
~.,,,.,,.................... ' ·----- . 
aaronchang . 0 <:1ocumentinglife 
Across from UCF 
Next to McDonald's 
[407] 380-7 427 
Always 1 0% to 
UCF students with valid ID 
Top five sex tips not in Not Just Sex 
5. Keep a spare key to the cuffs 
4. Edible underwear is not low calorie 
3. Never forget the reach-around 
2. Vagisil is not the same as Vaseline 
1. Saran Wrap is not a substitute for a condom j 
for the week of April 15 -21 
. - ·· ..... .. . . ·. --- -::·:. -.. <.- -'_.- '.-
· ' ·, ·, 
DANADELAPI 
NOT JUST SEX 
Seven sex tips 
It is the time every college stu• 
dent dreads. We are smack in the 
middle of the finals frenzy. These 
are the days when all I wanna do 
is party. Unfortunately, all I need 
to be doing is studying. 
Well, today I am striking back. 
I have come up with a study guide 
of my own to help you pass the 
ultimate test. It is the easiest 
study guide you Will receive all 
semester: Dana's Guide to Sexual 
Satisfaction. · 
It's tips, tricks and general fun 
to help you score a big A+ on the 
sexual aptitude test. So let the 
studying begin! 
' 1. Stay limber. Sounds simple 
enough. right? The more flexible 
you are the more fun you can 
have in bed. And when you're 
doing crazy' positions like the 
Leaping 
Leprechaun. y'ou don't have to 
worry about pulling a muscle or 
breaking your back. So boys, pick 
up those weights and get to lift-
ing. And ladies, I can't emphasis 
this enough. stretch! Plus, being 
fit and limber helps build stami-
na, and that is never a bad thing. 
· 2. Practice makes perfect. The 
more you do it, the better you get. 
And I don't just mean sex. I am an 
. avid supporter of masturbation. 
And that goes for the ladies espe-
cially. 'Ii"ust me, if you can't fll)d 
your G-sPQt, your guy never will. 
Plus, masturbating has its perks -
you can fantasize about anyone· 
and you don't _ have to worry 
about embarrassing moments ·or 
STDs. 
3. Nix the drinking and smok-
ing. I know, I know this is a tough 
egg to crack. But according to 
research, smoking restricts blood 
flow through out the body, mak-
ing it harder for guys to achieve 
an erection. Talk about a mood 
killer. As for alcohol, it may make 
you less inhibited, but it causes 
physical inhibitions as well. This 
makes me cringe at the thought of 
marathon men. And guys may not 
be able to achieve satisfaction 
quickly, if at all. 
4. Catch up on some reading. 
No, not your psych book. I'm talk-
ing about the art of Kama Sutra. 
· Now this is .reading I enjoy. Guys, 
you will even want to hit the 
books after looking at some of 
this stuff. You've heard about it, 
maybe even seen it in Cosmo. 
Today, it's time to try it out. There 
are positions for amateurs; pros 
and the most sexually courageous 
people out there. Hint: Check out 
the Dragonfly. Wow. 
5. Make a new friend and bring 
them along. Everyone has differ-
ent kinky sexual desires and fan-
tasies. Tap into those and explore. 
Vibrators, handcuffs, whipped 
cream, porn - the possibilities 
are endless. Break out of the ordi-
. nary and you might surprise 
yourself. Just don't bring your 
best friend to bed with you. ·It's 
skanky and will always end badly. 
6. Stay safe. Maybe this semes-
ter I haven't focused on this 
enough. Sex is fun - when you're 
not fearing for your life. STDs and 
pregnancy ~ould ruin your life. 
You want to graduate with a 
degree, not herpes. So please, get 
tested, wrap it up, take a pill -
whatever works for you. After a14 
the safer and healthier your body 
is, the more sex you can enjoy. · 
7. Finally, be yourself and enjoy 
every bit of sex. Do I really need 
to explain this tip? Just be yourself 
and be confident in yourself. And 
for God's sake, take full advantage 
of every sexual encounter. If 
you're not enjoying sex, then why 
are you doing it? What's point? If 
you follow no other advice, take 
this one - learn. what you love, 
do it and enjoy it! 
. Follow these rules and maybe 
you'll go home with a degree in 
sex. Good luck with fmals. 





captures the good 




The year was 1974. Tough-
guy vigilante films like Dirty 
Harry and Death Wzsh were 
highly popular in a time where 
the populace was questioning 
the corruptness of the .govern-
ment. To respond to the 
demand for n;iore vengeful 
peacekeepers, Marvel Comics 
introduced a character named 
the Punisher in Amazing Spi-
der-Man. He was hired by the 
supervillain J~ckal to kill Spi-
der-Man. Believing I Spider-
Man to be guilty of Gwen 
Stacy's murder, Punisher 
agrees to the assignment. The 
two fight to a standstill, until , 
· Spidey is able to persuade 
Punisher of his innocence, 
claiming Jackal set him up. The 
Punisher retreats and the issue 
ends. Howev~r, it was only the 
beginning for the Punisher. 
He reappeared in Spider-
Man's ·books, as well as in 
other heroes' stories such as 
Daredevil and Captain Ameri-
ca On the same side, but with 
different morals and methods, 
the Punisher often clashed 
with superheroes while assist-
ing them in bringing down the 
bad guys. The chemistry 
between the heroes and Pun-
isher was undeniably com-
pelling, as it often made nor-
mally level-headed guys like 
Spider-Man question their 
own actions. 
All of the Punisher's early 
adventures have been conve-
niently collected into one vol-
ume, The Essential Punisher, to 
Bleeps and bloojJs 
coincide with the release of the 
new movie and his 30th 
anniversary. Some readers 
may not like that the issues are 
presented in black and white, 
but at a cover price of $15 for 
more than 400 pages of mate-
rial, color is something I'm 
Willing to sacrifice. The fasci-
nating thing about the collec-
tion is seeing the evolution of a 
single character. Different 
writers tried to handle him in 
different ways, some bad and 
some good. 
For instance, Frank Miller 
captures the darkness of the 
character, while a few others 
have him take on laughing . 
stock villains such as the Hit-
man and the Tarantula Seeing 
his origin repeated 'a couple . 
times gets rather nauseating 
too; This isn't the Garth Ennis 
ultra-violent _trigger-happy 
Punisher. This is war-journal, 
mercy-pullet Punisher, when , 
he still had some semblance of 
a conscience. 
. The art varies in quality, 
with some artists looking good 
in black and whi,te (the afote-
mentioned Frank Miller), 
while others don't (just about 
. every Spider-book from the 
'70s ). Even with its flaws, this 
is still a must-have for fans of 
the character and.a fascinatirig 
read for comic history buffs. 
Just remember, when you see 
the laughable Tarantula, don't 
say I didn't warn you. 
COURTESY HTIP://WWW.CASTLE-PUNIHSER.COM 
The weight of the XBox _on.your shoulders 
The system's s~es 
soar this week 
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ 
Staff Writer .. 
working a few hours and buy-
ing the game legally. 
Woo! John Woo has 
optioned for the rights to 
make a Metroid movie, but 
that doesn't mean it'll actually 
occur. They were previously 
auctioned to a Craig Perry, 
' Believe it. or not, stuff hap- who let them exj:>ire. Woo 
pened this week. There's even . could do the same thing, but 
news from all three consoles. he seems pretty stoked about 
Read onward, sailor! gaming all of a sudden. At the 
Sales of XBoxes nearly dou- same t ime, he is working on 
bled this week after their price three original games at the 
dropped to $150. Billy Bob, ~e newly-founded Tiger Hill stu-
fictitious UPS worker, com- dios. As long as we don't end , 
mented, "Can't you people buy up with Metroid Impossible 2: 
something lighter? My back is The Movie: The Game, things 
killing me!" Experts predict should work out all right. But 
that sales will continue to if we find out that Samus is 1 
increase after the release of the going to look like Laura Croft 
limited edition Halo bundle, in and has Eddie Murphy as a 
which all the hardware is a wisecracking alien sidekick, 
horrible shade of vomit green. I'll begin softly crying myself 
From the Sony side, an to sleep at night. 
interview let loose plans to In the wide world of porta-
make the PS3 use BD-ROMS, bles, Nintendo is tossing all, of 
which hold 25-50GB _of inf or- its eggs into one neat little bas-
mation. This would theoreti- ket. The latest Famitsu 
cally be the end of swapping reveaied plans to showcase a 
disks in the middle of a game, whopping 30 titles for the Nin-
but probably not. Squaresoft tendo DS at E3, the industry's 
will surely find a way to fill it yearly convention and orgy. 
up with a new kind of super- Nobody knows where these 30 
awesome FMv. If nothing else, games will come from, but 
the move would foil pirates for with recent news of the sys-
a while, because downloading tern's touch screen, Ninten-
that from Kazaa would take do's booth should be a very ' 
more time than finding a job, touching experience. 
Topfive 
Five college cliches that n~ed to 'go 
indie's new resident 
cynic sounds off 
JOE ANDERSON 
Staff Writer 
For the two people who 
read my article last week, it is 
perhaps apparent that I am a 
very cynical man. I don't know 
why, but as far back as I can 
remember, I have loved pissing 
in people's Cheerios. I smile 
when others are unhappy. If I 
see you stuck on I-4 with a flat 
tire in the middle of a thunder-
storm, that sucks, I gotta go. 
With that being said, the fol-
lowing is a list of five people 
who should be beaten like they 
stole something: 
1. People who discuss how 
much they drank and how 
wasted they were. Listen up, 
freshmen, no one cares how 
much 151 you drank last Tues-
day morning or how tom up 
you were when you drove 
home. Saturday night. Wel-
come to college. Alcohol gets 
consumed. Now shut up. 
2. Another group of people 
who need to be dragged away 
in the middle of the night are 
those kids who play that danc-
ing game at Wackadoo's. You 
know who you are. We've all 
seen these kids pumping their 
mommy's quarters into that 
machine just so they can jump 
up and down when the arrows 
tell them to. Note to these peo-
ple: Get a girlfriend and take 
her out dancing. You still get to 
jump around like a doofus, and 
it will probably be cheaper. 
. 3. This next one goes out to 
the ladies. I'm only going to say 
this once. Just ·because they 
make it in your size doesn't 
mean you have to wea:r it. With 
at least 80 percent of the girls I 
have seen ort campus wearing . 
thongs or some skimpier ver-
sion thereof, I have had the 
misfortune of catching a 
glimpse of not the skinniest of 
women. They're wearing size 
40 jeans and what !"Can only 
assume would be granny 
panties on any average female 
uc:i; stude:pt's body. However, 
what I saw was like a bad car 
wreck. I just couldn't turn 
away. P.T. Barnum used less 
material to cover his 3 ring cir-
cus. To these girls, I say cover 
up. No one needs that image 
burned into their cornea 
4. This next group of people 
should be forcefed sawdust 
through their noses. The peo-
ple I am talking about here are 
the people who hand me flyers 
outside the student union. Do 
these people· honestly think I 
care about whatever it is this 
little scrap of paper is trying to 
tell me? The only time I would 
ever take a flyer is if it said· 
"Thls flyer entitl~s you to 
smack the person who handed 
it to you until you feel like 
stopping." 
5. And fmally, these people 
deserve to be stabbed with a 
dull knife until they cry like 
recently widowed women. 
These are the guys who spray 
on half a bottle of cologne 
. before they leave the house. 
Gentlemen, do you really think 
women are going to want you 
when they can't get within four 
feet of you without gagging? 
Remember, less is more. 
The · preceding aren't the 
only people who deserve to be 
covered in honey and thrown 
into an ant pile, but.I have run 
out of space, so I am out like 




















that doesn't begin 
with "Star" · 
MARIANNE HAYES 
Staff Writer 
Getting. coffee these days 
has turned into quite the pro-
·duction. If you're able to even 
make iHo the front of the Star-
bucks line, the decision that 
lies ahead is never an easy one. 
Between grande, venti, low-fat, 
non-fat and the house blend, 
some may stilmble when 
ordering. And while waiting 
for your $6 cup of joe, there's 
' .always the seating dilemma. 
'.All you coffee drinkers know 
;what I'm talking about. While 
;leaning against the high-top 
counter, you watch the 
:lbarista" take her sweet time 
' . 
Protest ,. .. 
· putting together your coffee 
concoction. In the meantime, 
you're peeking around the cor-
ner, noticing the one empty 
seat that's still open. Slyly, you 
step away from the counter iii 
an attempt to place your book 
bag on the tiny square table, 
letting all the other patrons 
know that the seat's yours. 
Ine'vitably, an intellectual guy 
with a laptop always appears 
out of nowhere, jacking the 
seat you were about to call 
dibs on. 
Making it through the java 
jungle can be rougn. The UCF 
area · has never had a Central 
Perk to fall back on, which has 
primarily left Starbucks as the 
only decent coffee vender in 
the neighborhood-. Well, fortu-
nately for us, there's a new 
barista in town. Natura Coffee 
and Tea, located in Collegiate 
Square behind Applebee's, is a 
refreshing new caf e that rede-
fines the term "coffee shop." 
.. 
Embracing a more intimate 
setting, Natura completely 
steers away from the commer-
cial coffeehouse atmosphere. 
Contemporary artwqrk 
adorns the walls of this eccen-
tric · establishment, while 
bands like Radiohead echo in 
the background. Its bright red 
and blue couches rest in front 
of a row of computers that are 
open to patrons. Students will 
definitely think twice before 
hitting up the UCF computer 
lab after one visit to Natura. 
This can be attributed to the 
distinctively unique features. 
Aside from computer 
access, they have an unbeliev-
able assortment of desserts. A 
French pastry chef actually 
comes in on specific nights, 
whipping up fresh creme brule 
for patrons to enjoy. In addi-
tion to pastries, Natura also 
serves soup, salad, paninis, 
sandwiches and herbal tea. 
· Not only is everything fresh 
and tasty, they're also reason-
ably priced. A cup of cocoa 
coconut cappuccino or mint 
chamomile tea costs about $2 
each. 
However, food and school-
work shouldn't be the only 
things attracting you to Natu-
ra. This truly original coffee-
house is also a great place to 
spend your night out: Serving 
beer and wine, Natura is the 
perfect environment for when 
you just want to chill out. If 
you're sick of the same, played 
out bars that attract the fresh-
men frenzy (i.e. Devaney's) 
head. over to Natura. They 
have open mic nights, as well 
as beer a'.nd wine tastings that 
are original and fun. Basically, 
· sheer individuality is Natilia's 
theme. On the other end of the 
Starbucks spectrum, its atmos-
phere is personal and quaint, 
serving as a charming place to 
study, grab a bite to eat or just 
hangout. , 
f . . . • " • 
~UCF students protest the big top 
.. 
;Bare Don't Bite protests 
~circus animal cruelty 
. ,MACKENZIE PAUSE 
· Staff Writer 
the patrons will stop attending 
animal circuses. 
While the Shriners do not 
own the animals used in their 
circuses, they are leased from 
various corporations, some of 
which have had numerous cita-
The Shriners Circus is com- tions for animal cruelty. 
ing to town, and there will be Hawthorne Corporation, a com-
more than clowns and cotton pany the Shriners use, has accu-
candy. Outside the campus mulated $72,500 in USDA penal-
arena, UCF animal rights group ties, and its license has been 
Bare Don't Bite (www.barcdont- · suspended twice. Hawthorne, as 
bite.org) will protest the circus well as Tarzan Zerbini and 
t<;> educate the community on George Carden Circuses, two• 
the mistreatment of circus ani- other companies that lease to 
mals. the Shriners, have all been cited 
Sara Beniamino, vice presi- for violations of minimum stan-
dent of Bare Don't Bite, said that dards of care established in the 
;people are still going to attend Animal Welfare · Act. 
:the circus, but they want the (www.aphis.usdagov/ac/publi-
i attendees to pay attention to cations.html). 
:signs of abuse. The group's aim Some of the charges these 
~s . to inform the circus-going companies have acquired 
;public of facts they rriay not include physical abuse to an ani-
1 know. They hope that some of mal during training ,and han-
} ~ ... ~r-~A- ~· .. ~~-::..J ·-~--":i .. :;~~~t~~~<~~.:-;:-
Art exhibition 
Heart of glass . 
Dale Chihuly brings 
. glass-blowing skills to · 




. Internationally renowned 
, glass blower Dale Chihuly's 
exhibition, "Chihuly Across 
Florida: Masterworks in Glass," 
will run at the Orlando Muse-
. um of Art through May 30. 
: Teamed ·with the Museum of 
: Fine Arts in St. Petersburg, the 
• _exhibition is the largest ever 
·presentation of Chihtily glass-
works. The museum hopes 
"Chihuly Across Florida" will 
bring national~d even inter-
national attention to Florida as 
a "state of the arts." 
'We are proud to help bring 
Chihuly's cutting edge works to 
Florida," said Bill Habermeyer, 
president and CEO of Progress 
_ Energy Florida, a primary 
sponsor of the · exhibit. "It 
speaks to· the strength of the 
arts in Florida that an exhibi-
tion of such magnitude has 
been developed specifically for 
shows in St. Petersburg and 
Orlando. We look for this ambi-
tious project to enrich the lives 
of area residents and attract 
visitors to both communities." 
Chihuly. is best known for 
his grand architectural cre-
ations, such as his "Chande-
liers" creations, which were 
suspended over the canals and 
piazzas of Venice in 1996. His 
work c~now be seen in more 
than 200jnuseums around the 
world 
dling, failure to provide veteri-
nary care, inadequate and unsafe 
enclosures, failure to provide 
shelter from the elements, 
unnecessary pain and suffering 
and failure to provide . water. 
Ignored veterinary care is also 
linked to four elephants that 
died from a human strain of 
tuberculosis. 
With this history of charges, 
Bare Don't Bite protests the 
arrival of the Shriners Circus to 
· UCF. They plan to demonstrate 
every year until something hap-
pens. 'We have to get it off cam-
pus," Beniamino said 
· Daniel Holbert, president of 
·Bare Don't Bite, formed the 
group less than a year ago. They 
will receive funding next year, 
but for now they rely oil dona-
tions. Some members have even 
contributed from theii own 
pockets. The group is growing, 
and invites anyone dedicated 
Orga.'lized and designed by 
the artist, "Chihuly Across 
Florida" highlights his classic 
works and new large-scale 
installations. The exhibit fea:-
tures selections from some of 
Chihuly's best-known series, 
such as "Persians," "Baskets," 
and "Macchia," as well as new 
creations and large-scale sculp-
tures designed specifically for 
the two museums to comple-
ment their respective architec-
tures. Visitors can also watch a 
documentary of Chihuly at 
work 
His work is more than just 
vases and baskets. Chihuly 
blows abstract works that are 
not really anything concrete, 
but they have a certain ethereal 
quality with extensive curls and 
patterns of intensive color. His 
~or~ are ~i~ous and inven-
tive, mcorporatmg the use of 
and compassionate about ani- . 
ma1 rights to join. 
Students have told Beni-
amino that one person can't 
make a difference. "If you have 
enough dedication and passion, 
you can do whatever you want," 
she said. "It's a chain reaction 
from there:• 
Anyone interested in joining 
the demonstration is urged to 
show up. Bare Don't Bite will be . 
at the UCF Arena at 8:30 a.m., 1 
p.m. and 5:30 p.m on Saturday 
and Sunday. 
Animal Free Circuses do 
·exist - and not just Cirque du 
. Soleil. Flying Higli Circus and 
Cloud Seeding Circus are a few 
based out of Florida. For a com-
plete list, visit 
www.circuses.com. This Web 
site also provides documented 
facts about circus animal cruelty, 
as well as information on how to 
report mistreatment. 
light and atmosphere as neces-
sary elements. 
Introduced to glass while 
studying interior design at the 
University of Washington, Chi-
huly enrolled in the first glass 
program in the country at the 
University of Wisconsin after 
he graduated from Washington 
in 1965. He continued his stud-
ies at the Rhode Island School 
of Design, where he established 
the glass program and taught 
for more than 10 years. 
' In 1968, Chihuly was award-
ed a Fulbright Fellowship to 
work in Venice, Italy, where he 
was exposed to more delicate' 
glass blowing. Upon his return 
in 1971, Chihuly co-founded the 
Pilchuck Glass School ' near. 
Seattle, Washington. With this 
crucial glass center, he has led 
the development .. \ f avant-
garde glasswork 
EVERY THURSDAY EVERY SATURDAY 
Karaoke at1d \.iye , 
Open Mic\ Ettterta1ttWlettt. 
COME WATCH UCF GAMES AND RACING ON 
JHE HIGH DEF, BIG SCREEN T.V. 
12727 E. Colonial Drive • 407-277-7665 
(East of Alafoya, post 408 overpass on left) 





CHOICE OF ONE: 
Wonton Soup 
· (stuffed with chicken & sluimp) 
or 
Chicken Spring Roll 
or 
Small Mixed Salad 
863 N. Alafarn Trail 





CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE: 
Sahnon Pineapple Salsa 
Sa11t eed Salmon fllet served 111itl1 
Pineapple Salsa. 
or 
Chicken on the Green 
Steamed chicken bedded on broccoli and 
rice topped with p eanut c11rry saiice . 
or 
ShrimP, Late Night 
Stir-fried s 7r1111p, egg, au'd rice 
uoodles with ltgbt soy sauce bedded 
on Romaine lettt1ce. 
Critic's Choice 
BEST THAI RESTAURANT 
- Scott Joseph ; Orlando Sentinel 
Foodie Award 2003 
Duffy's Subs 
$6.25 
GIANT. PHILL V COMBO 
GIANT, MEATBALL COMBO 
' " (Includes 32oz Drink) . "' 
407-679-2448· 
10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD 
One mile west of UCF corner of Dean & 
University behind Discount Auto Parts 
103 OFF 
w/UCF ID 
OPEN 7 DAYS · 
MON· THURS I lam - IOpm 
FRI llam - llpm 
SAT llam - IOpm 
SUN 4pm - 9pm 
lunch menu available 
1J_t!lflt&Lp . 
/5 · Italian Grill & Pizzeria 
Dine In •Take Out • Delivery • Catering 
7 Atafaya Woods, Ste 1 000, Oviedo 
407-706-021 7tax 407-706-0256 
r-----------T-----------7------~----~ 2 LARGE ·.2 MEDIUM'. 1 LARGECHEESE •• 
PIZZAw/ ONE 
CHEESE PIZZAS I CHEESE PIZZAS I TOPPING & 1 o I 
$15 99 1 $1 3 9· 9 1 WINGS·(orKNOTS) 1 • : • : & 2 LITER SODA 1 
I Toppings $1 .50 I Add $1 .25 for each I $1 5 ·9· 5 : 
I additional each pizza I topplnp - ·each pizza I • I 
~-----------·-----------+-----------4 • 1 MEDIUM CHEESE • 2 MEDIUM • sA· ru· RD iil ·v I 
I PIZZA w/ONE I CHEESE PIZZAS I f' I 
: TOPPING & 10 : W/ONE TOPPING SPECIAL 
1 WINGS (or KNOTS) 1 & GARLIC KNOTS $ 99 SLICE 
1 & 2 LITER SODA 1 & 2 LITER SODA 1 • 1 
I $1 3 95 I $1 9 99 . I 11:00af!1 - 5:00pmONLY I 
I • I • I Pick Up Only I 
~-----------~-----------~-----------~ ·------------------------------------~ : FAMILY SPECIAL $3.00 OFF $30.00 or MORE : 
·------------------------------------· All MAJOR CREOIT CARDS ACCEPTED • NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT VALIO WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
_;.;.(;?, ~4'£4/bl .,, & 




11400 University Boulevard 






Happy Hour TII 2:00ant 
WE: aYE: V(Ps (~(2 DE: May2 HE:a~'i?Y-artE:YS. ' 
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Chill-out room commandeered 
FROM A2 
event had a theme. Its '80s nostalgia kick 
was only qua5i-supported through both 
student attire and the Dfs music (I don't 
recall hearing The Darkness in the '80s, 
unless you count all the bands their 
sound is recycling). And apparently, the 
emotional, modem rod< 'n' roll of house 
band The Kick didn't sit well with a 
crowd anxious for familiar Billy Idol and 
A-ha riffs: . 
But on to the fun stuff. rm sure you've 
already read enough about the prom in 
the Future, and the iftdie never intends to 
take news-y slants on stories. We're the 
alternative paper, and we're going to pro-
vide an alternative document of this fun-
filled event 
A couple of weeks before the prom, I 
was commissioned (except I wasn't paid 
a dime) to make the playlist for the 
event, as my skills a5 a veteran inix-taper 
have been well-received I was told to 
mix in popular '80s hits with newer indie 
rock and hip-hop, and I spent hours 
making the perfect, non-stop hipster 
dance party. The night of prom finally 
came, and I had close to six hours worth 




ORIG. $1.? .99/ EA 
#136002 
WIT.H VALID UCF STUDENT 1.0. 
Accompanied by girlfriend and indie • 
staffer Emily Scott and Bleeps & Bloops 
columnist Christopher Schwarz, I 
showed up early with my five discs, 
ready to kick out the proverbial jams. But 
the difficulty of making the mix wasn't 
nearly as hard as actually finding the 
entrance to . the prom. After climbing 
those numerous, exhausting steps at the 
entrance of the Rec. and Wellness Cen-
ter, we were told to go baCk downstairs 
and outside to get into the prom area. 
bK, fine. 
We walked back down, though signs 
of life oµtside were hard to come by. We 
found a door that we assumed would 
lead us into the prom(ised land), but • 
sadly it was locked Then Schwarz had 
the idea of simply turning the door's 
lock, which was inexplicably placed on 
the outside of the door. It was another 
astounding example ofUCF's lax securi-
ty, though luckily we're just geeky elitist 
writers and not terrorists. 
Tipped off by the 976 truckfulls of 
delicious Dominos pizza (But where 
were the Cinna Stix?), we fmally found 
the entrance to the prom. Confused that 
a professional DJ was spinning vinyl 
(Metallica of all tirings. Gee, how could I 
forget them on my mix?), I asked my 
employer about the status of my playlist 
He told me it wotild play in the so-called 
"chill-out room" off to the side of the bas-
ketball court-cum-main dance floor. 
But my initial perturbation at know-
ing my hard work would only be heard 
in a subordinate room soon turned to 
sublime happiness, as the indie realized 
we could have the room almost all to 
ourselves. So, we figured we should 
mark our territory with a sign to let peo-
ple know the location of the cool prom. 
But problems soon arose: What 
could we use for a sign? Where can we 
find the tape to hang it? Who has a pen?! 
Our impromptu plans of indie prom 
domination were almost thwarted, but 
makesliift solutions soon went into 
effect: The sign was written on a dis-
carded pizza box; I borrowed a pen from 
Schwarz; a friendly student found some 
Scotch tape for us and indie veteran Sean . 
Hunting showed up just in time to 
make the sign's delightfully rudi-
mentary ninja artwork The sign's 
text said: "Do you think you're 
too good for this music? 
Come to the indie room 
for real music alterna-
tives." With pride and 
about 10 strips of th?t 
cheap-ass tape, we 
hung our sign and 
waited for the magic 
to happen. 
And waited And waited And waited 
Sure, people drifted in and out of the 
room, and the music worked better than 
I dreamed it would, but apparently our 
little-prom-that-could just didn't ha,ve 
the appeal of tables, refreshments; CAB 
giveaways, bad dancing and Men With-
out Hats. Only the indie staff held fort in 
our self-Claimed room throughout the 
prom's duration It's just another exam-
ple of the little mom-and-pop operation 
destroyed in the face of the corporate 
giant. 
Butlittle did the b-ball court dancers 
realize that the best.part of the prom was 
not on the dance floor, but ,in the indie 
room, as we had one thing they could 
never have: chairs with wheels. 
However, these weren't 
ordi-
nary wheeled Chairs. The chairs them-
selves wer!! plush and comfortable, but 
each came with an unnecessary little 
·desk addition that only got in the way · 
and reminded us of schoo~ this strange . 
combination 'was as foreign to us as curl- , 
ing and an appreciation for Jerry Lewis. , 
Nevertheless, those suckers rolled to , 
create more pleasure than anything .· 
that's ever been rolled before (Though • 
Snoop Dogg may object to this state- , 
ment). Once we found out how easily , 
the chairs rolled on the polished. hard-
wood floor, the options were infinite: , 
Two people could share a chair, one per-
son could push a chair and its occupant ~ 
around for added speed and one could ·' 
push off of walls to give himself momen-
. tum. Indie staffer Brett Ryan Bonowicz 
remarked that he hadn't gotten so much 
exercise in years. 
An intense game ofbumper chairs 
ensued that would give even the _ 
. best bumper car theme park rides 
a run for their money. The indie is 
all about making something out : 
of nothing, and prom night was 
no exception. Though few 
outsiders ""ere wooed by J 
our glorious sounds of . 
danceable indie rock and 
colliding chairs, we had " 
the time of our lives, , 












Top five ultimate battles 
5. Hippos vs. Hunger 
4. Cowboys vs. Robots 
3.Smokeyvs.The Bandit 
2. The Future vs. the indie 
1. Pirates vs. Ninjas 
-... 







In one of my very first columns, I 
defended P.J. Hogan's ambitious adapta-
tion of Peter Pan. I went on to attack Dis-
ney and its butchering of literary classics 
by introducing children to them through 
.. '" entertaining, yet shallow, cartoons. I let 
out my hatred for Disney; as so many have 
in the past, They're just so easy to loathe, 
like the evil corporate giant in a Capra 
film, needing to be thwarted by an affable 
up-and-coming Jimmy Stewart-type. 
character. Nothing .of the sort has hap-
pened. Instead, Disney has begun to self-
destruct. These past few months have 
been hell for Disney; and I almost can't 
help but feel sorcy for them Almost -
.. 
First, Roy Disney; one of Walt's direct 
relatives, decided to leave the company. 
He left because he was sick of the direc-
tion of the company; and also because the 
mandatory retirement age of 75 ·was 
looming near for him The story had sub-
stantial news coverage and startled the 
public. There was chaos going on inside 
the house of the mouse and an implosion 
Waiting to happeIL 
Then, Comcast tried to take over the ' 
company. Even thoogh they weren't suc-
cessful, it showed just how vulnerable 
and.weak Disney had become. No longer 
on top of the empire, Disney could per-
haps be defeated. ' 
To make matters much, much worse, 
not long after the takeover Pixar finally 
gained its independence from the compa'." 
ny. No longer having to put up with Dis-
ney's controlling ways, the most prof-
itable division ofDisney's enterprises was 
saying adios for good. Disney was defi-
nitely showing a sign of weakness, being 
pierced like Ursula by the proverbial har-
pooIL . "':;;"' . 
Disney's TV networks, led by ABC, 
are failing to produce the ra.tings of their 
competitors. Its theme parks have recent-
ly had to raise prices for admission, which 
is never a good sigIL Michael Eisner, 
chairman and CEO of the company; had 
his duties cut in half-much to the cheer 
- of the ~ompany. And last but not least, its 
latest animated ftlnl. Home on the Range, 
is a certified bomb. Sure it'~ only been two 
weeks since its_ release, and maybe I 
should still give it a chance. Naw, I won't 
-do that The film made a little over $10 
· million in its first week, falling behind the 
mediocre Hellboy and the B-movie Walk-
ing Tall. Wasn't it just 10 years ago when 
the Lion ~g roared into box offices, 
slapping every other movie around as if 
they were wounded wildebeests? 
What happened to the animated epics 
that Disney wqs known for? Weren't Dis-
ney movies these monstrously promoted 
events you'd· wait all year for? It's these 
movies that it's always been most known 
for, and frankly; it sucks now. It's scary; but 
it seems the only way the Mouse is going 
to be able to save itself is by doing the one 
thing that bothers me most: Go back and 
make more inaccurate adaptations. Their 
last few movies - Treasure Planet, Broth-
er Bear and the aforementioned Home on 
the Range - are too far out there for a 
mainstream audience to accept (Lilo and 
Stitch was a fluke, as far as rm concerned 
A good movie, but a fluke nonetheless). 
They didn't even have the A-list celebrity 
casts that seem to always draw attentioIL 
And no, I don't count Roseanne as a talk--
ing cow. That's typecasting, not celebrity 
casting. Plus, most of the movies have 
moved on from G to PG, which does turn 
off a lot ofthe audiences. It worked with 
Shrek becatise the producers of that film 
'\Vere willing to take a risk and have fun 
with the rating, whereas Disney really 
doesn't need it 
. Innovative companies, such as Dream-
works and the newly independent Pixar 
are going to be warring with Disney at the 
box office. They will use both traditional 
and computer animation'in creative ways, 
and it will be Disney's responsibility to 
keep up: Their last attempt at computer 
animation with Pixar was Dinosaur, 
which was; in the nicest of terms, an 
abominatioIL If they do what they keep 
qoing, Disney itself is going to go the way 
of those thunderous lizards. I always 
thought that if a nuclear war occurred, the 
only things left would be Cher and Mick-
ey. .Thanks to their' foolishness, it looks 
like Cher's going to be left all by her lone-
some. 
E-mail Michael Lawrence at 
michae/.@theindie.com 
WEB LESS TRAVELED 
Now _with slightly more useful (ontent for you! 
BRANDON HARDIN 
The Internet, much like an aban-
doned construction site or Michael 
Jackson's Neverland Ranch, can be a 
dangerous place. 
It holds more viruses and dis-
eases than all of the prostitutes on 
.- OBT combined. 
' There are more scams than there 
. are weapons of mass destruction in 
Iraq. But that's not saying much. 
There are more frightening pie-
' hires and videos of people doing 
things that should be physically 
· impossible than I even want tb con-
sider. I mean, 2-liter bottles and eels 
just aren't supposed to go there. , 
However, · the ·Internet is an 
amazingly powerful tool. I found 
the name of a '30s jazz song about 
matzo balls and Gefilte fish ("Matzo 
Balls" by Slim and Slam, for those 
who care) by rullning a Web search, 
finding part of the lyrics on a Ger-
man site and then translating the 
site into English using another site. 
, I know. I have too much time on 
· my hands. But I digress. 
In my many months of .writing 
this column, I've never given some 
general safety tips and helpful 
pointers. I think it's time, with only. 
one column to go after this one, to 
give some advice to any possible 
Internet nOObs out there reading 
this. 
1. No one from Nigeria really 
wants you to launder millions of 
dollars for them. 
COURTESY HACKER'S GUIDE 
. http://spybot.safer-networking.de/ 
SpyV.rare is everywhere. Odds 
are you have at le.ast a few tracking 
· cookies watching where you're 
going. Why not kill' them with this 
free program? Spybot is largely con-
sidered to be one of the best pro-
. grams out there for terminating per-
formance-hindering spyware and 
adware. , 
2. You need a firewall. Especially http://toolbar.google.com 
if you're on a network on campus or The entire Internet waits to be 
in a college community. explored like a teenage girl on prom 
3. If you don't know what a pro- night when you have the Google 
gram is, don't download it. It's prob- toolbar in your browser. And it's 
ably something you don't want, like . just as easy, too (this coming from 
a virus of" a nude _picture of some- the·guy who didn't:even kiss. stJme:. ' 
one's grandma And trust me, it real- . one on prom night). 
ly, really sucks to lose your porn Perhaps the most useful feature 
stash. Oh, and your' school work in the Google toolbar is its ability to 
Here are some links to help you block popup ads, the genital warts 
out in your quest for a better Inter- of the Internet. They're numerous, 
.net experience. · . annoying and hard to get rid of (not 
http://www.zonelabs.com 
One of the best firewalls is also 
free. Check out Zone Alarm for 
great protection against hackers. If 
you've got an always-on Internet 
connection, a barrier b.etween your 
computer. and the rest, of the 'net is 
a good idea. My firewall has.blocked 
literally ·hundreds of attempts to 
access my computer. But then, you 
may not have as many enemies as I 
do. · 
that I know from personal experi-
ence. I'm a clap.man, myself). 
http://wWw.norton.com 
http://www.mcafee.com 
These are pretty much industry-
standard antivirus software. Yes, 
you have to pay. I'm sorry. But 
sometimes you ne,ed to shell out 
somemom~y. 
E-mail Brandon Hardin at 
brandon@theindie.com 
GOING OVER THE UNDERBELLY 
Searching for a heartbeat 
SEAN HUNTING 
Most of us do not look back 
upon high school as the good old 
days. For the most part, it seems 
the general consensus is ):hat it was 
all ·right, but we are glad it's over.' 
The thing I miss the most is that it 
was our last chance to be our-
selves. 
If there is one thing the ·UCF 
prom was successful at, it was 
reminding us of those days. It did-
n't have a great turnout, and many 
people who did· show up didn't 
know about the supposed '80s 
theme. Yet it made a very dramatic 
point. For just one night, the entire 
. student body was invited to be 
themselves. 
I have a bit of a beef with the 
assembly line image we have given 
ourselves over the past few years. 
Beef is exactly what this column 
was supposed to replace, and I hate 
l 
to fall· back into Angus' territory, TV show comes. Prom was the 
but frankly I miss the way things exact opposite of this. It was a 
4sed to be. American Eagle and throwback to originality. 
Abercrombie <µid Fitch are flat out Those of us who knew about 
killing our culture. I was recently in and embraced the '80s theme went · 
one of these "outfitters" stores and all out. We did our hair up in hom-
I was in awe of how bad our idea of age to a Flock of Seagulls. Girls 
fashion has become. wore giant, multicolored Mohawks 
. -The first thing I looked at was and big smiles on their faces. For 
the hats. I wear a baseball cap the first time in years, a polka dot 
almost every day. Some of them dress with a big pink flower was 
have become a little dirty, or have beautiful. I did my best to pull off a 
worn out around the bill. None of Don Johnson Miami Vice outfit 
them were purchased that way. In with a grey suit and a pink button 
fact, I don't know who· has the up shirt. Nobody laughed or point-. ./ 
nerve to wear out a hat, and then ed fingers, because chances are 
charge me twice as much for it. they· looked dumber than the per-
Then, when browsing through son they would have pointed at. 
the shirts, I was appalled. They are If you are wearing AE and A&F 
all chasing after this thrift store clothing because it is comfortable, 
chic mentality. All the shirts are for . more power to you. I own a fake 
fake battle of the bands that people thrift store shirt that happens to be 
didn't attend or events that don't really soft and enjoyable. My beef 
even exist. They are made to look isn't so big that I am going to sacri-
old, buf the fact that in the average fice my own comfort. For the rest 
auditorium classroom there are of you who are wearing these 
almost always two people wearing assembly-line, thrift-store clothes 
the exact same "It's all relative in so you can look cool, please stop. 
West Virginia" shirt both faded to ·Just be yourself. Wear some sweat 
the exact same proportions kind of pants or a cheap cotton shirt you 
removes the original intention of received from donating blood. You 
thrift store shirts. don't have to conform, just be 
America used to be all about yourself. Be what makes you, you 
originality. This is the nation that baby. We'll love you more for it. 
brought us fast f9od, steam engines 
and pet rocks. Now, we are a zom-
bized monoculture that starts E-mail Sean Hunting at 
drooling every time a new reality sean@theindie.com 
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ 
THE GEEK LIFE 
Booked! t 
My love of libraries was already · 
firmly enmeshed at th~ tender age of 4. ,;. 
Even before I could read, I looked for-
ward to my weekly trips to the library; -
where my mother would release my ' 
brother and I to explore the magnifi- • 
cent world of books. Our local library 1 
branch was pretty large, a multi-story t 
building with a separate video room • 
located on a large and bustling com- ... 
munity college campus. The outside of , 
the building featured gigantic stone 
block sculptures that all the kids would ' 
climb and a big lake filled with friend- 1 
ly ducks and turtles. Before even step-· 
. ping into the large building, which 
seemed unbelievably huge to a couple ! 
of kids like us, we would spend a few 
minutes feeding the ducks and work-
ing off some of our youthfully exces-
sive energy; playihg and running in the 
park surrounding the lake. 
Once we walked through the long 4 
. vine-wrapped tunnel (really some ~ 
brash architect's masterpiece of an.;! 
entranceway) and stepped into the · 
cool air of the library, we were both 
exhausted and refreshed. We would run: ahead ofour mother and into the 
expansive children's sectioh. The high 
ceiling, large picture windows and 
wide spaces made the section feerlike 
,a great indoor playground Small. kid-
-sized tables· dotted the landscape and 
puzzles and picture_ books were nor-
inally scattered about as far as the eye 
could see. Then, in the center, was the 
piece de resistance: a two-story boat 
smack-dab in the center of all those 
low children's bookcases. It has since 
been boarded up, . but back then we ~ 
could play .freely; climb the stairs, slide • 
down· the pole in the center, man the 
helm and hang from the windows. The 
ship was always infested with children ' 
and we had to battle our way in and out 
through the pressing throng, which of 
cofuse onfy maCle it that much more 
exciting. 
As I grew a little older.and expand-
ed on µiy reading skills; ! would go to 
. the neai:by young adult section. For 
several years of my youth, I was 
obsessed with Choose Your Own 
Adventure books. I especially remem-
ber one Supergirl Choose Your Own . 
Adventure book because no_ matter 
what I did, it seemed I would die a ter-
rible death. Supergirl would get cap- I 
tured and tortured by witches or " 
frozen into a bla<;:k of ice. I w~ tempt- ~ 
ed to hold my place as I purveyed the 
available ' choices, but I figured that • 
would be cheatirig. , , , ; ; 
On:ce I reached third grade, I had 
· read all the Babysitter's · Club I could : 
stand, as well as old favorites like The " 
Celery Stalks at Midnight, about a vam-
pire bunny and his wacky adventures, 
and The Halloween Tree, still one of my ; 
favorite books AND holidays. And of • 
course, A Wrinkle in Time, one of the 1 
great sci-fi young adult classics. Actu- j 
ally; I think the whole Time quartet, as , 
the series is called, is just excellent fie- : 
tion for any age. I'd even gone through , 
all the Narnia books in C.S. Lewis' mas-
terpiece of a series. : 
It was time to head to the second ' 
floor, where the adult books were. I . 
would devour entire authors, poring 
through everything writers like Robert 
Silverberg, Arthur C. Clarke, Isaac Asi- ! 
. mov and Steven King had to offer. I 
would check out the maximum num-
ber of books allowed every week. rd 
take my huge stack home and read 
whenever I could My mother would 
always yell at me for reading while I ate 
dinner, but that wasn't the least of it. I 
read in class, during lunch, in the car, 
even while walking. I perfected a 
method of reading while still paying 
· enough attention to my surroundings 
to make my way through crowded hall-
ways. I would climb trees with a book 
stuffed in my pocket and read under 
the green canopy while cool breezes 
played across the pages. 
These days, little has changed I still 
read voraciously, everything from 
newspapers to old textbooks; plus 
every novel I can get my hands OIL I 
still love the smell of old books, the 
w~y it first hits you when you enter a 
library. Every time I open one, I step 
into a new world I never know what 
will await me, what kind of adventure 
I'll find as I journey from cover to 
cover, but I doubt I'll ever tire of the 
voyage. 
E-mail Elizabeth Fernandez at 
elizabeth@theindie.com 
Be a Leader in the Army National Guard, and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you 
for leadership. You'll also get career training, money for college and opportunities. to devel.op 
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